**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
**Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:**

- Blues - R&B - Reggae: $41
- Christian - Gospel: $45
- Classical - Opera: $47
- Country & Western - Bluegrass: $31
- Holiday Music: $46
- Jazz - Big Bands: $36
- More Music: $50

**Rock - Pop**

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

**CD 7944179** THE #1 66S POP ALBUM. This 75-track, three-CD set includes: Suspicious Minds by Elvis Presley; Mr. Tambourine Man by The Birds; Homeward Bound by Simon & Garfunkel; Albatross by Fleetwood Mac; I Left My Heart in San Francisco by Tony Bennett; Ring of Fire by Johnny Cash; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7835175** GERRY AND THE PACEMAKERS: Live at the BBC. Collects 22 songs from the British beat group, including Ferry Cross the Mersey; Dizzy Miss Lizzie; Slippery and Sliden’: I’ll Be There; You’ll Never Walk Alone; Shop Around; and more. BBC. $5.95

**CD 7944217** THE HITS ALBUM: The Rock Album. This 80-track, four-CD set includes: Jailhouse Rock; Right Turn; Rumble; Raw-Hide; The Battle of New Orleans by Pat Benatar; The Spirit of Radio by Rush; If I Could Turn Back Time by Cher; Don’t Look Back by Rick Springfield; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 4884736** 1960’S NUMBER 1 HITS: 20 Songs. Contains twenty tracks by the original artists, including Sugar Sugar by The Archies; Wild Thing by The Troggs; Good Lovin’ by The Rascals; I Heard it Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; Hang On Sloopy by The McCoys; and many more. TGG Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

**CD 7944209** THE HITS ALBUM: 80s Young Guns. This 80-track, four-CD set includes: Come On Eileen by Dexys Midnight Runners; Mad World by Tears for Fears; Do You Really Want to Hurt Me by Culture Club; Up on the Catwalk by Simple Minds; Smooth Operator by Sade; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 7944160** THE #1 ROCK ‘N’ ROLL JUKEBOX. This 78-track, three-CD set includes: Jailhouse Rock by Elvis Presley; C‘Mon Everybody by Eddie Cochran; Be My Baby by The Ronettes; Twist and Shout by Brian Poole and the Tremeloes; Tequila by The Champs; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 4884841** GOLDEN #1 HITS OF THE 50’S & 60’S: 40 Songs. Two CDs combine two decades of great music, artists and hits on 40 tracks that include: The Wayward Wind by Gogi Grant; The Purple People Eater by Sheb Wooley; Soldier Boy by The Penguins; The Battle of New Orleans by Johnny Horton; Johnny Angel by Shelley Fabares; I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Imperitone. $9.95

**CD 7944258** THE #1 SUPER 70S POP ALBUM. This 60-track, three-CD set includes: Waterloo by ABBA; Uptown Top Ranking by Atllhea & Donna; September by Earth, Wind & Fire; The Boss by Diana Ross; You Make Me Feel Like Dancing by Leo Sayer; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7886574** DRIVING SONGS: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes: Real Wild Child (Wild One) by Iggy Pop; All the Small Things by Blink 182; All Star by Smash Mouth; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; Iko Iko by The Righteous Brothers; and more. Union Square Music. $5.95

**CD 7944152** THE #1 NEW WAVE ALBUM. This 60-track, three-CD set includes: Boys Don’t Cry by The Cure; The Passenger by Iggy Pop; Into the Valley by Skids; Money by The Flying Lizards; Rat Trap by The Boomtown Rats; Dance Away by Roxy Music; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7905610** THE RUMBLED GUITAR SOUND OF LINK WRAY. Thirty-eight tracks from one of early rock’s greatest guitarists. Link Wray’s distinctive sound brings life to influential guitar classics like Rumble; Raw-Hide; The Swag; Silky; Jack the Ripper; Comanche; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**Current titles are marked with a ★**

---

**Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Abbreviation</th>
<th>State tax rate (if applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>41.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>4.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>4.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>5.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.*

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
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$11.95

CD 1958808 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE: East & West. Captures two Hendrix performances that remain as potent and compelling today as they did in 1968. Selects on 13 tracks including Killing Floor; Red House; Crying in the Night; Peace; Purple Haze; Lover Man; Fire; Foxy Lady; Hey Joe; Sunshine of Your Love/Hear my Train a Comin'; and Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 7744323 THE BYRDS: Straight for the Sun. Roger McGuinn, Clarence White, Skip Battin and Gene Parsons bring their definitive 60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering up renditions of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Black Mountain Rag; Mr. Tambourine Man; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 786050X BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Crusaders. On February 13th, 1977 Springsteen and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this two CD set. Among the 16 tracks included, Thunder Road; Backstreets; Born to Run; It's My Life; Night; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

CD 786518X JOURNEY: At the Summit. One of the bands that electrifying bands in classic rock takes the stage at The Summit in Houston, Texas with this exciting 1980 radio broadcast. Seventeen recordings include renditions of Wendy; You; Just the Same Way; Lovin' Tonight; Squinches' Wind; The Sky; and more. You Want It; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$6.95

CD 784409X THE ROLLING STONES: On Air. This collection of 18 tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group performing their songs live on the BBC's Light Programme, including: Come On; Roll Over Beethoven; The Spider and the Fly; Mercy; Mercy; Around and Around; Fannie and more. Polydor. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

CD 7901372 PINK FLOYD: The Tokyo Moons. On March 6th, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Tokyo-To Taiikukan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Speak to Me; Breathe (In the Air); Time; Money; Us and Them; Careful with that Axe, Eugene; Same Old Sun. Mae; Route 66; Mona; Secrets; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 7865430 WARREN ZEVON: Things to Do in Cleveland. On January 5th, 1992, Warren Zevon performed at the Empire Club Centre in Cleveland, Ohio. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including I'll Sleep When I'm Dead; Play It All Night Long; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

$6.95

CD 7913281 THE WHO: Swansea by Numbers. On May 12th, 1976, The Who performed at Vetch Field in Swansea, Wales. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Amazing Journey; Sparks; Acid Queen; Quadrophenia; Baba O'Riley; Lucky Lucky Love; Communication Breakdown; and more. Poor Fool Pitiful Me, The Envy, and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

CD 7865244 MARIANNE FAITHFULL: Vive la France. Features live performances by Marianne Faithfull on TV and Radio Broadcast at a number of the French capital's venues. Recorded between 1965 and 2011, this album illustrates her staggering music career. Seventeen tracks, including The Stairway; No Angels; King at Night; The Wedding; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99

$6.95

CD 7790613 THE BEACH BOYS' LONELY POP. Collects 20 songs from various 1967 broadcasts. Tracks include: Faded Away; I Won't Be Around; California Girls; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$6.95

CD 4873667 BUDDY HOLLY: All-Time Greatest Hits. Buddy Holly's contributions to the early days of rock n' roll were historic. This collection gathers 30 of his greatest songs, including Peggy Sue; That'll Be the Day; It's So Easy; Slippin' & Slidin', Run On; Fool's Paradise; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; and more. Two CDs. MCA Records. Pub. at $19.95

$7.95


$9.95

CD 7784738 AMERICAN BANDSTAND US TOP 100: 5th August, 1957. Features recordings from the Billboard Top 100 from the first TV broadcast of the USA's most influential TV show. Collects 99 tracks including Teddy Bear by Elvis Presley, Goody, Goody by Teenagers; I've Had the Time of My Life by the Velaires; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

CD 7865015 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: 1978 Foxy Night. Bruce Springsteen's Darkness Tour is considered to be one of his greatest, largely due to the FM radio broadcasts that brought many of the Boss's performances live to fans everywhere. One of those shows is presented here, featuring Springsteen at his best in Fox Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia. Collects 27 tracks on three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 7701332 PATTI SMITH: Home for the Holidays. On November 22nd, 1998, Patti Smith performed at the Riviera Theatre in Chicago, Illinois. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Dancing Barefoot; Redondo Beach; Don't Say Nothing; Gone Again; Wing; Free Money; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

CD 7913315 DEEP PURPLE: Springfield 1976. On January 26th, 1976, Deep Purple performed at Springfield Civic Center in Springfield, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Dancing Barefoot; Redondo Beach; Don't Say Nothing; Gone Again; Wing; Free Money; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

CD 7903266 PERRY COMO SINGS SONGS AT THE SUPPER CLUB. A two CD collection of Perry Como's new commercially recorded by Perry Como and performed on the Chestertown Radio Show, The Supper Club between 1944-1948. Includes: I'll Walk Alone; The More I See You; All of My Life; Angel; We'll Be Together Again; Star Dust; Balladeers; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $18.99

$14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Artist 1</th>
<th>Artist 2</th>
<th>Title 1</th>
<th>Title 2</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD 7865147</td>
<td>GRATEFUL DEAD</td>
<td>PEARL</td>
<td>Ebbet's Field Broadcast</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 688433</td>
<td>THE EVELY BROTHERS</td>
<td>HOLLAND</td>
<td>My Heart</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 779259</td>
<td>ADELE</td>
<td>Puddin'</td>
<td>I Get It; I Drink Wine; Hold On; Woman Like Me</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 777295</td>
<td>ADELE</td>
<td>Puddin'</td>
<td>I Get It; I Drink Wine; Hold On; Woman Like Me</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7865023</td>
<td>BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Born to Run; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Lucky Town; Thunder Road</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 774431</td>
<td>CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY</td>
<td>Texas Pop Festival 1969</td>
<td>Introduction/Tuning; Johnny B. Goode; Hear My Train A Comin'</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7864957</td>
<td>THE BEACH BOYS</td>
<td>Coliseum</td>
<td>Fun in Texas; Wendy; Just Like Robinson Crusoe; That's Why God Made the Radio</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 774447</td>
<td>GRATEFUL DEAD</td>
<td>Under the Covers</td>
<td>Underneath the Overstreet; Always Autumneering; Arabian Horses; At the Salesman's Birthday</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7865112</td>
<td>GENE CLARK</td>
<td>Complete Ebbet's Field Broadcast</td>
<td>Big Road Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Last Time; Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues; Good Lovin'; Big River; Gimme Some Lovin'; Bad Moon Rising; John Fogerty; Mama Tried; and more.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7851294</td>
<td>FOUR BY FOUR</td>
<td>Teenage Heartthrobs</td>
<td>Sad; Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Good Golly Miss Molly</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>1950s-60s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7791306</td>
<td>JANIS JOPLIN</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>My Heart; and more.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7851313</td>
<td>GENESIS</td>
<td>New York by the Pound</td>
<td>Sad; Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Good Golly Miss Molly</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 929978</td>
<td>JIMI HENDRIX</td>
<td>Early Show</td>
<td>Introduction/Tuning; Johnny B. Goode; Hear My Train A Comin'; Foxy Lady; Machine Gun; Freedom; Red House; Message of Love; Erykah Badu; Wolf; Kansas City; Candy Man; Heavy</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>1967-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 7772967</td>
<td>THE GIRLS</td>
<td>100 Hits</td>
<td>This 10-track, four-CD set collects four performances recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1967-1970. Songs include You Didn't Try to Call Me; Bacon Fat; That's All; Breathe; The Thrill of It All; Middle of the Night; Rare; and The Way You Do the Things You Do</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>1967-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919/919
**Rock - Pop**

**CD 7744455 FRANK ZAPPA: Poughkeepsie.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Mid Hudson Center, Poughkeepsie, New York, September 1978. These 26 tracks include The Deathless Horse; Dancin’ Foot; Honey Don’t You Want a Man Like Me; Is That Guy Kidding or What? Village of the Sun; Magic Fingers; Little House; Used to Mama; Black Napkins; and more. Two CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**CD 7561278 FOUR BY FOUR: Stars of the Hit Parade.** This 100-track, four-CD set features hits of the most famous singers of the last century. Songs include Prisoner of Love; Wanted by Perry Como; Any Time; Downhearted by Eddie Fisher; That Lucky Old Sun; Shadrake by Frankie Laine; The Rover by Dean Martin; and more. One Loudr. **$9.95**

**CD 7780729 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz.** One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with the 1988 Zappa performance. Two CDs offer 19 tracks, including Teachercuss Cretins; Montana; Easy Meat; Dumb All Over; Sinister. **$9.95**

**CD 7678789 POP! 100 Hits.** This 100-track, five-CD set collects pop hits by original artists including Story of My Life by One Direction; Rude by Magic!; The Key, the Secret by The Kane Collective; Fight for Ourselves by Spandau Ballet; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Hang on Sloopy by The McCoys; and more. Two CDs. $7.95

**CD 497699 CROSSBYS, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Woodstock ’69.** On August 18th, 1969, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at Max Yasgur’s Farm in Bethel, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Blackbird; Helplessly Hoping; Gunningere; Marrakesh Express; Wonderin’; and more. Unicor. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7780656 CHEAP TRICK: Auld Lang Syne.** On May 7th, 1995, Phil Collins performed at Fukuoka Dome in Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including I’ll Be With You Tonight; California Man; Downed; Gonna Raise Hell; Need Your Love Tonight; and more. Sony Music. **$6.95**

**CD 7772148 LED ZEPPELIN: Osaka.** On September 28th, 1971, Led Zeppelin performed at Festival Hall in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Heartbreaker; Stairway to Heaven; From Me to You; Going to California; Down by the Riverside; Tangerine; and more. Two CDs. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7913214 PHIL COLLINS: Another Day in Fukuoka.** On July 4th, 1995, Phil Collins performed at Fukuoka Dome in Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I Don’t Care Anymore; One More Night; Separate Lives; In the Air Tonight; Easy Lover; You Can’t Hurry Love; Both Sides of the Story; and more. Morefield Media. **$11.95**

**CD 7901410 TOOL: Transmission Impossible.** This 42-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances by Tool recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Cold and Unloved; Dead; Crawl; Swamp Song; Intolerance; Hush; Sober; Diary of a Love Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**CD 7901263 BLACK SABBATH: Tokyo Heaven.** On November 18th, 1980, Black Sabbath performed at Nakano Sunplaza in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Sweetzur; War Pigs; Neon Knights; Children of the Sea; Sweet Leaf; Lady; Evil; and Love; Bottoms Up; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7864965 BEASTIE BOYS: Swiss Cheese.** On June 26th, 1998, the Beastie Boys performed at The Open Air Festival in St. Gallen, Switzerland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Superstar; War Pigs; Neon Knights; Children of the Sea; Sweet Leaf; Lady; Evil; and Love; Bottoms Up; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7865422 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place.** This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; Chicago; Cold and Unloved; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 7865333 QUEENSRYCHE: Electric Requiem.** On November 29th, 1990, Queensryche performed at the Jaap Edenhal in Amsterdam, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Anarchy X; Revolution Calling; Speak; The Mission; and more. Smokin’. **$8.95**

**CD 7865260 METALLICA: In the City of Disappearing Love.** On November 23rd, Metallica performed at Electric Factory in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Bleeding; The Deathless Horse; Unchained; and more. Smokin’. **$6.95**

**CD 7890982 THE WHO: Old England, New England.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can’t Explain; Don’t Even Know Myself; We’re Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard. **$9.95**

**CD 7805713 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: All the Hits and More.** This 80-track, three-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from her releases on Columbia, Harmony, and RCA labels between 1946-61. Songs include Cry Joe; Bargain Day; Cabaret; Mixed Emotions; Swing Me; This Ole House; Hey, There; Mambbo Italiano; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 4887059 PAUL SIMON: GRACELAND–The Remixes.** Acclaimed as one of the artistic records in rock music history, this is it re-imagined in its entirety. Twelve tracks including Homeless; Gumboots; I Know What I Know; Crazy Love, vol. II; The Boy in the Bubble; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 7913176 ERIC CLAPTON: Transmission Impossible.** Eric Clapton performed at Sapporo Dome in Sapporo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Stained Glass; Walk of Life; The Bury A Friend; Summer Long Ago; and more. Unicor. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7901437 VAN HALEN: Dallas 1982.** On November 18th, 1982, Van Halen performed at Reunion Arena in Dallas, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Race with the Devil; Unchained; Cathedral; Everybody Wants Some; Dance the Night Away; Ain’t Talkin’ ‘Bout Love; and more. Sony Music. **$9.95**

**CD 497693 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Swiss Cheese.** Recorded on August 2nd and 3rd, 1996, and more. Sutra. **$6.95**

**CD 7808539 MARK KNOPFLER: Vaison La Romaine.** On August 18th, 1990, Mark Knopfler performed at Theatre Antique in Vaison La Romaine, France. These performances were recorded from the Live FM broadcasts. Collects 25 tracks including Cold and Unloved; Fast Car; I Can’t Explain; Blonde in the Back Row; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999998
and enter the item number in the search box.
**Rock & Pop**

**CD 7799748**

Oriole records 1961-1962: Various Artists. This 100-track, four-CD set includes "Next Stop Paradise" by Terry Dene; "Kissin' Time" by Jack Hammer; "Shipped Purple Plaid" by Alan Klein; "Number by Jack Hammer; Somebody Someday by The Marvelettes; Devil in the Heart by The Donays; and more. Peep to Feel. $9.95

**CD 7859375**

MARIO LANZA: The Quintessential Tenor. Collects 29 tracks including "Don't Fear the Reaper" by Blue Öyster Cult; "You, The Toast of New Orleans" by The Everly Brothers; and more. One Louder. $11.95

**CD 7880820**

KISS: Jersey City 1976. On July 10th, 1976, KISS performed at Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City, New Jersey. Collects 18 tracks including "Kid in the Kitchen; Good Ship Funke" by The Shirelles; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7855042**

CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: This One’s for Bill. On November 3rd, 1981, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at the Bill Graham Memorial at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, California. This was recorded from a FM broadcast including "The Daily Nightingale Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like "The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild Child; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4982288**

THE BEATLES: Rock ‘n Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966. An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you’ll enjoy their first radio performances and many CD outtakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. MCPS. $29.95

**CD 7855614**

BILLY JOEL: A Matter of Trust. In 1987 Billy Joel accepted The Kremín’s invitation to the U.S.S.R. for six fully-staged rock shows in Moscow and Leningrad. This 27-track, two-CD set includes "Honesty; Baby Grind; Allentown; Only the Good Die Young; Uptown Girl; and more. Also includes a Blu-ray featuring a document of the concert, and a book, Madonna (in minutes, Boxed. Sony Music. $11.95

**CD 7913818**

NUMBER ONEs OF THE 50s & 60s, VOLUME 2. This 101-track, four-CD set collects "She Sews Red Feathers by Guy Mitchell; A Woman in Love by Frankie Laine; I Gotcht Neighbor by Elvis Presley; Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; Will You Love Me Tomorrow by The Shirelles; Walk Right Back by Otis Redding; and more. Louder. $9.95

**CD 7913265**

RUSTY: Testing in Texas. On December 5th, 1996, Rush performed at The Summit in Houston, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 26 tracks including "Dreamline; The Big Money; Driven; Test for Echo; Freewill; Natural Science; Tom Sawyer; The Spirit of the Radio; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7913141**

DAVID BOWIE: Sigma Sound Sessions. From July through August 1974, David Bowie recorded at Sigma Sound Studios in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Collects 17 tracks from those recordings including Young Americans (three takes); "Noites The Rubes (Demo); After Today (two takes); Can You Hear Me? (Demo); and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7880790**

JACKSON BROWNE: Mountain View. On August 22nd, 1986, Jackson Browne performed at Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 31 tracks including "Running in the Shape of My Heart; For Everyman; Late for the Sky; Lives in the Balance; Lawless Avenues; and more. Unicom. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7865376**

ROGER WATERS: Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987. Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the tracks collected here. Songs include "Radio Waves; Welcome to the Machine; Money, In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall, Powers That Be; and more. Fourteen tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $6.95

**CD 7876600**

LYNDRY SKYNYRD: The Damage Done. On November 6th, 1975, Lynyrd Skynyrd performed for the King Biscuit Flower Hour on KBHF. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including "Double Trouble; I Ain’t the One; Gimme Three Steps; Sweet Home Alabama; and more. Poor Paddy; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7873438**

THE ENDER RECORDS DOOWOP COLLECTION, 1956-64. This 101-track, four-CD set features the A & B sides of the Ember releases by the Five Satins and The Silhouettes, plus most of those by The Smooth Five and The Puppets. Collects 17 tracks including "Teach Your Children; Love the One You’re With; Long May You Run; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 788074X**

DAVID BOWIE: Atlantic City. On May 29th, 2004, David Bowie performed at Borgata Events Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including "Slinkin’; How Could I Be Such a Fool?; Wind up Workin’ in a Gas Station; I’m the One; and more. Stinkfoot; How Could I Be Such a Fool?; Wind up Workin’ in a Gas Station; I’m the One; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7865066**

THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on "The Dick Cavett Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like "The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild Child; and more. $14.95

**CD 7865374**

FRANK ZAPPA: Osaka Nights. On February 3rd, 1976, Frank Zappa performed at Osaka Kousen Kenkin Kikan in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including "Slinkin’; How Could I Be Such a Fool?; Wind up Workin’ in a Gas Station; I’m the One; and more. Two CDs. Unicom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7854617**

EDDIE COCHRAN: Portrait of a Legend. Collects 35 tracks including "Summertime Blues; Teenage Bopper; Old Shep; I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know; and more. Two CDs. Stardust; and more. Two CDs. Stardust. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7738358**

YES: Original Album Series. Collects five classic albums by this legendary English progressive-rock band, including "Going for the One; Tormato; Drama; 90125; and Big Generator, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original packaging. Sony Music. $21.95

---
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**CD 7780850 LITTLE FEAT: American Cutie.** On July 19th, 1973, Little Feat performed at Ebbets Field in Denver, Colorado. This was also recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including "Apolitical Blues;" Two Trains; "Got No Shadows;" Cat Fever; "Sneakers on Everything;" Fat Man in the Bathtub; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**CD 7724509 LITTLE FEAT: Hellzapoppin". Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Orpheum Theater, Boston, Massachusetts on October 31st, 1975. Fifteen tracks, including Two Trains; Skin It Back; Fat Man in the Bathtub; Spanish Moon; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7825927 THE PLATTERS: Only You.** Collects 35 timeless tracks including "The Great Pretender;" Only You (And You Alone); Twilight Time; (You've Got) The Magic Touch; "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes;" Tell the World; "On My Word of Honor;" Winner Take All; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7865341 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE: End of the Party.** Collects two performances by Rage Against the Machine from 1993-95 and one FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including "A Pain That I'm Used To;" Cover Me; "Where's the Revolution;" Everything Counts; Enjoy the Silence; Walking in My Shoes; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7780766 DEPECHE MODE: Nos Alive Festival.** On July 8th, 2017, Depeche Mode performed at Passeio Maritimo de Algés, Portugal. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including "Eleven Earl of Mar;" In the Cage; "Squonk;" Say It's Alright; Joe Cinema; Aftergut; Los Angeles; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7785975 FONTANA RECORDS 1962: Various Artists.** This 9-track, four-CD set includes This Time It's Love by Brad Newman; I Ain't Got Nobody by Buddy Greco; Don't Forget Me by Tony Hale; Hay, Africa by Jorgen Ingmann; Cloak and Dagger by The Echoes; You Should Be Sorry by Cleo Laine; and more. Reel to Reel. $9.95

**CD 7850069 GENESIS: Berlin.** On June 3rd, 1981 Genesis performed at Stadion der Republik in Berlin, Germany. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Mama; ABACAB; in the Cage; Land of Confusion; Throwing It All Away; Home by the Sea; and more. Two CDs. $14.95

**CD 775213X JACKSON BROWNE: Fountain of Pleasure.** On November 13th, 1980, Jackson Browne performed at Festival Hall in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including The Fuse; For Everybody; Hold Out; Doctor My Eyes; Running on Empty; Stay; The Girl; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 785014X YES: On Campus.** On July 27th, 1974, Yes performed at Thomas & Mack Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Perpetual Change; I Am Waiting; Rhythm of Love; Hearts; Changes; SGT. Peppers; Feared All Good People; and more. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7725922 PINK FLOYD: Transmission Impossible.** This 25-track, three-CD set consists of various live performances from 1968 to 1971. Includes songs like The Embryo; Fat Old Sun; One of These Days; Astronomy Domine; Just Another Ten Bar; The Narrow Way; and more. Includes multiple versions. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**CD 7785654 ROXY MUSIC: Oakland Auditorium.** On April 20th, 1979, Roxy Music performed at the Oakland Civic Auditorium in Oakland, California. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Manifesto; Trash; Out of the Blue; A Song for Europe; Falls the Rain; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7924844 ROBERTA SHERWOOD: Singles & Albums Collection, 1956-61.** This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises a significant portion of Sherwood's most popular hits. Songs include I Got Lost in His Arms; Should I Try Again; Lazy River; Cry Me a River; I Gotta Right to Sing the Blues; Just in Time; My Baby Just Cares for Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7880774 ELVIS COSTELLO: A Storm in June.** On September 22nd, 1981, Elvis Costello performed at Tokyo Kosei Nenkin Kaikan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects Songs including Waiting for the End of the World; Beyond Belief; So Like Candy; Mystery; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95
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Gypsy's Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; Top Music. Pub. at $15.99
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Free World; Not For You; including performances by Pearl Jam from 1992-96. Collects 13 tracks on two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

Alive; Jeremy; State of Love and Trust; Animal; Rockin' in the PEARL JAM: On the Box. Complete BB C Sessions. CD

Limits; Heavy Music; Ramblin' Gamblin' Man; include tracks like Bird on the Bathroom Window; It's a Long Way to the Top Without Your Love


in Bonn towards the end of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Malagueña, Outcast, Sweet Little Lies; I Put a Spell on You; She'll Return It, and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

LED ZEPPELIN: The Complete BBC Sessions. The 33rd collection here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and freshest. Songs include Sunshine Woman; Communication Breakdown; What Is and What Should Never Be; I Can't Quit You Baby, Whole Lotta Love...

$17.95

CD 785318 ROBYRISBON: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles & Sessions 1956-1962. Collects the following three albums: Roy Orbison in the Room; Lonely and Blue, and elbows. Also includes a CD gathering singles, sessions and collaborations from 1957 to 1962. Seventy tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. $14.95

RUSH: Georgia, on October 13th, 2002. Rhus performed at Philips Arena in Atlanta, Georgia. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects ten tracks including Sawyer, Distant Early Warning, Dreamtime; Leave That Thing Alone; Limelight; Working Man; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 791324 ROXY MUSIC: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Roxy Music were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1976 through 1983. Collects 46 tracks on three CDs including Sentimental Fool, Out of the Blue; There's a Chance We May Let Love; Both Ends Burning; Wild Weekend; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

CD 785313X JOE STRUMMER: Last Night in London. On November 19th, 1983 Joe Strummer performed at Action Town Hall in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Shaktor Donetek; Rudie Can'tFail; Tony Adams; Mega Bottle Ride; Police and Thieves; I Fought the Law; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 783456X EDDIE MONEY: The Covers. In 2009 Eddie Money recorded eight cover songs that appeared on a pair of CDs including Drops of Jupiter; She Came In Through the Bathroom Window; It's a Long Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock 'N Roll); Reach Out I'll Be There, Gimme Some Lovin', Roadhouse Blues, and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

Crying.

The CURE: Black Sessions. On October 15th, 2004, The Cure performed at Studio 105, Maison de la Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Heaven A Night Like This; End of the World; Jupiter Crash; Closdown; Disintegration; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7834357 ROXY MUSIC: Avalon. On October 28th, 1981, Siouxsie and the Banshees performed at Le Zenith in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Beat of My Heart; On the Floor; Killing Jar; Painted Bird; Monitor; Spellbound; There Was You; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 7781824 BANSHEES: Au Zenith. On October 28th, 1981, Siouxsie and the Banshees performed at Le Zenith in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Beat of My Heart; On the Floor; Killing Jar; Painted Bird; Monitor; Spellbound; There Was You; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 7784945 THE ROCKIN’ SPOT, VOLUME THREE: Jeanie. Collects 26 tracks including Leaving Lee by Bobby Charles; We’re Going to the Hop by Cliff and Samuels; Good Golly (Pretty Moly) by Rusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Allomatric Records. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 7784416 SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Siouxsie & the Banshees were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1980 through 1991. Collects 42-tracks on three CDs including Overground; Israel; All Tomorrow’s Parties; Voodoo Dolly; Happy Hour; Paradise Place; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

CD 7850386 THE BEST OF DR. JOHN. Thirty five live great performances on two CDs, including Zu Zu Man; Bald Headed; Loser For You; In The Night; Danger Zone; New Orleans; The Ear Is On Strike; What Comes Around; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 7795798 PEGGY LEE: The Velvet Lounge. Collects 30 tracks—a compilation of Peggy Lee’s long career, recordings from 1948-62— including Baby, Baby, Wait for Me; Goody Goody; (Ghost) Riders in the Sky (A Cowboy Legend); Everybody Loves Somebody; Every Night; Light of Love; Jump for Joy; Thrill Was You; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 7838190 60’s TIMELESS HITS: 20 Songs. Collects 20 tracks including You Don’t Know Me by Ray Charles; Easier Said than Done by The Essex; Two Faces Have I by Lou Christie; Twist & Shout by Ray Charles; Easier Said Than Done... and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $10.95 $12.95

CD 7899225 THE 33 TRACKS OF THE ROLLING STONES FROM 1976 TO 1977. Seventy tracks on 4 CDs. Reel to Reel. Also includes a CD gathering singles, sessions and collaborations from 1976 to 1977. Seventy tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. $14.95


CD 7825943 THE FOUR COINS–SHANGRI-LA: The Singles & Albums Collection 1954-1962. A 59-track, two CD collection comprising A and B sides of their singles from the Epic, Minit, and Jubilee labels, along with selected tracks from their albums The Four Coins; Four Coins in Shangri-La; and Greek Songs. Songs include Maybe, My Amorous Heart; Dream World; The World Outside; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $10.95 $12.95

CD 7826047 METALLICA: Santiago. On January 26th, 2010, Metallica performed at Club Hipico in Santiago, Chile. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Creeping Death; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Fight Fire with Fire; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animality. The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band to emerge from the Uk in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Malagueña, Outcast, Sweet Little Lies; I Put a Spell on You; She’ll Return It, and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 7780042 LEONARD COHEN: Upon a Smokey Evening. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the Wire; Hey, That’s No Way To Say Goodbye; Who by Fire; Passing Through So Long; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 4858501 LED ZEPPELIN: The Complete BBC Sessions. The 33rd collection here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and freshest. Songs include Sunshine Woman; Communication Breakdown; What Is and What Should Never Be; I Can’t Quit You Baby, Whole Lotta Love...

$17.95
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**CD 7760418 LENA HOBNE: Early Years.** This 48-track, two-CD set comprises most of her releases from 1941-1950 on the Decca, Bluebird, Vee Jay, Black & White and MGM labels, plus V-Disc recordings. Songs include That's What Love Did To Me; As Long As I Live; I'll Wind; I Ain't Got Nothing But the Blues; Sometimes I'm Happy; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 7765573 KRAFTWERK: At the Cirkus.** On February 10th, 2004, Kraftwerk performed at Cirkus in Stockholm, Sweden. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including The Man Machine; Young & Dangerous; Trans-Europe Express; Numbers; Pocket Calculator; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 2903636 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959.** Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock 'n' roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock 'n' roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Cha-Ching; I¿ve Had the Time of My Life; My Baby Left Me; Not Fade Away; That'll Be The Day; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4858549 PETER TOWNSHEND: Night Train to Brixton.** From a live 1985 broadcast in London, England, comes 14 tracks that include Mary Anne with the Shakey Hand; That's Alright Mom; Barefootin'; Midnight Lover; Blue Light; I Put a Spell on You; I'm One; Driftin' Blues; Save It for Later; Eysight to the Blind; Boogie Stop Shuffle; Night Train; and Band Intro/Walkin'. Wicker Man. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 7780896 THE BEST OF GALLUGHER.** Features 15 of his most legendary songs compiled from his recording career including Bad Penny, Shadow Play; I Fall Apart; Calling Card; What's Going On; All Around Man; A Million Miles Away; Just the Smile; and more. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 195976X EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: At the Surgery.** Ten tracks present this outstanding group's 1973 over the top performances in Milan and Rome, Italy. With selection that include Intron; Karin Evil 9, 1st Impression Part 1; Still...You Turn Me On; Lucky Man; Piano Improvisations; Take a Pebble; Hoedown; Pictures at an Exhibition; and Drum Solo/Rondo. X-Ray. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 7780869 MADONNA: Australia.** On November 19th, 1993, Madonna performed at the Sydney Cricket Ground in Australia. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including The Girlie Theme; Deepener and Deepener; The Beast Within; Bye Bye Baby; I'm Going Bananas; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain. $7.95

**CD 4869699 YES: Fragile.** Nine tracks are collected here from the English progressive rock band, including Roundabout; Cans and Brahms; Long Distance Runaround; We Have Heaven; Heart of the Sunrise; and more. Atlantic Recording. $7.95

**CD 191846X MEAT LOAF: Guilty Pleasure Tour.** Celebrates the global phenomenon that is Meat Loaf. Collects 10 tracks including Hot Patottie/Times Warp; If It Ain't Broken, Break It; Two Out of Three Ain't Bad; Paradise By The Dashboard Light; Earth; Los Angeloser; and more. Includes a DVD of a live performance with a bonus documentary. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7913273 STATUS QUO: Transmission Impossible.** This 45-track, three-CD set collects multiple live performances by Status Quo, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include: Roadhouse Blues; Someone’s Learning; Railroad; The Weaver’s Backwater; Whatever You Want; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 7874081 38 SPECIAL: Live at Rockpalast 1981.** On August 29th, 1981, 38 Special performed at Rockpalast in Lorraine, Germany. Collects 11 tracks including Turn it On; First Time Around; Stone Cold Bachelor; Fortuneate Son; and Ain't About You. Also includes a DVD of this performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 1959867 ROD STEWART: Almost Famous.** This historic live 1976 show comes through the voice of Rod Stewart made for leaving the group that gave him his musical fame. Selections on 14 tracks include Three Time Loser; You Wear It Well; Big Boy; You Can Leave; Wild Side of Life; A New Old Heart of Mine; Sweet Little Rock 'N' Roller; Don't Want to Talk About It; Maggie May; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7811349 MIKE OLDFIELD: Transmission Impossible.** This 26-track, three-CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts of performances by Mike Oldfield from 1973-1992. Songs include The Sailor’s Hornpipe; Platinum; Sheba; Mirage; Blue Suede; Sentinel 1; Tubular Bells; Part One; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 795505X THE CHAMPS: Five Classic Albums.** This 78-track four-CD set collects five albums and singles from the Champs. These albums include Go Champs Go; Everybody’s Rockin’; Great Dance Hits; The Champs Play Joshua Logan’s “All American”; and Spotlight on the Champs. Reel to Reel. $8.95

**CD 7880758 DEF LEPPARD: Montreál.** On January 15th, 1979, Def Leppard performed at Centre Molson in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Space Oddity; The Fantasy Factory; Rock 'n' Roll; Roll Right Stones; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7850050 DAVID BOWIE: Tokyo Dome.** On May 16th, 1990, David Bowie performed at Tokyo Dome in Tokyo, Japan. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Space Oddity; Changes; Ziggy Stardust; Blue Jean; Stardust; Station; Heroes; Let’s Dance; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7780834 LEONARD COHEN: The End of Love.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast from the Forum in Los Angeles, California on May 21st 1993. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Dance Me to the End of Love; Bird on the Wire; Everybody Knows; I’m Your Man; Closing Time; and more. Includes multiple versions of songs. Cobblestone. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7913168 DURAN DURAN: The Crystal Ship.** On April 24th, 1993, Duran Duran performed at Momentum Arena in Pretoria, South Africa. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Planet Earth; Hungry Like the Wolf; Ordinary World; Come Undone; Save a Prayer; The Wild Boys; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7901356 METALLICA: On the Farm.** On August 13th, 1994, Metallica performed at a benefit concert at the Farm in Saugerties, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Jump in the Fire; Jump Into Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; Nothing Else Matters; Enter Sandman; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7785495X LINKIN PARK: Rock Am Ring.** On June 7th, 2014, Linkin Park performed at Rock Am Ring in Nürburguing, Germany. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 24 tracks including Repercut; With You; Wastelands; Castle of Glass; One Step Closer; Black Out; New Divide; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $15.95

---
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CD 7880855 PEARL JAM: Lost Dogs in Chile. On November 23rd, 2005, Pearl Jam performed at Estadio San Carlos de Apoquindo in Santiago, Chile. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Given to Fly; Jam; Porch; Crazy Mary; Alive; I Believe in Miracles; Yellow Ledbetter; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95.


CD 7876555 JUDAS PRIEST: Sweden Rock Festival. On June 10th, 2004, Judas Priest performed at Sweden Rock Festival in Norje, Sweden. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including The Hellion; Electric Eye; Touch of Evil; Heading Out to the Highway; Metal Gods; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 1923295 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Broadcast Collection 1965-1993. This 44-track, four-CD set collects various live broadcasts of Simon and Garfunkel from 1965 through 1993. Songs include Sound of Silence; Sparrow; Blessed; You Don’t Know; Still Crazy; One Trick Pony; Old Friends; We Belong Together; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95.

CD 7716966 BEE GEEs: Melbourne 1971. On July 15th, 1971, Bee Gees performed at Festival Hall in Melbourne, Australia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including You’ve Grooved Together; and Sincerely, Lay It on Me; Morning of My Life; and more. Lonely Days; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 4946146 CREAM: Transmission Impossible. Incarnation of Cream’s superlative legacy; this three-CD set features live and studio rarities. Collects 39 tracks including Sleepy Time Time; I’m So Glad; Traintime; Toad; White Room; Politician; Sitting on Top of the World; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95.

CD 1924739 WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful. Features arrangements of Roy’s best original vocal performances with the world-class musicianship of London’s most beloved orchestra. Oh, Pretty Woman; In Dreams; Running Scared; It’s Over; Crying; You Got It; and more. Seventeen tracks. Sony Music. $6.95.

CD 1959816 JUDAS PRIEST: Long Beach Arena. This two CD set showcases heavy metal icons, Judas Priest at their mid-1980’s best. Complete with 18 tracks that include Love Bites; Jawbreaker; Grinder; Metal Gods; Breaking the Law; Sinner; Desert Plains; Some Heads Are Gonna Roll; The Sentinel; Rock ‘n’ Roll Songs of Happiness. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Capital Radio. Three CDs. Bear Family. Pub. at $20.99.

CD 7772270 ROD STEWART & THE Faces: Transmission Impossible. Recorded from several live FM Broadcasts during the 1970’s. Collects 36 tracks, including Flying; Three Button Hand Me Down; Whispering Messanger. Oh, I wish it would Rain; I’m Losing You; It’s All over Now; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95.


CD 4899792 LED ZEPPELIN: Transmission Impossible. Three CDs present legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s on 24 tracks that include Train Kept A Rollin’; Dazed and Confused; Bye Bye Baby; How Many More Times; Communications Breakdown; Babe I’m Gonna Leave You; Sitting and Thinking; Pat’s Delight; I Can’t Quit You Baby; You Shook Me; Whiskey/Jammer/Black Mountain Side; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95.

CD 1923293 THE WHO: The Broadcast Collection 1965-1981. This 62-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of The Who from 1965 through 1981. Songs include Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere; Good Lovin’; Run Run Run; Happy Jack; Heaven and Hell; Queen; Pinball Wizard; My Generation; We’re Not Gonna Take It; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95.

CD 7772246 JOHN HIATT: The Confidence Man in Canada. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Bannary’s, Ottawa, Canada on September 30, 1988. Fourteen tracks, including Memphs in the Meantime; Drive South; Tennessee Plates; Icy Blue Heats; Feels Like Rain; and more. HIBO Pub. at $15.95.

CD 7784872 KISS AWAY, VOLUME 3: Rock ‘n’ Roll Songs of Happiness. Collects 30 tracks including Big Love Donna Dameron; Song in My Heart by The Dubs; Sweet Thing by The Ding Dongs; Lucky Me I’m In Love by The El Domingos; Lucky Charms by Sanford Clark and Frankfurt Boys; and more. At $13.99.

CD 7772319 THE WHO: Largo. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Capital Centre, Landover, MD on December 6, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including I Can’t Explain; My Wife, My Mother, See Me; provisions of some songs. Candor. $9.95.

CD 7738277 FOGHAT: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the American rock band, including Country Fool; Rock ‘n’ Roll Songs of Happiness. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Shadow; You’re Gonna; Right Between the Lines; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 7921830 MAC CURTIS: Rocks. Collects 31 tracks including Real Good Itch; Would You; Hard Hearted Girl; That’s How Much I Love You; That Ain’t Nothing But Right; Good Rockin’ Tomorrow; The Low Road; How Long Will You Love Me; Sweet Love; and more. Family Records. Pub. at $20.99.

CD 7912862 ROY MILTON: Rocks. Collects 31 tracks including You Got Me Reeling and Rocking; Wakin’ up Baby; Hop, Skip and Jump; Baby, Don’t Do That To Me; Rockin’ Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu; It’s Later than You Think; When I Grow Too Old to Dream; and more. Bear Family. $19.95.

CD 7901402 TALK TALK: Colourblind. On May 5th, 1986, Talk Talk performed at Hammersmith Odeon in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Talk Talk; Life’s What You Make It; Mirror Man; Ready to Rock; A Year, A Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95.


CD 7865291 LEONARD COHEN: From the Shadows. On June 17th, 1973, Leonard Cohen performed in O’Lympia, Paris. This performance was recorded from a live radio broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Bird on the Wire; Who By Fire; Store Room; There Is A War; Do I Have to Dance All Night; Avalanche; and more. Zip City. $6.95.
Rock Pop

**CD 1923218 AC/DC: The Broadcast Collection 1977-1979.** This 36-track, four-CD set collects broadcasts of live AC/DC performances. Created for the years of 1977 to 1979, songs include Live Wire; Hell Ain’t a Bad Place to Be; Problem Child; High Voltage; Highway to Hell; Baby, Please Don’t Go, and versions of some songs. Cult Legends. **$19.95**

**CD 7678394 GUNS N’ ROSES: Anarchy in the UK.** On June 19th, 1987, Guns n’ Roses performed at The Marquee Club in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collection includes tracks including Welcome to the Jungle; Out Ta Get Me; Rocket Queen; Nightrain; Don’t Cry; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 4858603 STEELEY DAN: Mobile Homes.** Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Rhyme Sympathy; White Rabbits; Do It Again; King of the World; Richman; Hallucinations; and much more. Three CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**CD 4794222 DIRE STRAITS: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from three live FM broadcasts at The Old Waldorf, San Francisco on March 31, 1979; Festival Park, Werchter, Belgium on July 5, 1981; and Wembley Stadium, London on June 11, 1988. Thirty-one tracks, including Sultans of Swing; Down to the Waterline; Eastbound Train; Money for Nothing; Walk of Life; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**CD 7725965 TEARS FOR FEARS: The Big Black Smoke.** This 16-track set consists of various live performances by Tears for Fears from 1983 to 1985. Songs include Mothers Talk; Everybody Wants to Rule the World; The Way You Are; Ideas as Opiates; Start of the Breakdown; Memories Fade; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 7729944 THE ROLLING STONES: Meadowlands Arena 1981.** On November 7th, 1981, the Rolling Stones performed at Meadowlands Arena in East Rutherford, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including When the Whip Comes Down; Black Limousine; Twenty Flight Rock; Time Is on My Side; Beast of Burden; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7744544 JOHN PRINE: The BBC Sessions.** From a live TV broadcast on BBC2 in 1971 and from a live FM radio broadcast. BBC Studios, 1973. This come 14 tracks, all songs written by John Prine, including Spanish PipedReader; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Crazy; The Great Gatsby; and more. Can Depend on Me; and more. Includes multiple performances. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 **$6.95**

**CD 7760442 ORRIN TUCKER: Oh Johnny! This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on Okeh, Columbia, Mercury and Universal labels from 1938-49. Songs include Cathedral in the Pines; Especially for You; Such Stuff as Dreams Are Made Of; You Never Can Tell; Groovin’ Is Easy. and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 7772238 JETHRO TULL: Caught in the Crossfire.** A 41-track FM radio broadcast at Checkerdome, St. Louis, Missouri on October 26, 1980. Ten tracks, including Crossfire; Songs from the Wood; Heavy Horses; Ballads Not Included; Bungle in the Jungle; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 7738242 THE.DOBBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2.** A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, including The Dobie Brothers; Livin’ on the Fault Line; Movie by Mike; One Step Closer; and The Dobie Brothers Farewell Tour, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **$21.95**

**CD 4822119 TRAFFIC: Fillmore West 1970.** From the live show at Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA, in July 1970. Medicated Goo; Pearly Queen; Empty Pages; Giant; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7786638 NEIL YOUNG: Global Citizen Festival.** On September 29th, 2019, Neil Young performed at Great Lawn in Central Park in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Love and Only Love; Don’t Let Me Be Lonely; In America; Waltz; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7825749 DARLENE LOVE: Live 1982.** On April 21st, 1982, Darlene Love performed at Hop Singh’s in Marina del Rey, California. Collects 11 tracks including Da Do Ron Ron; Wait for My Baby Girl; (Today I Me) The Boy I’m Gonna Marry; We Can Work It Out; He’s A Rebel; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 7834553 CHARLIE FEATHERS: Rocks.** Collects 31 tracks including Jungle Fever; That Certain Female; Shtitrmin’ Cindy; I’ll Sing It Up; Tongue-Tied Jill; Too Much Alibi; Bottle to the Baby; When You Come Around; Wild Wild Party; Love Never Treated Me Right; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 **$15.95**

**CD 4858506 MICK JAGGER: First Night in Osaka.** From a live 1988 FM broadcast recorded in Osaka, Japan, comes 15 outstanding tracks including Throwaway; Tumbler Dice; Miss You; Just Another Night; Hollering Little Party Doll; Start Me Up; I Do; Get No Satisfaction; Honky Tonk Woman; Bitch; Let’s Spend the Night Together; Beast of Burden; Lonely at the Top; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7725973 THE WHO: Live in the US on the Beach.** March 4th, 1971. The Who performed at Philadelphia Spectrum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I Can’t Explain; Money; Sea and the Sand; Bell Boy; Magic Bag; Magic Bus; Fillmore East: 1971; and more. Good Price Funke. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7811241 DEF LEPPARD: Tokyo 1999.** On October 1st, 1999, Def Leppard performed at Tokyo Kokusai Forum in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Rock! Rock! (Till You Drop); Action; Demolition Man; Goodbye; Armageddon; Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $11.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7811292 IRON MAIDEN: Buenos Aires.** On January 13th, 2001, Iron Maiden performed at Estadio Jose Aramillani in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including The Wiper; No Rest for the Wicked; The Navigators; Clansman; Fear of the Dark; Hallowed Be Thy Name; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $11.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7805675 NIGHTCLUBBING: The Birth of Punk Rock in NYC Soundtrack.** Collects 21 tracks including Max’s Kansas City by the Electric Chairs; Combat Love by Shapnel; Sunglass City by Deadbeat Poets; Magnet by Stony Sugarskull; Welcome to Max’s by Corazones Muertos; and more. Continental. Pub. at $11.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7839235 BING CROSBY: General Electric Radio Time.** A wonderful selection of Bing Crosby songs from the two General Electric seasons from 1952-54. Collects 59 tracks including Open Up Your Heart; Zing a Little Song; Raindrops Keep Falling Down; Down the River; Easy to Remember; ’S Wonderful; Rosalie; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 **$15.95**

**CD 7875460 SANFORD CLARK: Rocks.** Collects 31 tracks including Ooh Boy; Moscow Restaurant; Walk Of Life; Please Be Kind; I’m Going to Marry You; Fool; Nine Pound Hammer; Usta Be My Baby; Tell Me Why; and more. Leather Dollar. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7855249 ELECTRIC FLAG: Small Town Blues.** Collects nine tracks including Spotlight; I Was Robbed Last Night; I Found Out; Never Be Lonely Again; Losing Game; My Baby Never Gave Me A Break; and more. Easy Enjoy. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

and enter the item number in the search box.
**Rock Pop**

- **CD 4868439** STEELY DAN: Aja vs. the Scam. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009, this two CD set collects 26 tracks of Scam, Deja Vue Blues; Black Cow; Deacon Blues; Home at Last; The Royal Scam; The Boston Rag and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 1971513** PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 48 tracks documents perfectly the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam, even at an early stage of their career. Tracks include Release; Even Flow; State of Love and Trust; & More; and more. From the Aladdin Theater, Las Vegas, and more. 3 CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **CD 4996351** DEANNYS: America's Irish Tenor–The Singles Collection 1946–54. This 49-track, two-CD set is comprised of selected A and B sides of his singles for RCA-Victor during this era. Includes Mam'selle; Christmas in Killarney; Dear Hearts and Gentle People; Goodnight Irene; Never; more; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **CD 7752164** THE PSYCHEDELIC FURS: New York. On December 2nd, 1982, the Psychedelic Furs performed at The Ritz in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Into You Like A Train; President Gay; Merry Go Round; Pretty in Pink; Angels; Forever Now; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4972732** MICHAEL BOLTON: Gold. This 45-track, three-CD set spans Michael Bolton's career including a remarkable 19 UK Top 40 singles. Includes Supposed to Live Without You; Who; When a Man Loves a Woman; Can I Touch You–There?; To Love Someone; Completely; Yesterday; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $31.99 $18.95

- **CD 7683316** SAMMY DAVIS JR: The Singles Collection 1949–62. This 78-track, three-CD set comprises most of the A and B sides from releases on the Capitol, Decca and Reprise labels. Songs include I Don't Care Who Knows; I Wish I Was; Don't Look Right; I'm So Glad For You; All I'm Dressed Up and No Place To Go; Song and Dance Man; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 193919X** DIRE STRAITS: SAN FRANCISCO 1981. On August 16th, 1981, Dire Straights performed at San Antonio Municipal Auditorium in San Antonio, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks on two CDs including Rider On The Wind; The Captain; Labelled; Money For Nothing; West End; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 7865031** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Gap Year Broadcast. Performing live in Cleveland on April 7th, 1976, the Boss delivers 18 tracks from his early years. Springsteen has all the energy of a young man in his prime. Freeze-Out; Spirit in the Night; It's My Life; Thunder Road; She's The One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; and more. Two CDs. Sony Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

- **CD 783442X** MARILLION: Welcome to the Party. On June 21st, 1986, Marillion performed at Market Square, Harrisburg, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including Garden Party; Freaks; Breathing; Misplaced Childhood; Part 1; Part 2; Forgotten Sons; and Market Square Heroes. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 7725914** MICK JAGGER: The New York Shuffie. On February 9th, 1993, Mick Jagger performed at Webster Hall in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Wired All Night; Can't Get It Right; Good Thing; Use Me; Don't Tear Me Up; Evening gown; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4747445** STEELY DAN: Katy Meets the Royals. At the end of 1976 Walter Becker and Donald Fagen appeared on college radio in New York where they played more than 80 minutes of rare outtakes and demos made during the recording of Katy and Royal and Royal Scam. This rare content includes Misplaced Childhood, Part 2; Forgotten Sons; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Uncorn. $11.95

- **CD 4998228** EAGLES: Midnight Flyer. This 110-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances across the U.S. from 1974 to 1993. Songs include Hotel California, Take It Easy, James Dean; Good Day in Hell; Tequila Sunrise; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MCD. $31.95

- **CD 4999814** NIRVANA: Madrid 1992. Twenty-six one twenty tracks present this legendary 1992 Spanish broadcast from Madrid. Includes The Money Will Roll Right In; Stairway to Heaven; Drain You; In Bloom; About Love; School; Lithium; Aneurysm; Stay Away; Pennyroyal Tea; Son of a Gun; Molly's Lips; Something In the Way; On A Plain; Been a Son; Blew; Stan, Come As You Are; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 1953794** GENESIS: The Shrine Auditorium. Two CDs bring to life the extraordinary 1975 Genesis’ show in L.A. Complete with 22 tracks that include The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway; Fly on a Windshield; Blood Swept lands of Death Melody of 1917; Coda; Comfort and Joy; The Cage; The Grand Parade of Lifeless Packaging; The Lamb, Silent Screow in Empty Boats; The Light Dies Down; Broadway, Watcher of the Skies; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **CD 1905139** ZAPPA ’88: The Last U.S. Show. On December 2nd, 1982, Frank Zappa and his group performed their last live show at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded. Collects 31 tracks including Ain’t Got No Heart; Love of the Games; Tiny Nachos; More; The Make-Up; The Money Will Roll Right In; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **CD 7717083** ROD STEWART & THE Faces: san bernardino. On March 7th, 1975, Rod Stewart and the Faces performed at the Shrine Auditorium in San Bernardino, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Take A Look at the Guy; Bring It on Home to Me; Angel; I Can Feel The Fire; Twisting the Night Away; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 1905104** THE BEATLES: Anthology 2. The Beatles were transcendental. Collects 45 tracks including Real Love; Yes It Is; I’m Down; You’ve Got To Hide Your Love Away; That Means A Lot; You Can’t Do That; Morning Morning Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $31.99 $24.95

- **CD 7850034** BON Jovi: the rarities Collection. This 17 track CD is comprised of multiple live TV broadcasts from 1991-94. Includes These Days; Keep Faith; I Don’t Like Mondays; Save the Last Dance For Me; Stranger in this Town; Livin’ on a Prayer; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

- **CD 7839413** P.J. PROBY: Proisy Style. Previously unissued demonstration recordings for Elvis pitched to him by songwriters, all sung by P.J. Proby. Collects 21 tracks including Cotton Candy Land; Take Me To Town; Morning Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

- **CD 7901380** SIMPLE MINDS: All Night. On May 27th, 1984, Simple Minds performed at All Night In Irving, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including East at Easter; Up on the Catwalk; Book of Brilliant Things; Someone Somewhere in Summertime; Promised You a Miracle; Waterfront; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **CD 4979706** KRAFTWERK: The Fairfield Four. On September 21st, 1975, Kraftwerk performed at Fairfield Halls in Croydon, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 9 tracks including Königsklang; Tanzmusik; Ruckzuck; Johnny Moped; Humme/Kometenmelodie; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95
Rock - Pop

★ CD 7811217 THE CLASH: Transmission Impossible. This 82-track, three-CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts of performances by The Clash from 1979-1982, including on the European tour, the 1980 Western Europe tour, the 1981 tour of South America, and on the 1982 tour of Europe, including the infamous “White Riot” performance at the 1982-04-05 Free Concert in Hyde Park, London. **$17.95**

★ CD 721105 TED NUGENT: Don’t Mess with Texas. This 32-track, two-CD set features the live album recorded at the 1977絮Festival in San Antonio, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Strangefolk, I’m the Doctor, Free for All, and more. **$9.95**


★ CD 776108 THE WANDA JACKSON CONNECTION. A unique compilation of original and rare cover versions of classic hits from the rockabilly era on 30 tracks. I Gotta Know with Joyce Hahn, Honey Boy with Ray Campi & His Rockabilly Rebels, Hot Dog That Made Me Mad with Betty Hutton, Cool Love with Terry White, Let’s Have a Party with Rikki Henderson, Tongue Tied with Fabian, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 **$15.95**


★ CD 48866372 THE ROLLING STONES: Head Goats Head Soup. Collects ten songs from the legendary British rock band, including Dancing with Mr. D; 100 Years Ago; Comin’ Down Again; Angel; Silver Train; Can You Hear Me Calling, Baby and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99 **$9.95**

★ CD 4887042 GENESIS: R-Kive. This collection of 37 tracks on three CDs are songs taken from the albums of Genesis and from the solo careers of the band members. Includes Tin Soldiers, Music Box Rock, R-Kive: Afterglow, Invisible Touch, Land of Confusion, and more. **$14.95**

★ CD 4868285 THE DOORS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles legendary performances from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides, Axl Rose, Break on Through (to the Other Side), Light My Fire, Roadhouse Blues, The End, and more. **$17.95**

★ CD 48686372 THE ROLLING STONES: Stones Head Soup. Collects ten songs from the legendary British rock band, including Dancing with Mr. D; 100 Years Ago; Comin’ Down Again; Angel; Silver Train; Can You Hear Me Calling, Baby and more. **$14.95**

★ CD 7799837 HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BABY! Collects 33 tracks including Birthday Cake by Randy Hughes, When It’s Your Birthday, Baby by Johnnie Ray, It’s My Party by Lesley Gore, Happy Birthday Baby by The Four Knights, Birthday Party by The Pixies Three; A Teenage Birthday by Tommy Yam, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 **$13.95**

★ CD 7211775 QUEEN: Under the Covers & over the Moon. Collects 23 tracks record live from FM radio broadcast at various venues across Queen’s career. Songs include Love of the Queen, (You’re So Square) Baby I Don’t Care, Hallo Mary Lou; Jailhouse Rock; Saturday Night’s Alright for Fighting; and more. **$14.95**

★ CD 7839308 FRANKIE FORD: Sea Cruise-The Complete Releases 1958-62. This 30-track CD comprises the A and B sides of all his singles on Ace, Vin and Imperial labels from these years, plus the tracks from his Ace album Let’s Take a Sea Cruise. Songs include A Woman; Last One to Cry; Sea Cruise; Roberta; Time After Time; Let ’em Talk; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

★ CD 7855230 CARL DOBKINS JR: The Complete Releases 1958-62. This 26-track CD comprises of all the A and B sides from his singles on the Fraternity and Decca labels, plus all the tracks from his Decca album Carl Dobkins Jr. Songs include That’s Why I’m Asking; Take Hold of My Heart; True Love; Running In My Heart; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**


★ CD 4953849 THE 1000TH BILLBOARD CHART 7TH SEPTEM BER 1959. This 94-track CD comprises of all the tracks listed in the Billboard Hot 100 of the week of September 7, 1959. One record is missing due to copyright reasons. Songs include The Three Bells: By The Browns; Robin; The Cradle Rock: By Johnnie Ray; This Is Your Life: By Barry Mann; and more. **$11.95**

★ CD 4953849 THE 1000TH BILLBOARD CHART 7TH SEPTEM BER 1959. This 94-track CD comprises of all the tracks listed in the Billboard Hot 100 of the week of September 7, 1959. One record is missing due to copyright reasons. Songs include The Three Bells: By The Browns; Robin; The Cradle Rock: By Barry Mann; and more. **$11.95**

★ CD 7739499 SUNNY GALE: Wheel of Fortune. This 55-track collection comprises a hit and Previously Unreleased songs including Turn To Stone 1952-61 on the Derby, RCA, Decca and Warwick labels. Songs include The Wheel of Fortune; Baby You’re So Square; You Make Me Smile Again; Something You’re Using Glass; C’est La Vie; and more. Devotion; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**


and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 1959840 OZZY OSBOURNE: Kansas City 1986.** A live 1986 broadcast recording of a powerful performance is presented on 14 tracks. Includes live in Italy; Black Sabbath: The-Ultimate Solution; Never Know Why; Mr. Crowley; Shot in the Dark; I Don’t Know; Killer of Giants; Thank God For the Bomb; Hylin’ High Again; Ultimate Sin; Iron Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4953924 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1948.** This 103-track, four-CD set comprises just about every record which peaked at the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers chart or in the Top 15 of the Cash Box chart during the year of 1948. Songs include Golden Earrings by Peggy Lee; But Beautiful by Frank Sinatra; Better Luck Next Time by Perry Como; It’s Magic by Tony Martin; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 1923234 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Broadcast Collection 1973-1993.** This 52-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live Bruce Springsteen performances during the years from 1973 to 1993. Songs include Mountain of Love; Safin Doll; Glory Days; Because the Night; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends.

**CD 4858654 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Where’s John?** Presents a live 1968 FM broadcast recorded in Cleveland, OH, on 12 tracks. Includes What Goes On; I’m Waiting for the Man; Pale Blue Eyes; Desert Skies; Run; Run; Run; Alison’s Revelation; Jesus; Jesus in Furs; Beginning to See the Light; Sister Ray; I’m Gonna Move Right In; I Can’t Stand It; and That’s the Story of My Life. Smokin’. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1923242 DAVID BOWIE: The Broadcast Collection 1972-1997.** This 74-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of David Bowie from 1972 to 1997. Songs include Hang on to Yourself; Changes; Dirt; Turn Blue; Terrible Lie; Down in Heaven; Hallo Spaceboy; I’m Deranged; Under Pressure; Scary Monsters; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends.

**CD 7738870 JOE BENNETT & THE SPARKLETONES: What the Heck!** Collects 38 tracks from live shows recorded in the U.S.A., including Rock Boogie; Penny Loafers and Bobby Sox; Rocket; Let’s Go Rock and Roll; Number One on my Love List; What the Heck; Are You from Dixie; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99

**CD 1939203 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Live at the Kingdom Festival.** On July 25th, 1997, Emerson, Lake and Palmer performed at Villaggio Della Musica in Bellinzona, Switzerland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 23 tracks including Too Hlo Gotta Go; Summertime Blues;岗ee and Eddie; Something’s Wrong with Me; Umberto; A Man; Crazy Train; and Paranormal. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 777222X GREGG ALLMAN BAND: Trouble No More.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Roskilde Festival in Roskilde, Denmark. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Don’t Cry No Tears Around Me; I’ve Seen You: Gateway of Love; Rockin’ in the Free World; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1939165 CHICAGO: The Broadcast Archives.** These three performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1974 through 1998. Collects 41 tracks on three CDs including Call On Me; You Are on my Mind; Little Drummer Boy; Saturday in the Park; on a Man; (I’ve Been) Searching and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $22.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 7789886 TOMMY JAMES AND THE SHONDDELLS: 40 Years.** Collects 48-tracks, on two CDs including ‘Hanky Panky; Say I Am; Ball Don’t Cha’; ‘Get Back to You; Tell ‘Em Willie Boy’s A Comin’; Cats Eye in the Window; Celebration; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 7789151 LINDA GAIL LEWIS: Family Jewels.** On July 26th, 2015, Linda Gail Lewis performed in Craponne sur Arzon, France. This performance was recorded. Collects 15 tracks including Boogie Woogie Country Girl; Roll Over Beethoven; Crazy Arms; Long Tall Sally; I'm All Shook Up; and more. Includes DVD. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7875363 THE OFFS: Live at Mabuhay Gardens March 1, 1980.** On March 1st, 1980, The Offs performed at Mabuhay Gardens in San Francisco, California. Collects 14 tracks including You Can’t Sit Down; Biden Great; I’m Older Than You Are; People Like Me; I Wanna Live in the Present Tense; California Sun; Give It Up; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7788355 NO SISTERS: Live at Mabuhay Gardens March 22, 1980.** On March 22nd, 1980, No Sisters performed at Mabuhay Gardens in San Francisco, California. Collects 14 tracks including You Can’t Sit Down; Biden Great; I’m Older Than You Are; People Like Me; I Wanna Live in the Present Tense; California Sun; Give It Up; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7772211 DAVID BOWIE: Three from One.** A three CD set of Bowie rarities. CD one was recorded from a live broadcast at The Marquee Club in London on March 17th, 1972. It is a shock full of Bowie favorites with the likes of Bob Dylan, James Brown, Talking Heads, Bruce Springsteen, and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**CD 3084981 THE BRITISH INVASION.** Featuring eight CDs containing 122 influential British tracks with performances by Eric Burdon and the Animals, The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. Also included is a DVD with 12 full-length performances from the Ed Sullivan Show The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers, and more. Interviews with Bowie, Spinal Tap, Space Oddity, Thin Dodo; and more. 46 tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**CD 7834411 JAPAN: In Tokyo.** On December 8th, 1982, Japan performed at Nippon Budokan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Burning Bridges; Sons of Pioneers; Alien; Gentlemen Take Polaroids; Swing; Quiet Life; Fear and Loathing; and more. Available in 46-minute, 2-LP and DVD; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 4989930 PAUL RODGERS: Woodstock 1994.** Recorded from a live broadcast in Saugerties, NY, these 13 tracks include ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Fantasy; Can’t Get Enough; Feel Like Makin’ Love; Wishin’ We Were in Fire and Water; Little Bit of Love; Muddy Water Blues; Rollin’ Stone; Standin’ Round Cryin’; I Don’t Live Today; The Hunter; Bad Company; and All Right Now. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7865781 FOREVER: Rock ‘N’ Roll Legends, Vol. 7.** This 15-track, nine-CD collection is the most simultaneous artists performing their biggest pop hits from an unforgettable decade. Songs include Can’t Take My Eyes Off You by Frankie Vallie. California Girls by The Beach Boys; Only the Lonely (Know How I Feel) by Roy Orbison; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love by Aretha Franklin; and by Connie Francis; and by Chuck Berry; Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley; and more. Three CDs. USA. $19.95

**CD 7866437 ROCK ‘N’ ROLL LEGENDS: The Definitive Collection.** Collects 69 tracks from a host of rock ‘n’ roll legends. Includes songs like Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Lucille by Little Richard; Money by Chuck Berry; Ride with Me Baby by Kinky Friedman; and more. 623 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $249.95 $159.95

**CD 8004979 ANTHROPICS: Anthrax.** A collection of rare rock, folk, and wild instrumentals and rockers, featuring hundreds of Virginia acts from independent labels. The stunning hardcover book presents the original 4+ tracks of work done in NYC from 1980-83 album guide to the recording sessions, and the other with newspaper clippings, anecdotes and more than 400 pictures–many of them previously unpublished. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $299.99 $224.95

**CD 1931806 THE VIRGINIA & WEST VIRGINIA BOX: 1950s & 1960s Oddball Lattitudes.** A multi-volume collection of rare tracks of work done in NYC from 1980-83 and with the definitive Sun era discography and a detailed guide to the recording sessions, and the other with newspaper clippings, anecdotes and more than 400 pictures–many of them previously unpublished. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $299.99 $224.95

**CD 7852599 ANDY WILLIAMS: Greatest Hits.** Collects 16 tracks including Moon River; Days of Wine and Roses; The More I See You; The Hawaiian Wedding Song; Silver Bells; The Look of Love; Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You; It’s A Most Unusual Day, and more. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 7787579 THE BEACH BOYS: 20th Century Masters.** Ten must-have songs by the band that defined summertime rock ‘n’ roll. Wielded Five Million U.S.A. California Girls; Surfer Girl; Good Vibrations; Help Me, Rhonda; I Get Around; God Only Knows; Fun, Fun, Fun; and Little Deuce Coupe. Capitol Records. $5.95

**CD 7766437 ROCK ‘N’ ROLL LEGENDS: The Definitive Collection.** Collects 69 tracks from a host of rock ‘n’ roll legends. Includes songs like Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Lucille by Little Richard; Money by Chuck Berry; Ain’t That a Shame by Fats Domino; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley; and others. Nine CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.95 $119.95

**CD 7785554 JERRY LEE LEWIS AT SUN RECORDINGS.** This 18-track, eighteen-CD set collects every surviving song and every surviving take that Jerry Lee Lewis recorded for Sun! Includes multiple versions of some songs. Also includes two comprehensive hardbound books: one with Sun era discography and a detailed guide to the recording sessions, and the other with newspaper clippings, anecdotes and more than 400 pictures–many of them previously unpublished. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $522.99 $399.95

Limited Quantities! **CD 7825773 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Chained to a Memory.** Chronologically collects albums, single albums, outtakes, demos, first-time stereo mixes and rare promos recorded for the Warner Bros. and RCA labels. Also collects a DVD of live performances (In & Blue Color). Includes a fully illustrated hardcover book featuring a 1965-1973 day to day chronicle of Everly Brother’s recording sessions, concerts, as well as radio and television appearances. Four CDs with 174-tracks. Boxed. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $324.99

SOLD OUT

**CD 7843992 ROCK ANTHEMS: The Ultimate Collection.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes Freebird by Lynyrd Skynyrd; Gave Rock ‘N’ Roll to You by KISS; Waiting for an Alibi by Thin Lizzie; House of the Rising Sun by Frijid Pink; Ain’t NoEasy Way by Black Rebel Motorcycle Club; I’m the Man by Anthrax; and more. Union Square Music. $19.99 $12.95

**CD 7852999 CONNIE FRANCIS: Eight Classic Albums.** Eight albums by Connie Francis including Her Sorrow, Her Smile, Her Tears; Exciting Connie Francis; My Thank s to You; Connie Francis Sings Italian Favorites; Christmas in My Heart; Rock ‘N’ Roll Million Sellers; Country and Western Golden Hits; and Connie Francis Sings Spanish and Latin American Favorites. Collects 99 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
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CD 7789423 JUST BE GOOD TO ME: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set collects the perfect songs for your day including Lovely Day by Bill Withers, Just Be Good to Me by S.O.S. Band, Torn By Natalie Imbruglia, Waterfalls by TLC, Mr. Tambourine Man by The Byrds, and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 77844050 THE NATION’S FAUVOURITE CARPENTERS SONGS. Collects 20 tracks including (They Long To Be) Closer to You; We’ve Only Just Begun; For All We Know; Love Will Keep Us Alive; A Song For You; We’ve Only Just Begun; For All We Know; Rainy Days and Mondays; Superstar; Goodbye to Love; You; We’ve Only Just Begun; For All We Know; Rainy Days and Mondays. Twenty-five tracks on 2 CDs. EMI Records Limited. $6.95

CD 77810268 THE BAND: TWENTY-YEAR BROADCASTS. Collects 27 tracks including The Gang Of Outlaws; Upstate Man; Love You Till Tuesday; Andy Warhol; Song For Bob Dylan; Lady Day. More. Thirteen tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

CD 778077X JEFF HEALEY BAND: Boston Broadcast 1989. On April 7th, 1989, the Jeff Healey Band performed at the Paradise Rock Club in Boston, Massachusetts. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including The Great Compromise; I’m Torn Down; My Little Girl; and more. Thirty tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7780286 KANSAS: Carry on for No Return. Performing live from New York's Palladium in 1980, Kansas offers up live renditions of Icarus/Barone on Wheels of Steel; Paradoxx; I Am the Lonely; Chasing Anemost; Dust in the Wind; Anything For You; Don’t Open Your Eyes; Hold On; Relentless; and many more. Thirteen tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

CD 7744528 JOHN FOGETTY: On the Box. Nineteen tracks highlight the best 1993-1997 performances by the Credence Clearwater Legend. Includes VH 1 Storytellers; David Letterman Show; Good Morning America and more. It includes live takes on Badge of Honor; Turn on Love; Born to Be Wild; Hey! Good Lookin’ And more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7780621 THE BEACH BOYS: Ringing the Liberty Bell. The Beach Boys bring their fun-filled summertime sound to Philadelphia’s Ben Franklin Parkway Museum of Art in this live FM broadcast. Nineteen tracks include hits like California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; and Surfin’ USA, with special guests like Joan Jett and The Oak Ridge Boys. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7708073 THE JACKSONS: Mexico City 1981. An official broadcast release featuring a fine selection of Jackson classics, alongside newer tracks still to receive a studio release on up-coming records. Nineteen tracks include Never Can Say Goodbye; Papa Don’t Take Another Marble; They Don’t Call It The Roller Stone; The Life of the Party; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7744463 GRATEFUL DEAD: The Wharf Rats Come East. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Capitol Theater, Port Chester, N.Y., 1971, these 16 tracks include other tracks by Felt With You; Terrapin Station; Turn Turn Turn and more. Medley. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 7744374 DAVID BOWIE: The Lost Sessions. While Bowie’s early career was often sporadic, he was rarely off the wireless. And the sessions he recorded for radio across this period makes for a fascinating slice of work. This two CD collection features 32 tracks, including Waiting for the Man; Love You Till Tuesday; Andy Warhol; Song For Bob Dylan; Lady Stardust; Kooky; and more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 7744115 JOHN MELLencAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Burning; Check It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7708076 JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Burning; Check It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7720524 DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Timeless Classics. Collects 18 tracks from this legendary duo, including You Make My Dreams; I Can’t Go for That (No Can Do); Family Man; Rich Girl; Everything You Touch Destroys You; Lost That Loving Feeling; Sara Smile; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 1973649 THE BEATLES, 1962-1966. This collection begins in late 1962 with the album version of the first Beatles single, Love Me Do and concludes in the second half of 1966. Other songs include Yellow Submarine; Please Please Me; A Hard Day’s Night; Eight Days a Week; Yesterday; and more. Twenty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Medley. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 7720242 THE BEATLES: 1. Collects 27 tracks including Love Me Do; From Me To You; She Loves You; I Want to Hold Your Hand; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Feel Fine; Eight Days a Week; Ticket to Ride; Help!; Day Tripper; and more. EMI Records Limited. $14.95

CD 7720214 BLACK TO THE FUTURE: 30th Anniversary 100 Classics. Collects five of Johnny Cash’s original albums, in card LP replica sleeves. Includes The Fabulous Johnny Cash; Hymns By Johnny Cash; Box Sets, Live At the 1969 Newport Folk Festival; Johnny Cash; Berlin 1972; and more. EMI. $6.95


CD 7744417 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Live at the Bandit House. This bands’ classic live recording was filmed in front of a live audience at the cracked open in 1972. This live recording features performances by Lenny Kravitz, Michael Bublé, Andrea Bocelli, and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

CD 7708061 THE BAND: LEGENDARY 1969-1972. More than 25 or 6 to 4; 5150; The Wheel; Butter And Eggs; The Weight; Stage Fright; Young Man For Sale; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

CD 7744107 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Skynyrd Rocks Hard with the Gang Hollywood Swingin; and many more. Medley. $9.95

CD 3803834 CLASSIC 70’S ROCK HITS. Two CDs capture the 70s sound on 30 tracks. Includes hits by Chicago 25 or 6 to 4; Foreigner 4; Journey; Bite The Bullet; Hoople All the Young Dudes; Sweet Ballroom Blitz; America A Horse with No Name; The Outlaws Green Grass and High Tide; Kool & The Gang; and many more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 7792050** THE BEATLES: Live at the BCC. Between March 1962 and June 1965, no less than 275 musical performances were broadcast by the BBC. This 71-track, two-CD set collects Radioing On A Bus; A Hard Day's Night; Sweet Little Sixteen; Lonesome Tears in My Eyes; Baby It's You; and more. Published: Feb. 1999.

**CD 7372993** JETHRO TULL: Original Album Series. Experience the bold sound of this unique rock group with five albums originally released between 1971 and 1972: Songs from the Wood; Heavy Horses; Stand Up; Broadsword and the Beast. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $21.95

**CD 7744579** KISS: Agora Ballroom 1974. Prepare to rock and roll all night with at least 13 live tracks by one of the greatest rock groups of all time. Collects songs from three separate 1974 live performances, including multiple cuts of Firehouse; and Nothin' to Lose, plus Deuce; Strutter; Cold Gin; She; and more. Published: Jul. 1999.

**CD 7744625** MEAT LOAF: MEAT LOAF: Boston Broadcast 1985. The early hard rock legend is like a Bat out of Hell in a live Boston performance. Collects eight tracks: Bad Attitude; Dead Ringer for Love; Jumpin' the Gun; Dreams; I'd Rather Be Buried at Fatman's; Revved up with No Place to Go; Modern Girl; and Bat Out of Hell. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 7744688** THE REPLACEMENTS: Another Planet. On July 18th, 1987, the Replacements performed at The Chance in Poughkeepsie, New York. This two-CD recording from a live FM broadcast. Collects 29 tracks including Bastards of Young; Sweet Home Chicago; Be My Lover; Hold My Life; Never Mind; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7738331** TOMMY JAMES & THE SHAKES: Original Album Series. Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed rock band, including Hanky Panky; I Think We’re Alone Now; Mony Mony; Crimson & Clover; and more. Spectrum Music. $7.95

**CD 7752172** ROXY MUSIC: Newcastle Complete. On October 28th, 1974, Roxy Music performed at City Hall in Newcastle, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Includes 69 tracks including Accidents Will Happen; Let's Eat; Love is the Drug; Avalon; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7805748** SPUTNIK! The Launch of the Rocket Man. Collects 29 tracks including There Goes Sputnik by The Teen-Cits; Planetary Run by Joe Montgomery; Gonna Build a Rocket by Galen Benny; Sputnik Dance by The Equadors; Spaceman by Danny Overbeau, and more.

**CD 1993335** THE WHO: Back at the Fillmore. On October 22nd, 1969, The Who performed at Fillmore East in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Heaven and Hell; Fortune Teller; We're Not Gonna Take It; My Own Way; Alum All Over; and more. Published: Feb. 1999.

**CD 4972866** JACK KEROUCO: 100 Years of Beatitude. Jack Kerouac along with Allen Ginsberg and William S. Burroughs formed the core cell of the Beat Generation. Their beatniks listened to a wide range of specific styles of music; compiled are 52 songs and historical audio documents from the 1946 to 1963. Tracks include Kaerouay by Don Morrow; San Francisco Scene (The Beat Generation) by Jack Kerouac; Beach Boys for Brontosaurus by The John Byrnes; and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 7772300** TOOL: The Pepsi Challenge. On July 21, 2002 Tool performed at the Pepsi Center in Denver, CO, and the show was recorded for a live FM radio broadcast. This two-CD set collects 20 tracks from that night, including Sober; The Grudge; Forty Six & 2; Eon Blue Apocalypse; and more. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7701565** AC/DC: Power Up. The limited edition, one of a kind box is the ultimate fan package, for AC/DC’s 17th studio album. Hit the button on the side and watch the flashing neon AC/DC logo light up while the opening bars of Shot in the Dark are played. You get a charging cable for the box. Collects 12 songs including Realize; Rejection; Code Red; and more. Columbia. $14.95

**CD 7772203** BONNIE RAITT: I Thought I Was a Child. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Capitol Theatre, Passaic, New Jersey. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I Thought I Was a Child; Any Day Woman; Love Me Like a Man; Samba Mama; Fool Yourself; Nothing Seems to Matter; and more.

**CD 7850107** PRINCE: Controversy at the Capitol. On January 30th, 1987, Prince performed at Capitol Theatre in Passaic, New Jersey. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I Wanna Be Your Lover; Dirty Mind; Do Me, Baby; Let’s Work; The羰order was for a live FM radio broadcast at The Capitol Theatre, Passaic, New Jersey. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I Thought I Was a Child; Any Day Woman; Love Me Like a Man; Samba Mama; Fool Yourself; Nothing Seems to Matter; and more.

**CD 7834445** ROGER WATERS: The Berlin Wall Rehearsals. On May 2nd, 1990, Roger Waters performed at Townhouse Studios in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 32 tracks including Leave Me Now; Hey You; Mother of Pearl; Vera; Bring the Boys Back Home; X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1975161** RAMONES: Transmission Impossible. This 69-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances recorded from FM broadcasts from 1977–1979. Songs include a live broadcast at The Bottom Line, New York City; a broadcast from the Tower Ballroom, London; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $8.95

**CD 7744412** ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATOMIC Village: 21st Birthday Party. Recorded at a live FM broadcast Sweetwater Music Hall in Mill Valley, California on April 29, 1989. Seventeen tracks, including Accidents Will Happen; Room 1962; Truthful Mirror; Mystery; and more. Poisoned Rose; Lovelight; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7834349** CHICAGO: New York 1977. On May 20th, 1977, Chicago performed at The Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Mississippi Delta City Blues; Just You and Me; Beginnings; Make Me Smile; West Virginia Woman; Feeling Stronger Every Day; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95
**Rock Pop**

★ **CD 7811357** NIRVANA: This Means Nothing. Collects recorded live FM broadcasts of two performances by Nirvana from 1988. Includes 16 FM songs including: Heart Shaped Box; Lithium; Something in the Way; & more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ **CD 4858646** VAN HALEN: Classics Live. All 17 tracks from live FM broadcasts recorded at various venues across Van Halen’s career. Includes On Fire; Black & Blue; Topgun; Satchel; & more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ **CD 1993919** MORRISON: Paradise Lost. Includes recordings from the Los Angeles performance on April 26th, 1970. Van Morrison performed at Fillmore West in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 29 tracks on two CDs including Into the Mystic; Break on Through; Brown Eyed Girl; Brown Eyed Lady; & more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ **CD 1959683** YES: Transmission Impossible. Focusing on live session recordings from 1969 to 1970, this three CD set will delight YES enthusiasts. Selectively on 41 tracks include Something's Coming; Everytime; Sweetness; Every Little Thing; Images of You and Me; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Sweet Dreams; & more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ **CD 7725906** JOHN STUMMER & THE MESCALEROS: House of the Blues. On November 6th, 1999, Joe Strummer and the Mescaleros performed at House of Blues in Los Angeles, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Diggin’ the New; Nothing ‘Bout You’sr;& more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ **CD 7834632** SIR DOUGLAS CUTLET: Texas Tornado Live. Recorded in September, 1971 from Doug Weston’s Troubadour in Los Angeles, California. Collects eight tracks including She’s About a Moot; Troublemaker; In a Silent Way; & more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ **CD 773834X** WARREN ZEVON: Original Album Series. From a classic country-rock great comes his best albums. Five CDs compile the entirety of Warren Zevon; Excitable Boy; Bad Luck Sreak in Dancing School; Stand in the Fire; & The Envoy, each packaged in a cardboard sleeve reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $21.95

★ **CD 7796463** ALICE FAYE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume 2, 1940-1945. This 63-track, two CD set comprises on two live FM broadcasts recorded in 1940-45. Includes My Heart; Supernatural Thing; But Not Them; & more. X-Ray. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ **CD 7717087** PAGE & PLANT: Going to California. On May 20th, 1985. Page and Plant performed at San Jose Arena in San Jose, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Thank You; Bring It on Dark; Allies & More; Pole; & more. Two CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

★ **CD 1939173** THE CURE: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by The Cure were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1981 through 1996. Collects 71 tracks on three CDs including Boys Don’t Cry; The Holy Hour; In Your House; Saturday Night; Wailing Wall; Happy the Man; & more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

★ **CD 4971781** THE ROLLING STONES: Detroit 1978. On July 6th, 1978, the Rolling Stones performed at Masonic Temple Theater in Detroit, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Let It Rock; All Down the Line; Star Star; Christmas Comes Down; Lies; Miss you; & more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


★ **CD 7739272** LEIBER & STOLLER: The Rockers—That Is Rock and Roll. Collects 4 CD albums including That is Rock and Roll by Coasters; I’ve Been Working by Chuck Murphy; & more. X-Ray. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ **CD 4747380** QUEEN: The Broadcast Archives. Recorded from several live FM broadcasts at various venues across the band’s career. Sixty-four tracks, including Killer Queen; Bycled Trash. This CD set contains performances by the Champions; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Under Pressure; Another One Bites the Dust; & more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. $17.95

★ **CD 773879X** THE CARTER FAMILY COLLECTION, VOLUME 1, 1927-34. This 75-track, six CD set comprises on the Carter Family releases from this era on the Victor, Montgomery Ward and Bluebird labels. Songs include Wandering Boy; Little Moses; I Have No Home Among The Band; & more. Aged Mother; Motherless Children; Windin’ Stream; I’m Working on a Building; & more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ **CD 4899873** TRAFFIC: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set contains much material recorded from legendary live performances from the 1960’s & 1970’s. Includes 42 tracks. Includes Paper Sun; House for Everyone; Hole in My Shoe; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Feeling Good. You Can All Join In; In the Air Tonight; Right Songs; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; Freedom Rider; Tragic Magic; & Marble Hill. This triple CD set contains much material recorded from legendary live performances from the 1960’s & 1970’s. Includes 42 tracks. Includes Paper Sun; House for Everyone; Hole in My Shoe; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Feeling Good. You Can All Join In; In the Air Tonight; Right Songs; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; Freedom Rider; Tragic Magic; & Marble Hill. $17.95


★ **CD 7752113** ANANDERSON: An Armoni in Philly. Recorded from two live FM broadcasts in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on June 6th, 1995. Collects 12 tracks including In the Air Tonight; In Sight of the Minaret; In the Grip of Longer Stuff; Cheek to Cheek; & More. Collects multiple versions of some songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

★ **CD 1942840** GISELE MACKENZIE: Hard to Get. This 57-track two CD set comprises much of her A & B sides on the Capitol; “X” and RCA-Victor labels from the years 1951-1958. Includes: Hard to Get; Don’t Let The Stars Get in Your Eyes; Seven Lonely Days; Fairyland; Goodbye Sweetheart; Lonely Days; & more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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- **CD 7730039** YES: Boston Garden. On December 11th, 1974, YES performed at Boston Garden in Boston, MA. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including "Close to the Edge; ..."
- **CD 7710724** JACKSON BROWNE: Transmission Impossible. Jackson Browne performed at various locations in the U.S. from 1972 through 1976. Recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 9 tracks including "Take It Easy; Our Lady of the Red Rock; Friend; Running on Empty; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95
- **CD 4932870** MARTIN BARRE BAND: Live at the Wiltern. The Martin Barre Band takes the stage at Wiltern Theater in Edwardsville, Illinois. This live album was released in May 18-19, 2011, and features 29 tracks including "My Sunday Feeling; Back to the Family; Sealion; Bungle in the Jungle; Heavy Horses; and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 7780805** MORRISSEY: First Among Equals. On December 22nd, 1988, Morrissey performed at Civic Hall in Wolverhampton, England. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 9 tracks including "Stop Me If You Think You've Heard This Before; Disappointed; Imagine Tomorrow;"
- **CD 7678320** IRON MAIDEN: Transmission Impossible. Collects performances from 1981-2002 by Iron Maiden performed at a variety of locations. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Forty-one tracks including "Wraithchild; Man on the Edge; Minute to Minute; Remember Tomorrow; Twilight Zone; Drifter; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. To the Beat. Pub. at $22.95
- **CD 4977068** IAN ANDERSON: Elbow to Elbow. On October 10th, 2002, Ian Anderson performed at Kalamazoo State Theatre in Kalamazoo, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including "In the Grip of Stronger Stuff; Life’s a Long Song; Skating Away; Montserrat; Zip City. Pub. at $19.95
- **CD 4858573** RORY GALLAGHER: The Broadcast Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcasts from the 70s and 80s are captured on 3 CDs and some 35 tracks. Selections include "Messian' with the Kid; Cradle Rock; Just a Little Bit; Tattoo’d Lady; Wayward Child; When In Doubt; What in the World; Nadine; Secret Agent; Calling Card; Early in the Morning; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95
- **CD 7678347** PETER GABRIEL: Paris in the Rain. On October 24th, 2002, Peter Gabriel performed at Maison De La Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including "Darkness; Red Rain; Growing Up; Mercy Street; My Head Sounds Like That; More. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95
- **CD 7780866** DEAN MARTIN: New York 1953. Debut from a live FM broadcast the Supper Club, New York City on May 22, 1996. Collects 26 songs including "Just About Glad; Starting to Come to Me; The Other End; (of the Telephone) Calling; Black Salt in the Sunset; and more. Unicomp. Pub. at $19.99
- **CD 7716990** DAVE EDDUMDS: New York Information. On May 18th, 1983, Dave Edmunds performed at Roseland Ballroom in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including "From Small Things (Big Things One Day Come); Loud Music in Cars; Girls Talk; Queen of Hearts; Slipway On; Ju Ju Man; and more. Good Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95
- **CD 1944887** TONY SHERIDAN: Skinny Minny. Tony Sheridan was the most important pioneer of a rock and roll scene in Germany next to Bill Haley. Collects 29 tracks including "My Bonnie (English Intro); Get on the Right Track Baby; Let’s Dance; I’m Ready; Tell Me; and more. Ready Freddy; and more. DeadBeat. Pub. at $18.99
- **CD 1944770** FLOTSAM AND JETSAM: Live in Phoenix. On July 18, 2003, Flotsam and Jetsam performed at the Bash on Ash in Phoenix, Arizona. This is a recording of that concert. Collects 13 tracks including "No Place for Disgrace; SWATting at Flies; Hard Wading Through the Darkness; Thrash; and more. Family Productions. Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 7683162** EILEEN BARTON: If I Knew You Were Comin’. This 55-track, hard CD set consists of selected A and B sides from her releases on the Mercury, V-Disc, Capitol, National, Coral, Epic, MGM, United Artists and cest labels from 1944-62. Songs include "A New Kind of Loving; Wonderful; Great Day; Anytime Anywhere; and more. Deadline Music. Pub. at $12.95
- **CD 7727042** THE TEEN YEARS. This 150-track, ten-CD set consists of the most romantic classics from the era's irresistible teen heartthrobs. Songs include "Dream Lover by Bobby Darin; Travlin’ Man by Ricky Nelson; Everybody’s Someboby’s Fool by Connie Francis; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99
- **CD 7729979** TALK TALK: Nether, Netherlands. On May 27th, 1984, Talk Talk performed at Muziekcentrum Vredenburg in Utrecht, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Also includes tracks from radio sessions in 1983. Collects 17 songs including "Such a Shame; Me; It’s Only Love; and more. Gossip Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 7758541** DAVID BOWIE: Rome 1996. On July 9th, 1996, David Bowie performed at Stadio Olimpico in Rome, Italy. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including "Look Out in the Street; Love is the Drug; Outside; Jump They Say; Under Pressure; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95
- **CD 7834438** OASIS: Dublin Live 1994. On November 19th, 1997, Oasis performed at Olympiahalle in Munich, Germany. Double down from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including "Being Here Now; Stay Young; Stand By Me; Supersonic; Some Might Say; Roll With It; and more. EPIC. Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 779220X** Nils Lofgren: Old School. Collects 12 tracks including "Old School; 60 is the New 80; Miss You Ray; Love Stumbles by Bobby Darin; Everybody’s Somebody’s Fool by Connie Francis; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and more. DeadBeat. Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 4971722** MIKE OLDFIELD: Irish Bells. On May 31st, 1980, Mike Oldfield performed at RDS Main Hall in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including "Platinum; Punkadiddle; I Got Rhythm; Polka; Ommandrawn Part 1; and more. House of Music. Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 7692181** MIRACLE MILE. Collects the complete film score, music effects and the soundtrack album. Includes 34 songs including "Teetering Scales; One for the Books; After the Calt; On the Spur of the Moment; All of the Time. Germany. Pub. at $14.95

For complete track lists go to erhbc.com/919

★ CD 1939246 NILS LOGFREN: Hanging Tough. On October 28th, 1977, Nils Logfren performed at The Bottom Line in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Don't Go (Ode to the Glimmer Twin); Cry for Hunter; (Save Me); Code of the Road; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95

★ CD 7892196 NILS LOGFREN: Blue with Lou. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame E Street Band member Nils Logfren returns with a vengeance with his first new studio album since 2011. From soaring rock tracks to tender ballads, each composition takes you along on a sonic journey. Songs include: Indestructible, Big Machine, Miracle Pill, Here Is Gone, and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95

★ CD 4946170 DAVID BOWIE: Like Some Cat from Japan. On December 12th, 1978, David Bowie performed at NHK Hall in Tokyo, Japan. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Heresies; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Soul Love; Stay; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ CD 1954954 GROUNDED WITH THE GOO GOO DOLLS. This 2 disk set includes an audio CD with 13 songs as an added bonus. In the midst of the pandemic, The Goo Goo Dolls put on a real rock show of their most popular songs on a visually stunning Augmented Reality FanTracks Stage. Songs include: Indestructible, Big Machine, Miracle Pill, Here Is Gone, and more. 90 minutes. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ CD 7717008 DREAM THEATER: Made on Japan. On January 24th, 1995, Dream Theater performed at the Nakano Sun Plaza in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Pull Me Under; Take the Time; Another Day; Lifting Shadows off a Dream; and more. Dream Theater. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ CD 789217X NILS LOGFREN BAND: Weathered. Features reworked classics from Nils' vast catalogue, new live recordings from his most recent studio album, and a few choice cover renditions. Collects 16 tracks including Daddy Dream; Across the Tracks; Rock or Not; Give; Tender Love; Like Rain; and more. Two CDs. Cattle Track Road Records. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 7855257 EPPATH: Box 1. This 42-track, four-CD set includes Set Your Spade Straight / We Can Get Together; Do You Believe in Love; Hold on; Bad Feeling; Keep Moving On; Still Alive; Hard Life; Tequila Fritz; Going to Chicago; Small Town Girl; Ain't No Lie; Let Me Know; The Daughter; and more. Includes multiple versions of some of their biggest hits. MGM Music. Pub. at $37.95 $27.95

★ CD 7758252 BECK: Roskilde Festival. This 15-track set consists of various live performances by Beck from 1996 to 1997. Songs include: Devil's Haircut; Novacane; The New Pollution; Loser; Hot Wax; Beercan; various live performances by Beck from 1996 to 1997. Songs include: multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 4976991 DAVID BOWIE: In the White Room. On December 14th, 1995, David Bowie performed at Westway Studios in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Look Back in Anger; The Hearts Filthy Lesson; Hallo Spaceboy; Teenage Wildlife; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 1991193 VINECE TAYLOR: Brand New Cadillac. Embodies the early heyday of British R&B in the early 60's. Collects 32 tracks including Brand New Cadillac; Long Tall Sally; Rocky Road Blues; Ready Teddy; Twenty Flight Rock; I'll Be Your Hero; Rip It Up; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ CD 785588X RICKY SHAYNE: One of the Mods. This complete recording was made in 1966-1967. Collects 30 tracks including My Baby; Number One; When the Girl in Your Arms Is the Girl in Your Heart; Apron Strings; Cosa Di Più; Lokeen Blue Boy (Danny). Collects 16 tracks including I'm Amici Mods; Di Me Cosa Ne Senti? (Black Is Black); and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.95 $15.95

★ CD 772585X DAVID GAHAN: Berlin. On June 10th, 2003, David Gahan performed at Columbiahalle in Berlin, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Hidden Houses; Hold On; Dirty Sticky Floors; A Question of Time; Bitter Apple; Black; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 7892552 DOROTHY SQUIRES: Be My Love. Her heart-rending ballads and flair for the dramatic helped Dorothy Squires find fame in postwar England. Collects 24 tracks including Sweet Dreams to You; Save a Piece of Watermelon Cake for Me; After All; My Someday; In All the World; It's Spring Time; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ DVD 7812760 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost TV Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Collect live performances by Simon & Garfunkel, recorded for TV broadcasts across their time together performing as a duo. Twenty-nine tracks, including Homeward Bound; The Sound of Silence; A Hazy Shade of Winter; and more. 82 minutes. Sepia. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ DVD 2886553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969. An exhilarating “fly on the wall” view of the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 7895133 '83 US FESTIVAL: Days 1-3. US Festival 1983 represents a unique part of rock history as witnessed by 2,000,000 fans. Digitally remastered and restored, with brand new interviews, plus performances by INXS, Men at Work, Judas Priest, U2, Steve Nicks, and more, this is a celebration of one of the most amazing music festivals of all time. 135 minutes. Video. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 7825757 DARLENE LOVE: Live in 1982. Fullscreen. On April 21st, 1982, Darlene Love performed at Hop Singh’s in Marina del Rey. Collects 11 tracks including Da Doo Ron Ron; Wait Til; ‘My Bobby Gets Home’ (Today I Met The Boy I ’M Gonna Marry; We Can Work It Out; He’s a Rebel; and more. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ DVD 1958752 GROUNDED WITH THE GOO GOO DOLLS. In the midst of the Pandemic, The Goo Goo Dolls put on a real rock show of their most popular songs on a visually stunning Augmented Reality FanTracks Stage. The band played their twenty plus song hit-laden back catalog for a career-spanning set list from Thunder Studios, Songs include: Miracle Pill; Black; and more. VMD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box. 

- 25 -
Oldies - Easy Listening

CD 7744595 LEONARD COHEN: Once More for Marianne. A 1976 broadcast from Switzerland’s Casino Barriere de Montreux. Collects 29 tracks including Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts), So Long, Marianne; Who ‘s Been Fooling Who; There Is A War; The Stranger Song; Sisters of Mercy; Suzanne; The Butcher; and more. Atrocab. Pub. at $17.95.

CD 4959051 ATOMIC ROCKERS: VOLUME 5: Dungaree Cutie. Grab your partner and make a bee line to the dance floor with these songs. Collects 28 tracks including: Oh! Well A Watcha Gonna Do By The Devil River Boys; You Done Me Wrong by Fats Domino; No More Heartache by Sugar Boy; Long Tall Sally by Wanda Jackson; Only Teenagers Allowed by Jackie Walker; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $13.99. $7.95

CD 7709137 CHARLIE SPIVAK & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Chart Decade 1941-51. This 74-track, three-CD set comprises selected releases during this era on the Okeh, Columbia and London labels, and features all his 19 career chart entries under his own name. Records include: My Devotion; It’s Been A Long Time; If You Gotta Go; I’ll Buy A Second Round; Softly; I’ll Be Home For Christmas; It’s A Sin To Be In Love; I Want To Be Wanted; and many more. Decca Records. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

CD 4900219 THAT FLAT GIT IT VOL 38. Collects 37 Tracks from Los Angeles-based Library Records. Songs include: Willie Mae; Little Bit by Bobby Lomax; I Ain’t Gonna Cry No More by Johnny O’Neal; No Dough by Willie Nelson; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. $9.95

CD 4892615 ATOMIC HOOTENANNY. Dance the day away to the electrifying up-tempo 30 songs collected on this CD. Includes Drinkin’ Wine by Gene Simmons; I’ve Got It made by Eddie Carroll; Cray Legs by Gene Lewis. Gee Why!; Changed States; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

CD 7709129 CHAMP! The Singles Collection 1951-62. This 59-track, two-CD set comprising most of his A and B sides on the Columbia, Coral, Dot, Zephyr, King, Verve, Riviera, Diplomats and More labels, including his duets with Toni Arden. Songs include: I Apologise; Them There Eyes; Down Yonder; Be Anything (But Be Mine); Reaching For The Moon; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

CD 7912870 STEVEN HALPERN: Psychadelic Therapy Music. Steve Halperrn’s atmospheric toned poems feature his iconic Rhodes electric piano, ambient keyboards, cello and oboe. Collects 10 tracks including: The Answer Lies Within; At Home in the Heart; Honoring the Journey; and more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $23.22. $17.95

CD 4818997 STEVEN HALPERN: Relax into Sleep, Vol. 2. Over the past 45 years, more people have fallen asleep to the relaxing music of Halperrn than to any other composer! His music has a free-floating ambience that is not anchored in a predictable melody, harmony and rhythm, allowing your mind and body to shift gears naturally into a deep, tranquil, meditative state. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

CD 7867077 STEVE ROACH: Mystic Chords & Sacred Spaces. Moving into the majestic realm of pure, non-rhythmic electro-acoustic sound-worlds, these four CDs are a masterpiece from a true artist of sound. Collects 59 tracks including Palace of Nectar; Wren and Raven; The Otherworld; Slightly Below; The Spiral of Time’s Fire Burns on; and more. Projekt. Pub. at $31.99. $24.95

CD 7810946 BRUCE KURNOW: The Roads I’ve Traveled. A collection of original instrumental, acoustic and ambient music. This 28-track, two-CD set includes A Fresh Start; Hope For Tomorrow; The Trail Home; Peaceful Sunset; A Lover’s Sunset; Dance of Light; Golden Heart; Close To Home; and more. New Folk Records. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95

CD 4814223 PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies. Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer Pierre Henry, considered a pioneer of “musique concrete” a genre of electronic music. Selections include: Pleins Jours; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts Egyptien; Ceremony; Volee D’Orpee; Deuxieme Symphonie; Anthologie; and more. Decca Records. Pub. at $39.95.

CD 7855118 ANN SWEETEN: Love Walks Through Rain. A deeply soul-stirring experience that envelopes the listener in a blanket of lush, melodic reverie. Collects 11 tracks including Valley Greene; Glimmer; Shadows; The Winter’s Circle; Love Walks Through Rain; The Shadow of You; and more. Orange Band Records. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

World - Folk

CD 7905511 JOAN BAEZ: Songbird. From an influential folk musician, this comes a pair of essentially unplugged, digitally remastered albums presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 tracks of Joan Baez and all 10 of Folk Singers Round Hannah, with songs from House of the Rising Sun to O What A Beautiful Morning. Day. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; & Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin’; Rovin’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 7905498 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Voices of a Generation. Compiled into one set are the one害怕 two albums of two folk legends that changed music forever. Includes all 13 tracks of Bob Dylan plus two bonus tracks, Mixed-Up Confusion and Conina; Conina; as well as all 13 tracks of Joan Baez; plus, 1 plus four bonus tracks of Bob Dylan tracks like Pretty Boy Floyd, Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 7913133 BOB DYLAN: The Gospel of St. Bob. On November 12th, 1981, Bob Dylan performed at The Summit in Houston, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Includes 26 tracks including: Believe In You; Like A Rolling Stone; Gambin’ Man; The Times They Are A-Changin’; Blowin’ in the Wind; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

CD 7865007 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1965-1985. Sixteen tracks bring together audio extracts from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the ‘60s and ‘80s, featuring classics such as: Blowin’ in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; Farm Aid, 1985; The 1991 Grammy Awards; two David Letterman appearances; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

CD 1975835 PETER, PAUL AND MARY: NEW YORK 1963-65. Sixteen tracks; previously un-heard, recordings epitomize Peter, Paul and Mary’s music in the ‘60s era of optimism, turmoil and vast change in America. This was recorded at the iconic folk festival at Newport; Rhode Island. Featuring two bonus tracks including I Had a Hammer; On a Desert Island; Rising of the Moon; Tryin’ to Win; and more. Shout Factory. $7.95

CD 7864981 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1960-1964. Nineteen tracks compile recordings from several live performances from a formative period in Dylan’s career. Songs include: Po’ Lazarus; Sally Gall; The Girl I Left Behind; The Death of Emmett Till; Baby; I’ll Be Your Lover Down; Blowin’ in the Wind; and more. SHM. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

CD 7744536 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipedream. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish PipeDream; Please Don’t Bury Me; Souvenirs; Drinkin’ with The Best; Sam Stone; Home What Is There; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
and enter the item number in the search box.


★ CD 7206634 THE DUBLIN CITY RAMBLERS: The Rare Auld Times. This two-CD anthology covers every phase of the group’s prolific career with contributions from each line-up since the group was formed in 1970. Collects 50 tracks including The Rare Auld Times; Ramblin’ Rover; The Crass Was Wrong!; and more. DVD Traders. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ CD 777219X BOB DYLAN: Tramps. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tramps in New York City on July 26, 1999. Nineteen tracks, including Babe, It Ain’t No Lie; The Times They Are-A-Changin’; Tombstone Blues; Highway 61 Revisited; It Ain’t Me Babe; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 7839251 CAL TJADER: Huracan. TJader helped to popularize the fusion of Latin and jazz tempos. In 1978 he recorded these tracks at the infamous Fillmways Wally Heider recording studios in Hollywood. Collects six tracks including Ritmo Caliente; Desposado; Bach, Huracan; Funguiano; and Tres Tristes. Libby. Pub. at $14.99. $19.95

★ CD 7782322 THE CISCO HOUSTON COLLECTION 1944-61. This 132-track, five-CD set brings together a considerable portion of his work. Songs include Hard Ain’t Hard (with Woody Guthrie), Roving Gambler; I Remember Gypsy; Trouble in Mind; The Big Weevil; Taking It Easy; Ranger’s Command; Rambling Round; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ CD 7744501 JAMES TAYLOR: The Mermaid Theatre, Features 12 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Mermaid Theatre, London, England on March 25th, 2003, including Secret O’Ulla; October Road; Whenever You’re Ready; Line ‘Em Up; Sweet Baby James; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

★ CD 1964046 KLAUS SCHULZE & PETER NAMLOOK: The Dark Side of the Moog, Vol. 1-4. This release of the most remarkable and worldwide sought after series The Dark Side of the Moog by German electronic pioneers Klaus Schulze and Peter Namlook. This five CD set collects Volumes One through Volume Four, and the “Best Of-Album” The Evolution of the Dark Side of the Moog. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99. $27.95

★ CD 7752091 BOB DYLAN: Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. On April 26th, 1963, Bob Dylan was at Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Patenwell; A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Boots of Spanish Leather; Who Killed tutoring?; and more. Davey Moore; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $19.95

CD 786521X LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yadi Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these ten tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy, Avalance; We Shall Not Be Moved; and a two part interview with Leonard Cohen. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99. $8.95

★ CD 4827171 BOB DYLAN, 1970. Almost every base of Dylan’s work up until 1970 is covered—from American roots music (Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance) to songwriting debut (Song to Woody), from folk singer-songwriter (Don’t Miss Me Baby) to rock (Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues and Rainy Day Women #12 & 35) and much more. Seventy-four tracks on 3 CDs. Sony Music. $19.95

★ CD 7928017 BEN & JERRY’S NEVADA FOLK FESTIVAL: ’88 Live. Collects 15 tracks including Ben Is One Told by Richard Thompson; Make A Meal At the Pole by Doc Watson; Half A Book by Cheryl Wheeler; Going to Chicago by Taj Mahal; Slow Down by Moses Rose; Stop On the Light by Patty Larkin; and more. Silverwolf. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 7805624 JOHN MARTYN BAND: The Smiling Stranger in Bremen, This 18-track, two-CD set was recorded in the Club Schauburg on June 10th, 1983 by Radiobremen (Germany). Includes Some People Are Crazy; Amsterdam; Bless the Weather; The Easy Blues; May You Never; Could’ve Been Me Tonight; Stranger, Root Love; The Easy Blues and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

★★ CD 4982274 BOB DYLAN: Man on the Street. This 140-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances from 1961 to 1965. Songs include Talking Columbia; Man on the Street; Pretty Peggy O; Candy Man; Baby Please Don’t Go;Smokestack Lightning; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Reel to Reel. $31.95

★ CD 7792188 ITALIA MIA: Our Italian Heritage. Collects 70 legendary recordings performed by some of greatest performers in music history. Artists include Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Vic Damone, Louis Prima, Enrico Caruso, and more. Three CDs. $21.95


★ CD 7724341 KLAUS SCHULZE: Mirage. This 40th Anniversary edition collects three albums including Velvet Voyage; Crystal Lake; and In Cusa Crete On Cno Cord. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99. $19.95

★ CD 1987084 BRIJITTE BARDOT: Mama God...Created B.B. Music from the beautiful French singer/actress, including: Sidonie, Je Me Donne A Qui Me Plait, Not Et Blanc, Nue Asoleil, and more. Hilland. $5.95

★ CD 1923161 MIRIAM MAKEBA, 1956-1962. Features the the South African singer who became popular in the United States when she launched an album with Harry Belafonte. This four CD 88 track collection includes Inkem Zodwa; Do Unto Others; Orlando; Lovely Lies; The Retreat Song; Kilimanjaro; La Bamba, and others. Reel to Reel. $9.95


★ CD 7782306 CARLOS MONTOYA: Flamenco Magic. Carlos Montoya almost single-handedly introduced Flamenco music to audiences outside of Spain, raising it from mere folk music to an art form. Collects nine albums including; Fandango; Rondenia; Macarena; Levante; Soleo; Canibe a Flamenco; Zambra; Trayano; and Aires De Del Libera. MIG Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 7634500 BOSSA NOVA AT THE CAFE DU PARLEST 1961-1965. Collects 15 tracks including One Note Samba; Bossa Nova York; Zela; If It Does Not Do So; Influence of Jazz; Congratulations; Again; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 1923226 BOB DYLAN: The Broadcast Collection 1961-1965. This 92-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live Bob Dylan performances during the years of 1961 to 1965. Songs include Handsome Molly; Baby Please Don’t Go; Tell Me, Baby; Riding in My Car; Fixin’ to Die; I Ain’t Got No Home; and more. Cult Legends. Pub. at $119.95.

★ CD 7744382 DON MCLEAN: Live in New York 1971. On December 26th, 1971, Don McLean performed at WPLJ FM from A&R Studios in New York City. This CD was recorded from the broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Castles in the Air; Winterwood; Where Were You, Baby? More All Access. $6.95

★ CD 7749309 BOUQUET: Song Offerings from Robbie Basho. Collects 14 tracks including The Golden Medallion; The White Swallow; The Polish Rider; Lightening Thunder; Tears of Teresa; Blues from Lebanon; The Song of Leila; The White Princess; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★ CD 4912101 EDIE SEAMAN: Cave of Gold. Recorded just prior to the COVID-19 lock down in Scotland, Edie Seaman is accompanied by multi-instrumentalist, Aaron Jones. Eleven tracks including, Bryce Jigs; Fiddle Bee; Hornpipe and Jig; Laura Johnston; Ulah a Ori (Cave of Gold); Langstrom’s Pony; O Dwyer of the Glen: Unknown Warrior; MSR; Purl Reels; and Salute to Donald. Greenprint. Pub. at $15.99. $6.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
**World - Folk**

**CD 1943294 KLAUS SCHULZE: Virtual Outback.** This album was just one single track, the elegiac 65 minute The Theme: The Rhodes Elegy. The bonus track titled Chinese Ears is from a filling work for the Chinese mass rally during the China Millennium at the turn of 2000/2001. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

**DVD 7812671 LEONARD COHEN: The Live Broadcast Sessions, 1981-1993.** Widescreen. Features 15 live versions of Leonard Cohen classics and contains the ultimate live film of Cohen in the period covering the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s. Songs include: Mercy of Isaac; Tower of Song; I’m Your Man; and more. 118 minutes. Go Faster Records. **$5.95**

**DVD 779951 JUAN DE MARCOS & AFRO CUBAN ALL STARS: Absolutely Live.** Enjoy the energy of one of the most important Cuban bands of all times in two different periods of its development. A tremendous collection of 18 music videos and a CD with six tracks played absolutely live and post-produced without overdubs. 93 minutes. Olé Records. **$4.95**

**DVD 7853017 GAELIC STORM: Live in Chicago.** Live from Chicago, Gaelic Storm performs some of their greatest songs in this exciting performance! See them as they were meant to be seen-up close and personal. Collects 18 songs including Courting in the Kitchen; Johnny Jump Up; Swimmin’ in the Sea; Born to Be a Bachelor; and more. 120 minutes. Nutech Digital. **$5.95**

**DVD 7812655 LEONARD COHEN: Live in San Sebastian 1988.** Widescreen. Contains a TV broadcast of Cohen’s gig in San Sebastian, Spain, on May 20th, 1988, in support of his I’m Your Man album. Features an array of Cohen classics and a fine selection of tunes from his then current record. 107 minutes. Go Faster Records. **$5.95**

**DVD 4728327 CAT STEVENS: Tea for the Tillerman Live.** This live, rare Classic 1971 performance captures the warmth of Stevens’ studio recordings but with even more passion and depth. Songs include Moonshadow; On The Road to Find Out, Where Do the Children Play?, Wild World; Miles from Nowhere; Longer Boats; Father and Son; Hard Headed Woman; Flowers on the Hill; Blueberry Hill; You Are My Friend; This Old World - Folk; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$5.95**

**DVD 1964267 SURYA MANTRAS.** Widescreen. A collection of Mantra songs with lyrics devoted to Surya. 35 minutes. Wowown Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD 7852320 DOLLAR PARTON: Those Were the Days.** The country darling offers up twelve tracks. Those Were the Days; Blowin’ in the Wind; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Twelfth of Never; Where Do the Children Play?; Me and Bobby McGee; I Can’t Help Myself (Sugarhill Gang Style); Turn, Turn, Turn; If I Were a Carpenter; Both Sides Now; and Imagine. Sugar Hill Records. **$5.95**

**CD 7838271 COUNTRY’S #1 HITS of the 60’S: 20 Songs.** Collects 20 tracks including Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky; Please Help Me I’m Falling by Hank Locklin; Heartbreak U.S.A. by Kitty Wells; I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; Tender Years by George Jones; Misery Loves Company by Porter Wagoner; and more. Imponente. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7864841 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t It Make My Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Eddie Rabbit; Northern Lights by Tammy Wynette; Back Home Again by Conway Twitty; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 790553X KEEP ON TRUCKIN’.** Collects 40 truckin’ favorites on two CDs, including Six Days on the Road by Dave Dudley; Highway 51 by Bob Dylan; Detour by The Ventures; No Money Down by Chuck Berry; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7904677 THE ESSENTIAL MUGGIE & ME: FLATTT & SCRUGGS.** Compiles 50 original bluegrass classics, drawn from 1950-1962. Over two hours of music, it includes Foggy Mountain Breakdown; The Ballad of Jed Clampett; I’ll Go Where I Want To; I’ll Go When I Want To; Rawhide; Whistling Past the Graveyard; Friends; High Noon; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7905475 FRANKIE LANE: Greatest Cowboy Hits.** Fifty of Laine’s western-themed classics on two CDs, including Rawhide; Gunlight at the O.K. Corral; The 3:10 to Yuma; Wanted Man; (Theme: From Graceland to the Promised Land); The High Way; I’m Your Woman; The Wild; The Hard Way; You Ain’t Woman Enough; Jukebox; Granada; High Noon; and many more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 4884965 THE STATORLERS BROTHERS: Golden Hits.** Presents on 20 tracks the iconic Statler Brothers with selections that include Flowers on the Hill; On the Road; Ruby; Don’t Take Your Love To Town; Ruthless; Green, Green Grass of Home; I Still Miss Someone; Walking in the Sunshine; This Old Guitar; Import: I’m Your Woman; and more. Medley. **$9.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7905567 SONGS OF THE WILD WEST.** Collects 50 original western classics on two CDs, including (The Man Who Shot) Liberty Valance by Gene Pitney; Delta by Burl Ives; Bonanza by Johnny Cash; Death Valley by Johnny Cash; Billy the Kid by Tex Ritter; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7864795 ’60S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams.** This two CD set collects 34 songs from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Snow, Merle Haggard, Elvis Presley, Glen Campbell, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price, and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 **$5.95**

**CD 7864949 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: WALK ACROSS TEXAS.** This 30-track, two CD set collects 30 Greatest Country Songs; You Ain’t Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn; Crazy by Patsy Cline; Ballad of a Teenage Queen by Johnny Cash; Makin’ Believe by Kitty Wells; and more. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**

**CD 7864876 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: Lookin’ for Love.** Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including Hey, Lookin’ for Love by Hank Williams; You Ain’t Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn; Crazy by Patsy Cline; Ballad of a Teenage Queen by Johnny Cash; Makin’ Believe by Kitty Wells; and more. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**

**CD 7864924 THE COUNTRY SOUND OF MERRIE HAGGARD.** Merle sings 40 of his greatest songs in this two CD set, including Oke from Muskojeg; Walkin’ Man Blues; The Fighting’ Side of Me; Carolyn; Mama Tried; The Bottle Let Me Down; from Grassland to the Promised Land; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7864876 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: Lookin’ for Love.** Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including Hey, Lookin’ for Love by Hank Williams; You Ain’t Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn; Crazy by Patsy Cline; Ballad of a Teenage Queen by Johnny Cash; Makin’ Believe by Kitty Wells; and more. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**

**CD 7864949 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: WALK ACROSS TEXAS.** This 30-track, two CD set collects 30 Greatest Country Songs; You Ain’t Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn; Crazy by Patsy Cline; Ballad of a Teenage Queen by Johnny Cash; Makin’ Believe by Kitty Wells; and more. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7905491 GENE AUTRY: The Definitive Collection.** Collects 50 original country classics on two CDs, including I’m Your Man; (Theme: From Graceland to the Promised Land); and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7905990 THE ESSENTIAL JOHN WAYNE.** Collects 40 truckin’ favorites on two CDs, including I’ll Go Where I Want To; I’ll Go When I Want To; Rawhide; Whistling Past the Graveyard; Friends; High Noon; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6558491 CAT STEVENS: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** One of the most beloved artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. Includes every record克莱瑞斯 released between her debut on Corrol, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962. Features including Under the Influence of Love; Above and Beyond; Under Your Spell Again; Hearts Afire; Number: Thirty; I’ll Give My Heart To You; Sweethearts in Heaven; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**
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**CD 473713X JUST COUNTRY: 40 Golden Greats.** Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including Hello Dayton; Conway Twitty; A Good Year for the Roses by George Jones; Me & Bobby McGee by Kenny Rogers; Sweet Dreams by Don Gibson; Burning Memories by Waylon Jennings; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 7864866 COUNTRY'S GOT HEART: I Still Believe in You.** Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864922 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man.** Gather 32 country classics by the original artists, including Some Broken Hearts Now; We've Come a Long Way Together; I Wish I had Never Met You're My Best Friend; When I'm With You; Some Broken Hearts Now; We've Come a Long Way Together; I Wish I had Never Met. You're My Best Friend; When I'm With You; Some Broken Hearts Now; We've Come a Long Way Together; I Wish I had Never Met. Songs include CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 7864817 '60S COUNTRY: Cryin' Time.** A collection of some of the best country music from the '60s. Including Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864892 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Crazy Arms.** This two CD set collects 32 songs from the legends of country music's golden age, including Singing the Blues by Marty Robbins; I Can't Stop Lovin' You by Don Gibson; I'm Movin' On by Hank Snow; The Upper Hand by Carl Perkins; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 7864835 WHEN I'M WITH YOU: 30 Country Classics.** A collection of some of the best country music from the '60s. Including Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864247 GREATEST DADS.** Collects 14 collaborations with some of Johnny Cash's best friends. Some of these1950s' duets, including Diamond Mine with Bob Dylan; Crazy Old Soldier with Ray Charles; Jim, I wore a Tie Today with Willie Nelson; If I Were a Carpenter with June Carter Cash, and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864390 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home.** If you love old time country music, you’ll love the 30 songs collected here. Songs include A Girl I Used to Know by George Jones; The Bottle Let Me Down by Merle Haggard and the Strangers; Rose-Marie by Slim Whitman; Mule Train by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7838255 CHET ATKINS: Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart.** A golden collection of 20 Atkins classics, including Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart; One Mint Julep; Hidden Charm; Walk Don't Run; Show Me the Way to Go Home; Gentleman; Goodnight Irene; Greensleeves; Somebody Stole My Gal; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** From one of country's leading crossover artists comes six full recordings, plus his first song from among eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rock'n Roll'n Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Pipers; Golden Greats: The Complete Columbia Recordings. Songs. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7898484 GENE AUTRY: The Singing Cowboy.** This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises almost all his 40 and more hits in the U.S. pop and country charts on the Capitol, Okeh and Columbia records, plus selected titles from his early pre-chart era with classic songs of the day. Songs include Deep in the Heart of Texas; It Makes No Difference Now; We've Come a Long Way: I Wish I had Never Met; Sunshine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5827813 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mended; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; I’m Missing Is You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat.

**CD 7864964 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Don’t Worry.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; The Cold Hard Facts of Life by Porter Wagoner; Don’t Worry by Marty Robbins; Distant Drums by Jim Reeves; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864914 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Heartbreak U.S.A.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Fist City by Loretta Lynn; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) by Hank Williams; Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; In the Window Up Above by George Jones; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 792478X IT’S A HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME ONE: Pink Elephants.** Collects 28 tracks including It Ain’t Far to the Bar by Johnny Tyler and the Riders of the Rio Grande; Buddy Stay Off That Wine Bottle by Merle Haggard and the Strangers; By the Rose by Eddy Arnold; and more. Acrobat.

**CD 7839263 CONWAY TWITTY GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs.** Collects 20 tracks including It’s Only Make Believe; Big Town; I Wonder If You Tol’d Her About Me (duet with Loretta Lynn); Hello Darlin’; After All the Good Is Gone; Danny Boy; Touch the Hand; among more. Medley.

**CD 487501X SONS OF THE PIONEERS: Tumbling Tumbleweeds.** Comprises selected A and B sides of the band’s releases on the Decca, Vocalion, Columbia and RCA-Victor labels from 1934-1949. Fifty-three tracks, including Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Cool Water; Stars and Stripes on Two Jims; Room Full of Roses; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7928092 HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME TWO: Hangover Tavern.** Collects 28 tracks including Julie Johnson by Johnny Atkins; Oh My Aching Head by Harry Peggy and his Legends Boys; Momma’s In the Kitchen by Sam Nichols; Bartender’s Blues by Mel Tillie Moore; Here I Am Drunk Again by Latie Moore; A Girl I Used to Know by George Jones; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7865171 JOHN PRINE: New York City: The Complete Broadcast Recordings 1975-1987.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York, in July of 1978 come these 30 tracks that include Spanish Pipe Dream; Illegal Smile; There She Goes; Chinatown; Paradise; Treat Me Nice; and more. Two CDs. HOB0. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7924801 MAC WISEMAN: The Singles Collection, 1951-1961.** This 59-track, two CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on Dot during this era, as he gradually moved from bluegrass hard-country to pop-flavored material. Songs include Are You Coming Back to Me; I’m a Stranger; Six More Miles; Be Good Baby; Fire in My Heart; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7865179 THE HIGHWAYMEN: Transmission Impossible.** Includes three performances by The Highwaymen from 1992-1996. All were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 67 tracks including Good Ole Skid Row Woman; Highwayman Mamas; Don’t Let Your Babies Grow Up to Be Cowboys; Live Forever; I’ve Always Been Crazy; Big River; On the Road Again; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 1915290 PATSY CLINE: ICON.** Twelve CDs of the celebrated Patsy Cline seen through her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get You; You’ll Be in My Arms; Back in Baby’s Arms.

**CD 1915270 PATSY CLINE: ICON.** Twelve CDs of the celebrated Patsy Cline seen through her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get You; You’ll Be in My Arms; Back in Baby’s Arms.

**CD 1915260 PATSY CLINE: ICON.** Twelve CDs of the celebrated Patsy Cline seen through her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get You; You’ll Be in My Arms; Back in Baby’s Arms.

**CD 1915250 PATSY CLINE: ICON.** Twelve CDs of the celebrated Patsy Cline seen through her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get You; You’ll Be in My Arms; Back in Baby’s Arms.

**CD 1915240 PATSY CLINE: ICON.** Twelve CDs of the celebrated Patsy Cline seen through her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get You; You’ll Be in My Arms; Back in Baby’s Arms.
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★ **CD 783831X THE FABULOUS GEORGE JONES: Golden Hits.** Jones delivers 20 country classics including Just One More; Why Baby Why; What Am I Worth; I Remember; You're In My Heart; Color of the Blues; Hold Everything (I'll Get Home); You Gotta Be My Baby; Seasons of My Heart; Too Much Water; My Heart's Like a Welcome Mat; I'll Follow; Some Days I'm Hungry; The Battle of Kookarranga; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $9.95

★ **CD 7799683 HANK WILLIAMS: Best of the Singles 1947-1958.** Experience the legendary Hank Williams who was one of the most important figures in the American musical landscape in this four CD collection with 120 tracks that include Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); Calling You; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Honky Tonk Blues; Faded Love and Winter Roses; and many others. Reel to Reel. ★ $9.95

★ **CD 4868307 EMMYLOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl's Night Out.** Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 13, 1976. Tracks include Living the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; He was Mine; Telling Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 ★ $14.95

★ **CD 7784296 JOHNNY CASH AND THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.** Collects 12 tracks including Man in Black, Gahnnen Girl, I Came to Believe, I Walk the Line, Flesh and Blood, Ring of Fire, and more. Sony Music. ★ $5.95

★ **CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60.** This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When it's Springtime in Alaska; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 1911880 HOMER & JETHRO: The Kings of Comedy Country.** Crockett; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61.** Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962 featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK: Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Records and Columbia Singles, 1955-62.** One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 62-track collection. An overview of his early career, it also includes all his original material with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature favorites from Folsom Prison Blues to I Can't Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $13.95

★ **CD 7738002 HILLBILLY DEVILS & DEMONS.** Collects 28 Halloween-inspired horror songs including the classic Hound Dog in the Window by Cecil Campbell; Shake Hands with the Devil by Buccaneer Billy; The Ghost Song by Salty Holmes; Spellbound by Jimmie Holt; The Devil's Train by Roy Acuff; and more. Americana Records. Pub. at $13.99 ★ $9.95

★ **CD 7834381 DOLLY PARTON: New York 1977.** On May 14th, 1977, Dolly Parton performed at The Bottom Line in New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher and Higher; All I Can Do; Jolene; Do I Ever Cross Your Mind; My Tennessee Mountain Home; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 ★ $11.95

★ **CD 7924682 CLARENCE WHITE: The Lost Masters, 1963-1967.** A mix of 14 rare and unissued electric tracks from the country-rock pioneer. Songs include Fire on the Mountain; (Now and Then There's) A Fool Such as I; New Soldier's Joy; Ode to Billie Holiday; and many more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.52 ★ $17.95

★ **CD 7855221 BONNIE GUITAR: Early Years.** This 61-track, two-CD set comprises of A and B sides from her releases on the Morrison, Rainier, Fabot, Dot, Radio, Dolton, and RCA labels from 1951-1962. Songs include Say I; Try Thru the Sunny San Juan Isles; Moonlight and Shadows; Dark Moon; Rocky Mountain Moon; and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 7839456 ROSE MADDOX: Sing a Little Song of Heartache.** This 57-track, two-CD set comprises of most of the A and B sides of her singles on Columbia and Capitol during 1953-62. Songs include The Nightingale Song; Kiss Me Like Crazy; Poor Little Heartbroken Rose; Take a Gamble on Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 1975854 THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters.** Freddy could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. Collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days; Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. ★ $6.95

★ **CD 779990X RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 7: Jambalaya.** Collects 28 tracks including Wolverton Mountain by Nat Cole; Jambalaya by Titus Turner; Sally Jo by Rosco Gordon; Hey Good Lookin’ by Maxwell Davis; The Bus Song by Ray Sharpe; I Almost Lost My Mind by Solomon Burke; Tell Me Who by Maxi-Smo; and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $19.99 ★ $15.95

★ **CD 7855414 BILLY JOE SHAVER: One Night at Luckenbach, Texas.** Collects 16 tracks including I Been to Georgia on a Fast Train; Honky Tonk Heroes; That’s What She Said Last Night; The Devil Made Me Do It; Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 ★ $15.95

★ **CD 7919714 THE BROThER: New Hillbilly Music.** This 51-track, two-CD set comprises of A & B sides of his singles on RCA from this era, mostly comprising their parody and comic performances. Songs include Mr. Blues; Pearl Biscuit; Those Two Blue Eyes; Let’s Shake Loose; The Ramshackle shack; In the Shadow of Clinch Mountain; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 ★ $15.95

★ **CD 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts during the years 1949 through 1962, including 39 of the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★ $12.95

★ **CD 7678681 CARRIE UNDERWOOD: Storyteller.** Underwood’s fifth studio album. Collects 13 tracks including The Fighter;before he fell asleep; Want to Know You; Wasted; and more. Sony Music. ★ $7.95

★ **CD 4540829 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62.** This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades, including hit duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. A definitive snapshot of the hit country style. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.52 ★ $17.95

★ **CD 7924682 CLARENCE WHITE: The Lost Masters, 1963-1967.** A mix of 14 rare and unissued electric tracks from the country-rock pioneer. Songs include Fire on the Mountain; (Now and Then There’s) A Fool Such as I; New Soldier’s Joy; Ode to Billie Holiday; and many more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.52 ★ $17.95
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CD 3085031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin' Down Rockin' - The Last Recordings. Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these albums just before he died. Includes songs by Waylon, Merle Haggard, and Robby Turner’s band. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release them as finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, plus one track with Waylon’s, Merle Haggard, and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release them as finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, plus one track with Waylon’s, Merle Haggard, and Robby Turner’s bass.

CD 7285978 TOMMY COLLINS: The Singles & Albums Collection 1951-60. A 58-track, two-CD collection featuring the A and B sides of the tracks on the Morgan and Capitol albums and most of the titles from his Capitol albums. This collection includes his most popular hits, such as “G changin’ Woman,” “I Like It Like That,” and “The Old Black Guitar.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, including “The Ball: If My Heart Was Runnin’” with Guitar Slim and “Done Somebody’s Work” with Johnny Cash.

CD 193189X GREENFIELDS, VOL. 1: The Gibb Brothers’ Songbook. This CD features 30 tracks, including singles and rare B-sides, by the Gibb brothers, including hits like “Love Me Tender,” “Square One,” and “How Can You Mend a Broken Heart.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “I Won’t Last a Day Without You” with Barry Gibb and “Words, Words, Words: How Deep Is Your Love” with Barry and Maurice Gibb.

CD 8714776 KRIST KRISTOFFERSON: Goin’ Home. This CD features 30 tracks on the 1967 album and includes some of Kristofferson’s best: “Me and Bobby McGee,” “Jody and the Kid,” “For the Good Times,” and “To Die For.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Me and Bobby McGee” with Emmylou Harris and “Bad News from the Hills” with Townes Van Zandt.

CD 7919654 PAT BOONE: Country Jubilee. Featuring 30 tracks, including “Tennessee Saturday Night,” “Texas Woman,” “You and I,” and “Paper Roses,” which were released as singles from the album. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Please Remember Me” with The Everly Brothers and “I’ll Be Home” with The Oak Ridge Boys.

CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles A & B 1947-55. This four-CD set features 80 tracks, including all of Hank Williams’ singles and B-sides from the MGM label and his posthumous releases up to 1955, including “I’m Proud of My Pal,” “I’m Sorry,” and “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “I’ll Never Get Over You” with The Carter Family and “I’ll Never Get Over You” with The Carter Family.

CD 7809441 EDDIE DEAN: I Dreamed of a Hillbilly Heaven. This CD features 25 tracks by Eddie Dean, including “I Dreamed of a Hillbilly Heaven,” “Spring Has Come to Old Missouri,” and “Gravedigger’s Lament,” which were released as singles and B-sides from his album. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “I’m Gonna Get That Baby” with The Band.

CD 7849737 EDDIE COCHRAN: Don’t Forget Me. This CD features 30 tracks, including “Ready, Yesterday’s Heartbreak,” “My Love to Remember,” “Skinny Jim,” and “Mighty Mean.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “The Night Time Is the Right Time” with The Band and “Ready, Yesterday’s Heartbreak” with The Band.

CD 7275044 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 4: I Hang My Head and Cry. This CD features 20 tracks, including “I Hang My Head and Cry” by Varetha Dillard, “Sleep” with Little Willie John, “The Writing on the Wall” by Adam Wade, “Don’t Be Cruel” by Big Al Downing, “Cold Hearted” by Big Maybelle, and “I Love You” by Big Al Downing. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “I Hang My Head and Cry” with Little Willie John and “Sleep” with Little Willie John.

CD 1992023 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 2: Your Cheatin’ Heart. This CD features 30 tracks, including “Your Cheatin’ Heart” by Big Al Downing, “I Don’t Love You” by Big Al Downing, “I’m Movin’ On” by Clyde McPhatter, “Jambalaya (On the Bayou)” by Darilla Jo, “Uncle Bud” by Billy Bland, “Long Gone” by Ertha Kitt, and more. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Your Cheatin’ Heart” with Little Joe and “I Don’t Love You” with Little Joe.

CD 2685973 KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-82. Contains every record by Kitty which made it to the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned her two CDs. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels” with Conway Twitty and “Make Me the Woman You Love” with George Jones.

CD 7683219 FOY WILLING AND THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Texas Blues. This 48-track, two-CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of the B sides released on the Capitol, Decca, Majestic, Variety and Columbia labels, and includes songs like “Wish I Was in Texas” and “Texas Blues: When the Sun goes Down, Never Trust a Woman.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Wish I Was in Texas” with Townes Van Zandt and “Texas Blues: When the Sun goes Down, Never Trust a Woman” with Townes Van Zandt.

CD 7683905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of bluegrass. This huge 112-track set of hit albums that happened, happened by song, featuring other artists, such as “The Devil’s Dream” with Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, and other musicians, including “The Devil’s Dream” with Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, and other musicians.

CD 1992021 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 6: I’m Moving On. This CD features 25 tracks, including “I’m Moving On” by Patsy Montana, “I’m Movin’ On” by Patsy Montana, “I’m Movin’ On” by Patsy Montana, “I’m Movin’ On” by Patsy Montana, and “I’m Movin’ On” by Patsy Montana. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “I’m Movin’ On” with Patsy Montana and “I’m Movin’ On” with Patsy Montana.

CD 7857205 GARY WILLIAMS: The Travelin’ Blues Boy. This CD features 30 tracks, including “Travelin’ Blues Boy,” “Travelin’ Blues Boy,” “Travelin’ Blues Boy,” “Travelin’ Blues Boy,” and “Travelin’ Blues Boy.” Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Travelin’ Blues Boy” with Patsy Montana and “Travelin’ Blues Boy” with Patsy Montana.

CD 7808326 LORRAINE JORDAN AND CAROLINA ROAD: A Little Bit of Bluegrass. The band’s distinct sound and old-time flair can be attributed to the bluegrass-rich area of North Carolina from which they hail. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “A Little Bit of Bluegrass” with Patsy Montana and “A Little Bit of Bluegrass” with Patsy Montana.

CD 4934482 BILLY WALKER: The Tall Texan. This 58-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Capitol, Decca, and Columbia labels, including songs from 1949-1962. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “The Tall Texan” with Patsy Montana and “The Tall Texan” with Patsy Montana.

CD 7835538 ON THE HONKY TONK HIGHWAY WITH AUBREY MIEGERS: High Texas Rider. This CD features 25 tracks by Aubrey Meiers and the bands and the musicians on his Texas Re-Cord Company label including Ted Kress, Del Reeves, and Charlie Louvin. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “High Texas Rider” with Ted Kress and “High Texas Rider” with Ted Kress.

CD 7703749 BILLY JACK WILLIS: Cadillac in Model A. Welcome Billy Jack Willis and Richard Kyle. Swang Bang on this 31 track collection. Selections include Kentucky Means Paradise; There’s Good Rockin’ Tonight; Crazy Man Crazy; Cadillac in Model A: “Out of Gas, Sweet Georgia Brown; Bottle Baby Boogie; Milk Cow Blues; Jody Rosé; Mama’s Cross; Carolina Pig Pickin’; and more. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “Kentucky Means Paradise” with Richard Kyle and “There’s Good Rockin’ Tonight” with Richard Kyle.

CD 7835705 ROYALTY GAYLORD: The Silver Dollar 7. CD includes 49 tracks on the 78 record and due ts that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Also includes collaborations with other artists, such as “The Silver Dollar 7” with Patsy Montana and “The Silver Dollar 7” with Patsy Montana.
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**CD 7834551 CLASSIC COUNTRY.** All of the most unforgettable country hits from the '50s, '60s and '70s by the legends who made them famous. Contains 154 tracks on five CDs including Coal Miner’s Daughter by Loretta Lynn; Funny How Time Slips Away by Willie Nelson; Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; He Stopped Loving Her Today” by Hank Williams, and more. Slipcased. TIME LIFE, Pub. at $169.95 $129.95

**CD 778239X LOVE SONG IN 32 BARS: The Johnny Bond Collection.** This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases from 1941–60 on the Okeh, Conqueror Columbia, 20th Century Fox and Republic labels. Songs include The Road Is Way Too Long; Mean Mama Boogie; Barrel House Bessie; Set ‘Em Up; All I Can Do Is Cry; Oklahoma Waltz; and more. Acrrobat. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 1983989 JEALOUS HEART: Country Love Songs.** This 75-track, three-CD set focuses on the softer side of classic country music released from 1940–60. Song include Jealous Heart by Al Morgan; For Now and Always by Hank Snow; My Heart Dies for You by Evelyn Knight; Beautiful Brown Eyes by Jimmy Wakely; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99

**CD 7749112 BATTLEGROUND KOREA: Songs and Sounds of America’s Forgotten War.** Presents 121 tracks on four CDs in a hardcover book with transcriptions of the texts, illustrated with photos of that time, advertisements, flyers, magazines, record sleeves, book covers and other memorabilia. Songs include Heartbreak Ridge by Delmore Brothers; Uncle Sam Blues by Sonny Thompson; At Mail Call Today by Gene Autry; The War Is Over by Arthur ‘Big Boy’ Crudup; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99

**CD 4872371 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART.** This collection includes 150 of the biggest country hits and the biggest artists from the '70s and '80s, all on nine CDs. Tracks include Reba McEntire; Loretta Lynn; Vince Gill; George Strait; Conway Twitty; Crystal Gale; Clint Black; George Jones; Dolly Parton; Kenny Rogers; and more. TIME LIFE, Pub. at $199.95

**CD 7786751 THE JOHNSON CITY SESSIONS, 1928-1929.** These 100-tracks on four-CDs gather every surviving record from the sessions, while the accompanying LP-sized, 136-page hardcover book contains newly researched essays on the background to the sessions and on the individual artists, with rare and hitherto unpublished photos, as well as complete song lyrics and a detailed discography. Artists include the Roane County Ramblers, Roy Harvey, the Mountain Tipton, Jesse Jackson, and more. Slipcased. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99

**CD 7786735 DOLLY PARTON & PORTER WAGONER: Just Between You and Me.** For the first time, the complete work of Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton is together in one place. This 160-track, six-CD set features many rarities, obscurities and four live recordings. Includes a LP-sized, 80-page hardback book with many photos previously unseen, showing their famous hillbilly glitz style, and tells their story. Songs include Just Someone I Used to Know, Please Don’t Stop Loving Me, and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $199.99

**CD 4931157 CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue.** Nine full albums are collected on four CDs, including Connie Smith Sings Hank Williams Gospel; The Song Is You; I Got Love To, Joy To The World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks. The accompanying LP-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels and pressed liner notes and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99

**CD 7825900 MERLE HAGGARD: The Studio Recordings 1969–1976.** Chronicles his association with Capitol Records and includes all of his studio albums (except the concept albums and “live” albums) made between 1969 and 1976. These were Merle Haggard’s golden years when he gave a voice to the voiceless, appealed to both the conservative and the growing progressive, and scored an unprecedented thirteen #1 hits. Includes a hardcover book with an essay and new interviews, a complete discography and many previously unpublished photos. Six CDs with 165-tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $179.95

**CD 7748384 WOODY GUTHRIE: The Troubadour Years.** Over 50 yea after Guthrie’s death, we invite you to hear what took place on these two iconic performances, one at Carnegie Hall on January 20th, 1968, and one at the Hollywood Bowl on September 12th, 1970. These concerts are the only professionally released original recordings across three CDs. Includes two books and collects 180 tracks. Slipcased. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99

**CD 778676X THE KNOXVILLE SESSIONS, 1929-1930: Knox County Stomp.** Gathers, for the first time, all the issued recordings made by the James Hotel, remembered today for recording the original 78s–some of them are so elusive that only single copies are known to exist. Accompanied by a LP-sized, 156-page hardcover book containing essays on the history of Knoxville’s music, rare photos, song lyrics and detailed photography. Four CDs with 99-tracks. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $174.99

**CD 4763904 THE ALABAMA BOX: 1950s & 1960s Oddball Labels.** This collection gathers together not only the most essential recordings from all the tiny and obscure Alabama labels but also available facts about these labels and artists. So if you’re looking for prime greasy, primitive, stompin’, rockin’ goodies from the state of Alabama then you’ve got ten hours, on 8 CDs, of the finest music ahead of you. Includes 135 page hard cover, fully illustrated volume, in a boxed set. Bel Sharp Records. Pub. at $249.95

**CD 7864833 ‘70S COUNTRY: Easy Loving.** This 36-track, two-CD set includes Hello Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; Coal Miner’s Daughter by Loretta Lynn, The Class of ’57 by The Statler Brothers; Lucille by Kenny Rogers; That’s the Way Love Goes by Johnny Rodriguez; and more. TIME LIFE, Pub. at $35.95

**CD 7905548 KENNY ROGERS: Greatest Hits & Love Songs.** These are the songs that made you fall in love with Kenny’s country sound. Disc One offers 18 of his best-loved hits, like Me and Bobby McGee and Ruby; Don’t Take Your Love to Town. Disc Two presents his take on 18 classic country songs of romance: Through The Years; Unchained Melody; The Wind Beneath My Wings; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 7851243 FOUR BY FOUR:Honky Tonk Angels.** This 104-track, four-CD set collects four note-perfect compilations. Songs include Heartbreak USA; Hey Joe; Kitty Wells; I Fall to Pieces; Walkin’ After Midnight by Patsy Cline; Satisfied Mind; Beautiful Lies by Jean Shepard; The End of the World; Optimistic by Skeeter Davis, and more. One Louder. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7780983 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974.** Broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Travelin’ Man; Rare On; Highway USA; Country Store; The Tennessee Waltz; My Walkin’ Shoes; Fithril Special; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1975102 JOHNNY CASH: Transmission Impossible.** Sixty-seven tracks on six CDs are collected from the folk tours. Broadcasts from various locations between 1958 and 1994. Songs include Folsom Prison Blues; Get Rhythm; Country Style USA Outro; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns To Town; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
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**CD 497283X** THE TEX RITTER COLLECTION. This 77-track, three-CD set comprises recordings on the Vocation, Capitol and Decca labels from the 1940s, and then, when he was one of the first signings to the newly-founded Capitol label, further selected A and B sides from his 1960s and 1970s recordings, including “I'm Wasting My Life On You; You Will Have to Pay; Jealous Heart; When You Listen Don't Slam the Door; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7811284** THE HIGHWAYMEN: Outlaws in Scandinavia. On April 3rd, 1992, the Highwaymen performed at Stockholm Globe Arena in Stockholm, Sweden. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 23 tracks including “Fever.” Features live performances by John Prine, recorded for TV broadcasts across his career. Includes solo acoustic sets alongside band renditions, which together make for one of the finest live Prine collections yet to emerge. 97 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 1984003** JACK GUTHRIE: THE COMPLETE RELEASES 1944-48. Comprises the A and B sides of every single for the Capitol label recorded by Jack Guthrie–cousin of Woody Guthrie. Collects 25 tracks including “Oklahoma Hills; When the Cactus is in Bloom; I Loved You Once but I Can’t Trust You; Welcome Home and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7734956** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 6: Cold Cold Heart. Collects 28 tracks, including “Hey Little Car Hop; Born to Roll; Can’t Win Can’t Place Can’t Win Ever Again.” Features live performances by John Prine, recorded for TV broadcasts across his career. Includes solo acoustic sets alongside band renditions, which together make for one of the finest live Prine collections yet to emerge. 97 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7709234** MICKEY GILLEY: Urban Cowboy Live! A spectacular yet intimate concert experience featuring electrifying performances of Mickey Gilley’s best songs! Recorded at the Mickey Gilley Theater in Bras electrifying performances of Mickey Gilley’s best songs! Recorded at the Mickey Gilley Theater in Brenham, Texas. Collects 22 tracks including “True Love Always; I’m Movin’ On by King Curtis; Opposites Attract; Wayback and Wild Wild Woman by Koko-Mojoe. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 7849729** DESTINATION FREEDOM. Collects 33 tracks including “See the U.S.A. in Your Chevrolet; I’m Movin’ On by King Curtis; Opposites at Attract; Wayback and Wild Wild Woman by Koko-Mojoe. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 4745272** THE RED SOVINE COLLECTION 1949-59. This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises most of Red’s A and B sides from his MGM and Atlant this era. Songs include Who’s Lonely Now; Hold Everything (I’ll Get Home); I Wanted You for a Lifetime; It Jesus Came to Your House; Groovy Boy, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6194291** TIM RAYBON BAND: Songs of a Simple Life. Since their debut album this band has been charging full steam ahead. Collects 14 tracks including “Foolish Sunshine; Heartbreak Marie; I’m Leaving Town Tonight; Forget About You; God’s Still in Control; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 770934X** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Town. Collects 10 tracks including “Ride the Train; Quiet Country Town; What Would Your Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; She’s Crazy and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

**CD 1984283** TIM RAYBON BAND: Back to the Country. This is the band’s debut album. Collects 12 tracks including “Movin’ On by King Curtis; Opposites at Attract; Wayback and Wild Wild Woman; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4972651** GEORGE JONES: Birth of a Legend. This set represents the beginning of George Jones. Here he’s young and brilliant—with everything to prove and nothing to lose. Over the course of seven years, we hear him become the singer we know so well. Includes a well researched biography featuring photos from the Jones family’s personal scrapbook. Collects 200 tracks on six CDs, including more than 20 previously unissued takes and songs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $199.95

**DVD 1975878** A CELEBRATION OF BLUES AND COUNTRY: THE 1989 PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL CONCERT. On January 21, 1989, on the evening following the presidential inauguration, some of the biggest names in classic rhythm and blues performed at the Washington Convention Center at the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Musicians include Stevie Ray Vaughan, B.B. King, Dyetta Price and more. DVD. Pub. at $15.95

**DVD 7721560** OPP! O P P! VIDEO CLASSICS: LOWE’S HOTEL. Life is full of love songs by the Crooner from Dolly Parton (I Will Always Love You), George Jones (She Thinks I Still Care), Ferlin Husky (Gone), Loretta Lynn (Love is the Foundation), and Conway Twitty (If I Were the Sun in Your Eyes). In a Color. 57 minutes. Fullscreen. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 6771427** GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001. This box contains 10 DVDs each featuring 100-120 minutes of live performances from concerts, radio broadcasts and TV specials spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Got to Phoenix; By a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Dolly Parton and Anne Murray and more. The CD offers 22 live tracks from Rhinestone

**DVD 4835980** DOLLY PARTON: 50 Years at the Opry. Wide screen. Dolly Parton, the undoubted Queen of Country Music, celebrates 50 years as a member of Grand Ole Opry. Recorded live in Nashville, this amazing special pays tribute to her songs and career with special performances from Dolly and her star guests, including Lady A, Emperor Hercules and Hank Williams Jr. English, HD. 78 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 7838247** THE BEST OF BOBBY DARIN: 20 Songs. Collects 20 golden hits by the legendary crooner, including Dream Lover; Beyond the Sea; Mack the Knife; Clementine; Somebody to Love; Black Coffee; 100 Years from Now; Wear My Ring; Plain Jane; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; Lost Love; Splish; and more. TGG. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 783828X** THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Golden Hits. Offers up 17 classic hits, each in their original recording, including “Take Five; Blue Rondo a la Turk; Georgia on My Mind; When I Was Young; I’m Old Fashioned; When You Wish Upon a Star; Everybody’s Jumpin; Three to Get Ready; Pick Up Sticks; On Broadway;
The Dave Brubeck Quartet. Pub. at $15.95

Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 7913206** LINDA RONSTADT: The Piano Jazz Special. On April 10th, 2005, Linda Ronstadt performed at Mechanics Hall in Worcester, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including I Fall in Love Too Easily; I Guess I’ll Hang My Tears out to Dry; I’ll Be Seeing You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Good Ship Lollipop. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7838247** THE BEST OF BOBBY DARIN: 20 Songs. Collects 20 golden hits by the legendary crooner, including Dream Lover; Beyond the Sea; Mack the Knife; Clementine; Somebody to Love; Black Coffee; 100 Years from Now; Wear My Ring; Plain Jane; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; Lost Love; Splish; and more. TGG. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 783828X** THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Golden Hits. Offers up 17 classic hits, each in their original recording, including “Take Five; Blue Rondo a la Turk; Georgia on My Mind; When I Was Young; I’m Old Fashioned; When You Wish Upon a Star; Everybody’s Jumpin; Three to Get Ready; Pick Up Sticks; On Broadway;
**CD 779674 TUBBY HAYES: Seven Classic Albums.** This 54-track, four-CD set collects seven albums including *Joshua sax* and *Harlem Nocturne.* Each album is presented with its original label artwork and liner notes. $9.95

**CD 7738010 MAYNARD FERGUSON: The Roulette Collection.* Collects eight albums including *Swingin’ My Way Through College, A Message from Newport, Maynard Ferguson Plays Jazz for Dancing, Newport Suite, Lets Face the Music and Dance, Maynard 61, Sil Sil M.C.,* and *Message from Maynard. Seventy-four tracks.* $13.95

**CD 7865279 MILES DAVIS: San Francisco 1970.** In 1970 Miles Davis performed in San Francisco. This is the radio broadcast of that performance. Collects six tracks including *Swingin’ My Way Through College, A Message from Newport, Maynard Ferguson Plays Jazz for Dancing, Newport Suite, Lets Face the Music and Dance, Maynard 61, Sil Sil M.C.,* and *Message from Maynard. Seventy-four tracks.* $13.95

**CD 7827067 JIM HALL: The Early Albums Collection.* This 67-track, four-CD set comprises Jim Hall’s early albums in full on the United Award, Atlantic, Verve and Mercury labels from this era. Songs include: *Stompin’ At the Savoy, He’s Gone Away, My Funny Valentine, I’ve Got You Under My Skin,* and more. Leftfield Media. $6.95


**CD 7693389 RAMSEY LEWIS: His Eight Finest.* This 74-track, four-CD set collects eight of his albums including *Ramsey Lewis and His Gentle Men of Swing, Ramsey Lewis and His Gentlemen Men of Jazz, Down to Earth, An Hour with the Ramsey Lewis Trio, Bossa Nova, Pot Luck, Barefoot Sunday Blues,* and the *Ramsey Lewis Trio at the Bohemian Caverns.* $13.95

**CD 7765557 FRED ASTAIRE: All the Hits and More.* Features all his three year career hits, including the #1’s: *Cheek to Cheek, I’m Putting All My Eggs in One Basket, Top 10 hits: A Foggy Day, Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off.* $13.95

**CD 772497 SLIDE HAMPTON: The Classic Albums 1959-1963.* This 62-track, four-CD set collects eight of his complete albums including *Slide Hampton and His Horn of Plenty, Sister Salvation, Something Sanctified, Two Sides of Slide Hampton, Jazz with a Twist, Drum Suite, Explosion! The Sound of Slide Hampton.* $13.95

**CD 7749392 YUSEF LATEEF: The Prestige & Impulse Collection.* Collects eight classic albums by Yusuf Lateef as the band leader from the Prestige and Impulse labels. The albums include *The Sound of Yusef, Other Sounds, Cry!, Bender, East, Sounds Into Something, Jazz Round the World, Live at Pep’s,* and *1984, Sixty-one tracks.* $13.95

**CD 7764790 SAMMY KAYE: Swing & Sway.* This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including *Love Walked In, Theme from Three Coins in the Village, Careless Hands, The Gypsy, Powder Your Face with Sunshine, That’s My Desire,* and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**CD 7736501 MILT JACKSON: The Riverside Collection 1951-1963.* This 67-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including *Vibrations, Statements, Bags Meet Wes! With Wes Montgomery, Big Bags, Invitation For Someone I Love, Live at the Village Gate,* and *In A New Setting.* $13.95

**CD 7950338 SAM THE MAN TAYLOR: Sax Supreme.* This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises early releases from MCA/Mercury, Capitol, Decca, and more. Each album label plus most of his A and B sides with his Cat Men and orchestra from these early years on MGM along with selected titles from his MGM albums. Songs include *Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man, Stay as Sweet as You Are,* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 1915193 THE BEST OF BILLIE HOLIDAY: 20th Century Masters.* Collects 12 songs, including *Strange Fruit, Fine and Mellow, Lover Man, Don’t Explain, Good Morning Heartache, God Bless the Child,* and more. MCA. $11.95

**CD 7782489 QUINCY JONES & HIS ORCHESTRA: Early Years.* This 56-track, three-CD set collects six of his complete albums. Albums include *This Is How I Feel About Jazz, Go West Man! The Birth of a Band, The Great Wide World of Quincy Jones, I Dig Dancers,* and *Around the World.* Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 1974718 ENOCH LIGHT: Big Band Bossa Nova.* Collects 24 tracks including *Desafinado, One Note Samba, Perdido, A Night In Tunisia, Groovin’ High,* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**CD 7725730 CORN BREAD: The Hal Singer Collection 1949-59.* A 3-CD compilation of the Hal Singer Collection comprising A and B sides and selected album tracks under his own name on the Savory, Acrobat and Savory labels. $12.95

**CD 1906151 KENNY DORHAM: Eight Classic Albums.* Collects eight albums by Kenny Dorham including *Kenny Dorham Quintet, Afro Cuban, Round About Midnight at the Cafe Bohemia Volume 1, 2 Horns/2 Trumpets, Jazz Grasstron, Around Midnight at the Cafe Bohemia Volume 2, Birth of a Band, The Great Wide World of Jazz,* and *Kenny, and Jazz Contemporary.* Four CDs with 84 tracks. Reel to Reel. $14.95

**CD 1964089 LAWRENCE WELK’S BABY ELEPHANT WALK/YOUNG LP.* Collects two CDs, *Baby Elephant Walk* and *Young LP.* By Lawrence Welk, Baby Elephant Walk and Young World, with four bonus songs including *Theme From My Three Sons, Out of This Blue, Sky Night Theme,* and more. $9.95

**CD 1956361 HAMPTON HAWES: Seven Classic Albums.* Seven albums by Hampton Hawes including *Hampton Hawes Trio Volume 1, This Is Hampton Hawes Volume 2, Everybody Likes Hampton Hawes Volume 3, Curtis Fuller and Hampton Hawes*–*Walkin’, Hampton Hawes/Big Ben Bossa Nova,* and *For Real.* Collects 55 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. $11.95
and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 7492724 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: How High the Moon. Les Paul and Mary Ford were a duo known for their virtuosic guitar playing, angelic vocals, and cutting edge recording and engineering techniques. This 77-track, three-CD set contains their most iconic recordings. Songs include Vaya Con Dios; How High the Moon; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 785532X MARION BROOKER QUARTET: Mary Ann. On April 24th, 1969, the Marion Brown Quartet performed at the "Lila Eule Club" in Bremen, Germany. This performance was recorded by Radio Bremen. Collects eight tracks including: Gesprächstetzen; Ode to Coltrane; Exhibition; Mary Ann; Sonata; Modus Rythmicus; Juba Lee; and Study for Four Instruments. Two CDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 7496200 DONALD FAGEN: Feelin' Groovy. On March 13th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Massey Hall in Toronto, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Includes 17 tracks including Green; Flower Street; The Nightfly; New Frontier; Brite Nitegown; Snowbound; Home at Last; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 7686309 TONY WILLIAMS: Play or Die. Featuring Tony Williams among the leading drummers in the history of Jazz, whose work has had a lasting influence on styles and still does. This recording includes five tracks including: The Big Man; Beach Ball Tango; Fools Rush In; Anytime; and more. Includes multiple recordings. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

★ CD 1963953 GLENN MILLER: A Million Dreams Ago. This 80-track, three-CD set collects recordings by Glenn Miller from 1938 through to 1942. Includes 65 tracks on four CDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 7799772 THE BEST JAZZ ALBUM: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set includes 52nd Street Theme by Bud Powell; Just One of Those Things by Charlie Parker; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; The Pretender by Nina Simone; Lush Life by George Shearing; The Will's Way by Maynard Ferguson; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes greats like, "I Yam Who I Yam"; "Shangri-La"; "The Scat Song"; "Zaz Zut Zaz"; "Swannee Lullaby"; and many more. Reel to Reel.

★ CD 7799640 CAB CALLOWAY, VOLUME ONE. 1930-1934. Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes greats like, "I Yam Who I Yam"; "Shangri-La"; "The Scat Song"; "Zaz Zut Zaz"; "Swannee Lullaby"; and many more. Reel to Reel.

★ CD 7764774 MANTOVANI: Charnmire. One of the most successful orchestra leaders and biggest album sellers in the long history of popular music, Mantovani is celebrated in this 25-track selection. Includes Charmaine; Greensleeves; Some Enchanted Evening; Swedish Rhapsody; Unchained Melody; My Foolish Heart; and more.

★ CD 7738412 GLENN MILLER: Gold. A three CD collection of 60 tracks including In the Mood; Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree (With Anyone Else But Me); Midnight Serenades; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread); When You and I Were Young Georgia; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 4934717 THE BEST OF JACKIE GLEASON & HIS ORCHESTRA: Music for Lovers Only. The essential collection of Jackie Gleason & His Orchestra. Collects 75 tracks including Shangri-La; Love Letters in the Sand; I'll Be Seeing You; I'm in the Mood for Love; Body and Soul; Paper Doll; You Always Hurt the One You Love; Tiger Rag; Glow Worm; St. Louis Blues; Swing for Sale; Tears for Two; Baby, Do; Solitude; Careless Love; You Love; Tiger Rag; Glow Worm; St. Louis Blues; Swing for Sale; Smoke Rings; The Old Man of the Mountain; Up a Lazy River; Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 7971467 KENNY CLARKE: The Complete Albums Collection. Collects eight original albums including Special Kenny Clarke; Telefunken Blues; Kenny Clark & Ernie Wilkins: Bahama After Dark; Klose's Glique; The Golden 8; Jazz Is Underestimated with Care. Includes 65 tracks on four CDs.

★ CD 1991981 RAY BROWN: The Early Albums Complete. Collects eight albums including The Royal Roos (sessions with Ella Fitzgerald); Becal Me Bécalt; Ray Brown with the All-Star Big Band; Much in Common (with Milt Jackson); Ray Brown/Milt Jackson, and The Poll Winners (with Shelley Manne and Barney Kessel). Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 7825802 GREAT SCOTT! Collected Recordings 1939-57. A 69-track, three-CD collection comprising a substantial portion of her piano and vocal recordings from this era on the Bluebird, Decca, V-Disc, Signature, Columbia, Capitol and Debut labels. Songs include Two Part Invention in a Minor; Country Gardens; Hazel's Boogie Woogie; Three Little Words; Mary Lou; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 7805632 THE MILLS BROTHERS: Paper Doll. This 75-track, three-CD set includes Paper Doll; You Always Hurt the One You Love; Tiger Rag; Glow Worm; St. Louis Blues; Swing for Sale; Smoke Rings; The Old Man of the Mountain; Up a Lazy River; Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 7223172 BENNY GOODMAN: The Essential Collection. This 58-track, three-CD set collects the essential recordings of Benny Goodman. Songs include Minglewood; Singin' At The Savoy; Don't Be That Darn That Dream; Sing, Sing, Sing; One O'clock Jump; and more. Includes multiple recordings. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 7774010 THE CARTER FAMILY COLLECTION, VOL. 2, 1935-41. This 130-track, six-CD set comprising their recordings during this era released variously on the Conqueror, Vocalion, Decca, Perfect and Bluebird labels. Songs include Gloria to Reel; The Scat Song; Za Zuh Zaz; Swanee Lullaby; Minnie the Moocher; St. James Infirmary; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Includes multiple recordings.

★ CD 7799772 THE BEST JAZZ ALBUM: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set includes 52nd Street Theme by Bud Powell; Just One of Those Things by Charlie Parker; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; The Pretender by Nina Simone; Lush Life by George Shearing; The Will's Way by Maynard Ferguson; and more. Dynamic Group. $7.95

★ CD 7799640 CAB CALLOWAY, VOLUME ONE. 1930-1934. Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes greats like, "I Yam Who I Yam"; "Shangri-La"; "The Scat Song"; "Zaz Zut Zaz"; "Swannee Lullaby"; and many more. Reel to Reel.

★ CD 1992108 BUDDY DREFRANCO: Foursight. Recorded from a concert in Stockholm on November 17, 1948. This 56-track, five-CD set includes Foursight; Little Waltz; Nearly; You and the Night and the Music; Mr. Bow Tie, My Funny Valentine; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Pub. at $24.99 $18.95

★ CD 1991981 RAY BROWN: The Early Albums Complete. Collects eight albums including The Royal Roos (sessions with Ella Fitzgerald); Becal Me Bécalt; Ray Brown with the All-Star Big Band; Much in Common (with Milt Jackson); Ray Brown/Milt Jackson, and The Poll Winners (with Shelley Manne and Barney Kessel). Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95
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- **CD 1943383 PEPPE ADAMS WITH THE TOMMY BANKS TRIO: Live at Room at the Top.** Rare unreleased 1972 concert recorded from sawdust with Pepper Adams with the Tommy Banks Trio. Collects seven tracks including Three and One; Civilization and its Discontents; Patience; Olee; ’Tis; Time on My Hands; and more. 3CDs. Stargazer. Pub. at $19.99
- **CD 7221129 ALEX ACUNA: Gifts.** Collects 10 tracks including In Town; Postlude; Mercy Mercy; Amandote; Chunchoo; Divina; One Finger Snap; Regalo; Melancolia; and Atefin Atefin. Le Coq Records. Pub. at $14.99

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

- **CD 1918399 DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Live from Vienna 1967.** In 1967 The Dave Brubeck Quartet suddenly became a Trio for this Vienna concert when, after the previous evening’s concert in Hamburg, Paul Desmond went out and never made his plane to Austria. Collects six tracks including St. Louis Blues; One Moment Worth Years; Swanee River; La Paloma Azul; Someday My Prince Will Come; and Take the “A” Train. Denny Music.Pub. at $15.99
- **CD 7271269 STEVE GADD/EDDIE GOMEZ/RONNIE CUBER: Center Stage WOR Big Band.** Collects nine tracks including Signed, Sealed, Delivered; Watching the River Flow; I Can’t Turn You Loose; Che Oso; Them Changes; Way Back Home; Lucky 13; Hands; and Stop Loving You; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $17.95
- **DVD 7794317 SARAH VAUGHAN: Great Women Singers of the 20th Century.** A memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with captivating jazz singer Sarah Vaughan was taped in 1985 and offers a memorable evening with capturing Sarah Vaughan. This was recorded by Radio Bremen. Collects nine tracks including Neum; Ostinato; Scales; Source; Lonesome Defender; Resonance; For Marianne; Weep and Cry; and Louis. Films. Two CDs. Mir Music. Pub. at $21.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **CD 7666666 SOUL WOMAN: 80 Timeless Classics from the Queens of Soul.** Collects 80 tracks including No More Drama by Mary J. Blige; Respect by Aretha Franklin; Midnight Train to Georgia by Gladys Knight & The Pips; I’m Coming Out by Donna Ross; Love to Love You Baby by Donna Summer; and more. Four CDs. Universal Music.
- **CD 4737105 IKE & TINA TURNER: Shake.** Collects 20 rare recordings featuring The Loco-Motion; Knock on Wood; Swagger Lee; Lee Get Back; Proud Mary; Louise; Ya Ya; Something’s Got a Hold on Me; Drift Away; and more. Start. Pub. at $7.99

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

- **CD 7860727 SOUL CLASSICS: The Ultimate Collection.** A outstanding collection of 100 tracks that captures the best of soul on five CDs. Includes What’s Going On by Marvin Gaye; I Was Made to Love Her by Stevie Wonder; The Boss by James Brown; I’ve Got the Power by The Impressions; Son of a Preacher Man by Dusty Springfield; Tears Dry on Their Own by Amy Winehouse; and more. Union Square Music.
- **CD 7860734 HORACE SILVER: The Classic Blue Note Collection.** Features Horace Silver’s eight essential Blue Note albums made between 1954 and 1963 including Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers; Pieces of Silver; The Styling of Silver; Finger Poppin’ Blowin’ the Blues Away; Doin’ the Thing; The Tokyo Blues; and Silver Image. Collects 51 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99
- **CD 7821026 JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan.** The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night that most guitar players can match in their careers. This 14 track CD includes Hideaway; Sugar Coated; Make Your Own Time; So Be It; Heaven Love; Long Time Down; Dust My Broom; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99
- **CD 7723283 DIANNA ROSS: All the Great Hits.** Collects 16 tracks including Good Morning Heartache; Reach Out and Touch (Someone’s Hand); Last Time I Saw Her; Upside Down; My Old Piano; Ain’t No Mountain High Enough; and more. Universal Music.
- **CD 473727X CANNED HEAT: On the Road Again.** Carried Heat was considered one of the best blues/boogie bands of the late sixties era. Fifteen tracks are collected here, including On the Road Again; Amphetamines Annie; Reffin’ Hookey Boogie; Rolling & Tumbling; So Long; and more. Start. Pub. at $7.99
- **CD 1976710 BILL WITHERS: The Ultimate Collection.** This superb collection presents the best of Bill Withers on 19 tracks. Includes Ain’t No Sunshine; Lovely Lady; Lean on Me; Just the Two of Us; Use Me; Grandaddy’s Hands; Kissin’ My Love; I Don’t know; Hello Like Before; Let Me Be The One You Need; Watching You Watching Me; Tender Things; Lonely Town; Lonely Town; and more. Sony Music.
- **CD 7780680 JOHN WILLIAM THE FOUR BROTHERS: NEW YORK’S 1973.** A wonderful slice of forgotten New Orleans funk history, this live FM broadcast performance collects 17 tracks including Loop Garoo; I Walk on Guided Splinters; Talkin’ Mood; Hard Sentence; I Love You; and more. Preacher Stephens, Delta Music. Pub. at $17.95
- **CD 7851254 FOUR BY FOUR: Soul Sisters.** This 104-track, four-CD set features four of the most well-known female soul singers. Includes songs like At Last; Trust in Me by Etta James; I’m Coming Out by Donna Summer; Love to Love You Baby by Donna Summer; and more. One Louder. Pub. at $19.99
- **CD 7924658 BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 1: “Rhythm & Blues”.** Collects 28 tracks including You Bring Out the Wolf in Me by Pinney Brown; Whoopin’ and a Hollarin by Preacher Stephens; One Zippy Zapp by Roy Milton and his Orchestra; You Ain’t Too Old by Al Simmons; The Buggy Ride by Rudy Moore; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95
- **CD 7851254 FOUR BY FOUR: Soul Sisters.** This 104-track, four-CD set features four of the most well-known female soul singers. Includes songs like At Last; Trust in Me by Etta James; I’m Coming Out by Donna Summer; Love to Love You Baby by Donna Summer; and more. One Louder. Pub. at $19.99
Blues - R&B - Reggae

★★ CD 7811322 THE LITTLE BOX OF STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN. This 39-track, three-CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts and performances by Stevie Ray Vaughan from 1980-1988. Songs include Testify; Voodoo Chile; Tell Me; Love, Stunning Baby; Cold Shot; Texas Flood; Scuttle Buttin'; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 ★★★ $17.95

★★ CD 1974580 CLASSIC SWING. This 55-track, two-CD set includes Get Happy by Frank Sinatra; Jeeps Creepers by Louis Armstrong; Song for My Father by Horace Silver; Farewell to Arms by Perry Como; Let Me Sing My Cole Trio; Rain Is Such a Lonesome Sound by Ada Lee; and more. Spectrum Music. ★★★ $7.95

★ CD 7799550 SIN ON SATURDAY, PRAY ON SUNDAY. Volume 2. Collects 28 tracks including I'm Tired Waiting by Lightnin' Slim; You'll Always Have a Home by Eddie Taylor; Trouble in My Way by Swan Silvertones; How Much I Owe by Radio Four; Boogy Fool by Smokey Pryor; Out of My Name by Bob Gaddy; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99 ★★ $9.95

★ CD 7784953 SIN ON SATURDAY, PRAY ON SUNDAY. Volume 1. Collects 28 tracks including Too Many Pigs by Sonny and Jaycone; Well, You Know by Dusty Brown; Blue Coat Man by Eddie Boyd; Daniel Saw the Stone by Pilgrim Travelers; Didn't It Rain by Golden Gate Quartet; Raising a Ruckus Tonight by Buster Brown; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99 ★★★ $9.95

★ CD 7730004 TOWNES VAN ZANDT: Down Home. On April 18th, 1965, Townes Van Zandt performed at The Down Home in Johnson City, Tennessee. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Jester's Delight; Lost, Buckskin Stallion Blues; No Place to Fall; If I Needed You; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95 ★★★ $11.95

★ CD 7928033 BLIND BOY FULLER: Step It Up and Go. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises selected sides that Blind Boy Fuller cut across his career on the Vocation and Okeh labels. Songs include Baby, I Don't Have to Worry; You Can Never Tell; Walking and Looking; Mean and No Good Woman; Long Time Trigger; and more. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.99 ★★★ $9.95

★★ CD 7855281 THE HERALD RECORDS DOOWOP COLLECTION, 1953-63. This 89-track, three-CD set brings together most of the label's releases by artist whose work falls broadly into the category of doo-wop. Songs include Paradise Hick by the Emberts; Dizzy Spell by The Loungers; Why Should We Break Our Donuts, Kid Stuff by The Morning Benders; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 ★★★ $14.95

★ CD 7799624 BILLIE HOLIDAY: Eight Classic Albums. Eight albums by Billie Holiday including Billie Holiday Sings; An Evening with Billie Holiday; Billie Holiday, Music for Torching; Velvet Mood; Lady Sings the Blues; Body and Soul; and Stay with Me. Collects 67 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel.★ ★★ $11.95

★ CD 1979499 THE WHITE STRIPES: Under Great White Northern Lights. The White Stripes release their third and final official live album. Collects 16 tracks including Let's Shake Hands; Black Math; Little Ghost; Seven Nation Army; Fell in Love With a Girl; and more. Includes a documentary of the band's 30th, 1971. Collects eight tracks including Iko; Right Place, Wrong Time; Didn't He Ramble; and more. Timeslips. Pub. at $17.99 ★★★ $12.95

★ CD 7855033 PAT BOONE & R&B CLASSICS: We Are Family. Collects 11 tracks including Papa's Got a Brand New Bag with James Brown; Soul Man with Sam Moore; Tears of a Clown with Smokey Robinson; Celebration with Kool & The Gang; and We Are Family with Sister Sledge; and more. Gold Label. ★★★ $5.95

★ CD 7782365 THE IMPRESSIONS & JERRY BUTLER: The Singles and Albums Collection 1958-62. This 57-track, two-CD set comprises the most comprehensive collection of tracks by these sides from these years, featuring Curtis Mayfield, and including some featuring Jerry Butler, on the Abner and ABC-Paramount labels, plus Jerry Butler solos A and B sides on Veejay. Songs include I Need Your Love; Don't Leave Me At The Country Fair; Lovely One; Can't You See; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★★★ $12.95

★ CD 7875428 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 9: You Are My Sunshine. Collects 28 tracks including Hillbilly Blues by Pee Wee Crayton. Hey Good Lookin' by Piano Red; I Walked Away from the Wreck by Damita Jo; (Now and Then There's) A Fool Such as I by Roy; Rock Steady Dock by Roy Orbison. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 ★★★ $11.95

★ CD 7886894 DUKE ROBILLARD & HIS ALL-STAR BAND: Six Strings of Steel. Collects 12 tracks including Girl With It!; Lima Beans; Love Struck; In Perfect Harmony; Watchin' That River Flow; I Gonna Be!; Someday, Groovin' in the Swamp; Rambles; and more. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.99 ★★★ $9.95

★★ CD 1943391 RAY CHARLES: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 125-track live CD collection comprises just about all his A & B sides released on the Swing Time, Atlantic, ABC-Paramount and Impulse labels during the years 1949-1962. Songs include Confession; Baby Let Me Hold Your Hand; Come Back; Right Time Is The Right Time; Them There Git; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 ★★★ $17.95

★ CD 787541X RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 10: Nine Pound Hammer. Collects 28 tracks including Thinkin' of You by Pearl Galloway; Don't Steal My Heart by Beulah Swan; What Am I by Big Bob Komegaye; The Hip Cowboy by Slim Gaillard; Cold Cold Heart by Johnny "Guitar" Watson; The Well by Nine Pound Hammer by Louis Jordan. ★★★ $9.95

★ CD 7825986 THE VERY BEST OF CYLDE MCPHATTER 1953-62. A 59-track, two-CD collection comprising selected A and B sides from his releases with The Difters, plus selected A and B sides from his releases during these years on the Atlantic, MGM, and Mercury labels. Includes a 28-page booklet. Songs include The Way I Feel; Such a Night; I Can't Stand Alone; Love; Down Home. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★★★ $12.95

★ CD 7834608 MUDDY WATERS: Hollywood Blues Summit. Recorded live at The Ash Grove in Los Angeles, California, on July 31, 1964. This is Muddy Waters' last recorded performance with The Blind Boys of Chicago; I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man; Blow Wind Blow; Strange Woman; Honey Bee; Walkin' Through the Park; Long Distance Call; and Got Money Blues. ★★★ $11.95

★ CD 7824623 BILLIE HOLIDAY SINGS: MARV JOHNSON: You Got What It Takes. This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises A and B sides of his single with his band The Blue Jays on the Savory, Exclusive, Atlantic, Aladdin, Imperial, Veejay and Swingin' labels. Includes a 28-page booklet. Songs include Come to Me; Once Upon a Time; That's How Bad; Let Yourself Go; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★★★ $12.95

★ CD 7875312 MARV JOHNSON: You Got It. This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises the A and B sides of his singles on the Kudo and United Artists labels from 1958-62, plus the titles from his albums Marvelous Marv; More Marv Johnson; and I Love You Marv Johnson. Also includes a selected release of singles that were not released on his albums. Includes a booklet. Songs include Come to Me; Once Upon a Time; That's How Bad; Let Yourself Go; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★★★ $12.95

★ CD 7744494 DR. JOHN: The Return of the Tripper. Collects eight tracks from a live broadcast recorded at The Montreaux Jazz Festival 2004, Switzerland; Melbourne 2004; and Montreal, Switzerland on July 14, 1993. Includes songs Iko Iko; Right Place, Wrong Time; Didn't He Ramble; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 ★★★ $9.95

★ CD 7894961 LIL GREEN: Why Don't You Right Away? This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises just about all the A and B sides of her career released on Bluebird, Victor, Aladdin and Atlantic labels. Songs include Cherry Tree Blues; Just Rocking; Country Boy Blues; If You Want to Rock and Roll, You Got to Stand Up First; I'm Just Rocking; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 ★★★ $12.95


For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 781125X DONALD FAGEN: The Western World.** On March 7th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Beacon Theatre in New York City. This recording was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Here at the Western World; Green Flower Street; Year of the Dragon; What I Do; Pretzel Logic; and more. Acropub. Pub. at $19.95 $14.98

**CD 7786700 THE 1959 R&B HITS COLLECTION.** This 115-track, four-CD set collects about every record which peaked in the Top 14 positions of Billboard’s “Hot R&B Sides” chart during this year. Songs include Lonnie Teardrops by Jackie Wilson; Almost Grown by Chuck Berry; Only Sixteen by Sam Cooke; Misty by Johnny Mathis; and more. Acropub. Pub at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 7786662 STEVE WINWOOD: Rough Hill Festival.** On August 19th, 1978, Steve Winwood performed at the Rough Hill Festival in Gloucestershire, England. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I’m A Man; Midland Maniac; Hold; Walking in the Wind; Two Way Stretch; Vacant Chair; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7875274 KING SIZE PAPA: The Jules Lee Collection 1927-52.** This 72-track, three-CD collection comprises early recordings with the orchestra of her brother George Jules and then with Jay McShann, followed by most of her A and B sides with her Boy Friends on Phonogram. This CD contains 13 sides from this era. Songs include I Was Wrong; Doubtful Blues; Snatch It and Grab It; Gotta Gimme Watcha Got; and more. Acropub. Pub at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7780477 SNOOKS EAGLIN: The First Decade, 1953-62.** This 52-track, two-CD set focuses on the first decade or so of the singer’s recording career on the Blind Guitar Ferdi for Wonder label. Songs include That’s Alright; Mardi Gras Mambo; Rock Me Momma; That Certain Door; Guess Who; What Kind of Fool; and more. Acropub. Pub at $19.95 $12.95

**CD 7785651 LAURA NYRO: New York 1976.** On March 31st, 1976, Laura Nyro performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Stormy Love; Money, Sweet Lovin’ Baby; And When I Die; I Am the Blues; Sweet Blindness; and more. HBOB. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 1991919 HOWLIN’ WOLF’S WOLF GANG.** Recorded from live performances at the New 181 Club in Chicago in 1975. Collects 16 tracks including Highway 61 Bound; Fannie Mae Jones; Built for Comfort; Little Red Rooster; Go to Go Now; Big House; Take a Walk with Me; and more. Wolf Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4946332 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The First Broadcast.** On July 22nd, 1980, Stevie Ray Vaughan performed at The King’s Head Inn in Norfolk, Virginia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Hideaway; Love Me Darlin’; Tin Pan Alley; Love Shack Baby; I’m Cryin’; Texas Flood; I’m Leaving You (I’m Gonna Commit a Crime); Little Wing; and Dancing South. Wicker Man. Pub at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7728555 BOB DYLAN: Pre-Millenium Blues.** This 41-track, three-CD set collects various live performances from January 1990-May 1995. Recorded from live FM broadcasts, this collection includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Jokerman; Just Like a Woman; All Along the Watchtower; Tombstone Blues; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 7854560 98 CD IN THE BANK.** This 49-track collection Including Où le Père Pan into the Fire by Lucky Peterson; Thought I Had the Blues by Larry Garner; I’m Praying For You by Larry McCray; I Just Wanta Rent by Ike Cosper; Standing in the Rain by Dave Thompson; and more. JSP Records. Pub at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 7738919 SPOTLIGHT ON LEIBER AND STOLLER: The R&B Recordings—Flip Our Wigs.** Collects 30 tracks including Destination Love by Wynonie Harris; Just Say the Word by Frankie Marshall; I Smell a Rat by Young Jessie; Tree Stump Jump by Garland the Great; Ninoy Joe by Johnny Johnson; Start of Journey by Scooby Doo All Stars; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 1964259 ST. LOUIS: The Complete Recorded Works, 1927-1933.** Collects 24 tracks recorded in St. Louis in the years of 1927-33 including Good Time Blues by Jelly Roll Anderson; Blue Hawai‘i by Henry Johnson’s Boys; Frenzied Rider Blues by Bert “Snake Roof” Nation; Don’t Leave Me Blues by Felice Yee; and more. Cartier. and more. Documents. Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 7799810 BYTHER SMITH: Working Man’s Blues.** The definitive overview of one of the most intense and hard playing Chicago Blues guitarists of the past few decades. This 27-track, two-CD set includes Have What It Takes; Addressing the Nation With the Blues; Money Tree; I’m So Unhappy; What is This; and more. Includes some live tracks. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 1943278 JOHNNY MAESTRO & THE CRESTS: Sixteen Candles.** This 51-track, two-CD set comprises A and B sides of songs on the singles on the Cad, Trans Atlas, Selma and Times Square labels from the years of 1957 to 1962, as The Crests, Johnny Masters, Johnny Maestro and Johnny Maestro & The Original Crests. Songs include Sweetest One… My Juanita; No One to Love; Model Girl: The Working Voice; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 773882X DEE CLARK: Raindrops.** This 55-track, two-CD set comprises the A and B sides of singles from 1956-62 by The Dee Clark Gospel Ensemble. Songs include This Is The Night; Don’t Walk Away from Me; I Can’t Dream; Lucky Me; Count on Me; What Kind of Fool; Sittin’ on the Fence/Mother/Mother; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 1939297 TOM WAITS: After the Fox.** On July 5th, 2008, Tom Waits performed at Fox Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Falling Down; All the World is Green; Lucky Day; On the Nickel; Make It Rain; Get Behind the Mule; and more. Wicker Man. Pub at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 779987X MEMPHIS SLIM: Rocks.** Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pulp; Harlem Bound; Old Taylor; Rockin’ the House; Killjoy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; Sippin’ Blues; Song; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7786770 TOM WAITS: A Small Affair in Ohio.** On October 25th, 1977, Tom Waits performed at The Agora in Cleveland, Ohio. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including Standing on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; The One that Got Away; Jitterbug Man; Middle Age; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7788889 JOSH WHITE: The Early Years Collection.** 1929-36. This 48-track, two-CD set comprising recordings as Pinewood Tom and Joshua White, plus one title with Blind Joe Taggart for the Paramount, Melotone, Banner, Perfect, Orloos, Romeo and Eagle labels. Songs include S无关紧要; a Shame; Crying Blues; Double Crossing Woman; S无关紧要; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7867107 WILKO JOHNSON: Back in the Night.** Collects 17 tracks including Shaking the Loving Hand; Stick in the Mud; Dancing the Blues by the Waterside; Living in the Heart of Love; I Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; and more. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 1963058 FREDDIE SLAGG: Mr. Five by Five.** This 49-track, two-CD set comprises of selected A and B sides of his releases on Decca and Capitol through to the time he left the label. Songs include Old Rob Roy; Kitten in the Keys; Beverly Boogie; Strolling; Sheal Away; Easy, Baby; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95
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★ CD 772120X PHIL GUY CHICAGO STUDIO SESSION: Jimmy Dawkins. This 23-track, 2-CD set collects a classic Chicago blues studio session from 1982 and recorded FM broadcasts from London in 1985. Songs include Breaking Out on Top; Texas Flood; Cold Feeling; Bad Luck Boy (Born Under A Bad Sign); and more. Document Records. Pub. at $16.95.

★ CD 1943111 CANNED HEAT: Live at Rockpalast 1998. Canned Heat performed live at Rockpalast in Germany on April 13th, 1998. Collects 13 tracks including Stranger; Bullfrog Blues; On The Road Again; Don't Know Where She Went (She Spat; See These Tears; and more. Includes live performance DVD. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.95.

★ CD 1984062 KRISPY MATTHEWS: Live At Rockpalast 2019. Krispy Matthews performed at the Rockpalast on March 21st, 2019 in Harmonie, Bonn, Germany. Collects 14 tracks including Level With The Devil; Gotta Stay, Gotta Leave; I've Been Searching, Strictly; Paranoic Prison; and more. Includes DVD of the performance. 84 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 1913719 HOROJO TRIO: Set The Record. Horojo Trio is the soul-rocking rhythm and blues trio that won Best Band at the 2020 International Blues Challenge in Memphis. Collects 11 tracks including Man of Steel; A Little Goes a Long Way; Set The Record Straight; Stay Crazy; The Night; Hard As I Can; Running; Fools are Getting Scarcer; Tell Me Why; Rambler Blues; The Way You; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $16.99.

★ CD 1964437 BUDDY MOSS: Complete Recorded Works, Volume 1. Buddy Moss recorded these songs from January 16 through September 3, 1933. Tracks include Bye Bye Mama; Daddy Don't Care; Red River Blues; Coal Country Blues; Prowling Woman; Hard Times Blues; Best Gal; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 497154X THE DUKE ROBILLARD BAND: They Called It Rhythm & Blues. Every song is about that great master musicians. great understated taste and a perfect band mix with Duke’s guitar and the center to bring it all together. Collects 18 tracks including Here I Am; No Good Lover; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $12.95


★ CD 1964402 BLIND WILIE McETTLE & CURLEY WEAVER: The Post-War Years 1949-1950. Presents the Curley Weaver sessions and the McTell-Weaver session for Regal. Collects 28 tracks including My Baby’s Got a Ticket; Don’t Forget Me; I Got 2 Blues; Good Little Thing; Savannah Mama; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 7782411 LITTLE BROTHER MONTGOMERY: No Special Rider Blues. Collects 15 tracks including I Don’t Want No Whisky (aka Keep on Drinkin’); 12th Street Rag; Tishomingo Blues; I’m Sure of everything but You; Tremblin’ Blues; Brother’s Boogie; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.95.


★ CD 4971582 JAMES HARMAN BAND: Sparks Flying, Live in 1982. On August 29th, 1982, the James Harman Band performed at the 2nd South Blues Festival in Tarniers, Belgium. Collects 12 tracks including Keep Our Business to Yourself; Do Not Disturb; Icechip Confession; Paradise Party; San-Hey-E; Extra Napskin; Stranger Blues; Sparks; (Start Flying); All Want You To Do; New Game; If Yes Or Is It No; and I’ve Got News. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99.

Christian - Gospel

★ CD 4745124 GREGORIAN CHANT: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Saint Pierre de Solesmes. There is something about Gregorian Chant that appeals directly to the modern ear. It may be that its serene serves to counter the stress of everyday life. This two-CD set collects 41 tracks, including The Church Roll On by Comted Four, and more.

★ CD 6769866 MIGHTY DAY: 25 Gospel Greats. On this 25 track Gospel CD you will find the following: ‘I’m Going To Hold On; Sister Goldia Haynes; My God Is A Mighty Man by Anthony Butler; ‘I’m His Child by Sister; the Ernest Himes Band; The Church Roll On by Comted Four, and more.

★ CD 4884973 SUNDAY MOURNING COUNTRY GOSPEL: 40 Songs. Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of Gospel music sung by many country and gospel greats on 40 tracks. Includes The Old Rugged Cross by Ray Price; He’s Got the Whole World in His Hand by Tammy Wynette;

★ CD 481085 4 THE 50 MOST BELOVED HYMNS. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs sung by various choir groups and artists. Songs include Shall We Gather By the River; How Great Thou Art; Amazing Grace by Metropolitan Boys Choir, I Love To Tell the Story, Neart Your God to Me; When They Ring the Golden Bells.

★ CD 7924720 THE FAMOUS DAVIS SISTERS: The Singles Collection, 1949-1962. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises most of their A and B sides on the Gospel, Gospel and Country labels during this era. Songs include Get Away Jordan; If Jesus Is Near; More Than All; He’s Mine; I Don’t Know What To Do; He’d Have Her Now; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

★ CD 7383821 HANK WILLIAMS: Gospel Hymns. Collects 25 tracks including I Saw The Light; Jesus Remembered Me; Me Old Country Chick; Lord, Have Me Understand; Beyond the Sunset; House of Gold. The Tramp on the Street; Be Careful of the Stones You Throw; and more. Imperstone.


★ CD 7373304 THE PILGRIM TRAVELERS: The Best of the Specialty Years 1948-56. This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides of their releases on the Specialty label during this era. Songs include I’m Standing On The Highway; I’ll Tell ‘A’ Angel;

★ CD 7109307 THE CARAVANS 1952-62: Where Gospel Meets Soul. This 49-track, four-CD collection features most of the A and B sides of their releases on the Specialty and Gospel labels during this era. Songs include Think of His Goodness; Tell the Angels; Come on Jesus; You Can’t Beat Good; Got Mine; I’m Not Tired Yet;

★ CD 7383924 BROTHER JOE MASSEY: Gospel Music 1949-1962. This 83-track, four-CD set comprising many of the A and B sides of his singles on the Specialty and Nashboro labels. Also includes titles from his Nashboro albums The Master’s On Our Side and Walk on and Talk on, along with live recordings. Songs include How Much More of Life’s Burden Can I Bear; I Heard Angels Singing; Go Tell the News; Wake Me and Shake Me, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.
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**CD 7741618 TONY BENNETT: The Classic Christmas Album.** Collects 18 tracks including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; My Favorite Things; Christmas Time Is Here; Deck the Halls; Silver Bells; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; O Little Town of Bethlehem; O Come All Ye Faithful; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**DVD 2663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW.** Produced by the USO, Bing Crosby’s classic must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an entertaining music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Horne, George Burns, Jimmy Durante, Shirley MacLaine, and many more. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 7737599 SEASON TO REMEMBER.** Widescreen. Create a warm, holiday atmosphere in your home with this collection of stunning Christmas scenery. The three DVDs include Christmas Home Movies, Christmas Carol Stories, and Magic of Christmas. To accompany this colorful imagery, choose from six different music programs on each DVD to create that special holiday mood. 152 minutes. NorthQuest. $9.95

---

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

**CD 7838166 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Forever Love.** Presents film themes from some of Hollywood’s most iconic movies on 20 tracks. Includes themes from The Last Tango in Paris; Days of Wine and Roses; A Man and a Woman; La Ronde; and many more. United Music. $9.95

**CD 7924291 MARIAN CAREY: Merry Christmas.** Collects 10 tracks including Silent Night; All I Want for Christmas Is You; O Holy Night; Joy to the World; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; and more. Columbia. $6.95

**CD 799352X MORE HALLOWEEN NUGGETS.** This 22-track CD compiles fun Halloween songs like: Witch Girl by The Mystyrs; I’m The Wolf Man by Round Robin; Haunted by The Madmen; The Voodoo by Terry Gale; Vampire’s Ball by Mann Drake; Mr. Francesco by Peter & The Wolves; and The Love Witch. More. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 7928181 SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP.** Collects 27 tracks including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody Swingin’?) by Louis Prima Orchestra; Blow Blow Thou Winter Winds by Bill Crosby’s Bob Cats; Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! by The Ramblerz; Peace by Monette Moore; Freeze and Melt by Joe Turner and his Memphix Men; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 7770928 IT’S DOO WOP CHRISTMAS.** You’ll be transported back to a golden age of music, a time when Christmas felt like a real deal. Thirty tracks, including Jingle Bell Rock by The Platters; Silent Night The Ravens; It’s Christmas Time George Castellano; Santa Claus USA Lonnie & the Crisis; Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 7732377 HAVE YOURSELF ANOTHER SWINGIN’ LITTLE CHRISTMAS.** Collects 29 tracks including Jingle Bell Rock by Chet Atkins; Winter Wonderland by Ramsey Lewis Trio; When Santa Claus Gets Your Letter by The Rectors; Is a Feeling in Your Heart by Andy Williams; Sleighbell Ride by Johnny Desmond; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 7778410 THE GREATEST SHOWMAN.** The original motion picture soundtrack. Collects 11 tracks including The Greatest Showman; A Million Dreams; Come Alive; The Other Side; Never Enough; Rewrite the Stars; and more. 20th Century Fox. $12.95

**CD 7825935 PSYCHO SUITE.** Without Bernard Herrmann’s accompanying score, you could argue that Psycho would not be celebrated as one of the greatest chillers of all time today. This album presents the complete music for the film as the composer intended, and not as it appears in the movie. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 1905120 HAMILTON: Original Broadway Cast Recording.** This is the original cast recording of “the new Gerstlwan musical comedy” which repeated its New York success by winning the Olivier Award for best musical. Collects 21 tracks including I’ll Be There For You; Can’t Help Featin’; Be Still My Heart; worden’s; You’re The Only One; and more. 90 minutes. M-Set. Pub. at $19.95

---

**Christian - Gospel**

**CD 4884779 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: Calls from Heaven.** Twenty tracks present an inspirational assortment of genuine moments from one of country’s best artists. Includes Johnny Cash’s I Called Him; Chet Atkins I Am A Pilgrim; Hank Williams’ Let the Spirit Descend; The Carter Beeworkers’ Price Is In The Garden; Kit Wright’s Well’s; How Far Is Heaven; and more. Imperion. $9.95

**CD 3084892 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amarine Grace.** This two CD set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; Where the Saints Go Marching In;邦ong in the Sheaves; Standing on the Promises; I’m Longing for Jesus; Angels Watching Over Us; and more. TIME LIZE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 1943405 REV. UTHA SMITH & REV. LONNIE FARRIS: Electric/Slide Guitar Gospel.** Collects 25 tracks recorded from 1944-1964 including I Want Two Wings; God’s Mighty Hand; Walk to Thee; Soldiers of the Cross; What Mother Can Do; Golden Street; Walk Around; His Love; The Holy Spirit; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

---

**Holiday Music**

**CD 791373T STARS OF CHRISTMAS.** This 60-track, three CD set includes God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Bing Crosby; Jingle Bells by Frank Sinatra; Run Rudolph Run by Snoop Dogg; Santa Baby by Eartha Kitt; Here Comes Santa Claus by Doris Day; Winter Weather by Peggy Lee; and more. Union Square Music. $7.95

**CD 795507Z CHRISTMAS WITH ELVIS AND THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.** Collects 13 holiday classics, including Santa Claus Is Back In Town; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus (Right Down Santa Claus Lane); Merry Christmas Baby; Blue Christmas; I’ll Be Home For Christmas; and more. RCA. $19.95

**CD 7928181 SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP.** Collects 27 tracks including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody Swingin’) by Louis Prima Orchestra; Blow Blow Thou Winter Winds by Bill Crosby’s Bob Cats; Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! by The Ramblerz; Peace by Monette Moore; Freeze and Melt by Joe Turner and his Memphix Men; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 4884779 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: Calls from Heaven.** Twenty tracks present an inspirational assortment of genuine moments from one of country’s best artists. Includes Johnny Cash’s I Called Him; Chet Atkins I Am A Pilgrim; Hank Williams’ Let the Spirit Descend; The Carter Beeworkers’ Price Is In The Garden; Kit Wright’s Well’s; How Far Is Heaven; and more. Imperion. $9.95

---
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**CD 769260 ADDLINN. The soundtrack from 2001 live-action "Down Town Abbey" adaptation of its animated classic. Collects 37 tracks of songs and scores including "A Thankful Heart;" "Friends Like Me;" "Prince Ali;" "A Whole New World;" and more. Walt Disney Records. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

**CD 727322 CLAUDIO SIMONETTI'S GOBLIN: Suspiria. Coinciding with Supiria's 45th anniversary, Simenetti's Goblin celebrates this with a new Frog Rock version of the famous score. Collects eight tracks including "Suspiria;" "Markos;" "Sighs;" "Witch;" "Suspiria (Daemnon Versio)"; "Black Forest; Blind Concert;" and Death Valzer. Deep Red. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


**CD 1984706 BOY GEORGE'S TABOO: Original London cast recording from 2002. Collects 21 tracks including "Ode to Attention Seekers;" "Safe in the City;" "Freak; Do You Really Want to Hurt Me;" "Everything I Know;" "Pandemonium; Independent Woman; Out of Fashion;" and more. First Night. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**CD 1984772 THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK: Original London Cast Recording. The original London cast recording of this musical comedy from 2000. Collects 18 tracks including "Ode to the Dirty Knows;" "Make Him Mine;" "Eye of the Beholder; Dirty Laundry; Dance with the Devil; Evil; Look at Me; and more. First Night. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


**CD 1974998 A DREAM IS A WISH. A special acoustic tribute to the Magical Kingdom. Collects 10 tracks including "The Lord Is Good Postlude." Collects 27 tracks including "We Are the Champions;" "Don't Stop Believin';" "(I Can't Help Myself) Stroke of Luck;" "Us and Them;" and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 7705783 TREASURE OF THE YANKEE ZEPHYR. This includes the complete Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr story in its entirety. Composed and conducted by Brian May, this CD presents the music of this adventure thriller on 10 tracks. Includes track No. 1: "Spin The Wheel;" No. 2: "Boat Chasing;" No. 3: "My Dragon's Domain." Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 7692218 SHY PEOPLE. The original MGM Motion Pictures soundtrack. Collects 12 tracks including "Shy People;" "Joe's Place;" "The Harbor; Nightfall; Dancing on a White Mountain;" and more. Includes multiple version of some songs. MGM. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 7692226 WARRIORS OF VIRTUE. The original motion picture soundtrack. Collects 24 tracks including Main Title; "Belly of the Beast;" Ryan and the Tunnel of Temptation; The Vortex and the Dare; The Wonder of Tao; The Force of Yin; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 7855397 RACHMANNINOFF: Suites I & II for Piano and Orchestra. Collects Suite of Seven Piano Studies performed by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Michael Gielen. BMG. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 7924518 WALLINGFORD RIEGGER: The Louisville Orchestra. From conductor Robert S. Whitney comes this recording from the 1950s, containing Riegger's Symphony No. 4, Opus 63, featuring short motives which morph into a colorful, oddly Spanish theme and then into strange motives again. Also includes Variations for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 54 and Variations for Violin and Orchestra, Opus 71. Five tracks. First Edition.

**CD 7924453 H.M. QUEEN ELIZABETH'S MARCH: The Band of the Grenadier Guards. The Guards themselves trace their origin back to the exile of King Charles II when they were formed as the bodyguard. Collects 17 tracks including the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Edward Elgar featuring the English Choral Society and conducted by Sir John Barbirolli from 1956. Collects 16 tracks including "London;" "Believe the Voice of the Bells;" "Bullfighters;" "Marche Militaire;" and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

**CD 7924447 ECHOES OF EMPIRE: The Band of the Coldstream Guards. This selection of music has been arranged as a typical bandstand program from the pre-WWII period. Collects 15 tracks including "Wipers;" "Betty's Waltz;" "Ruddigore Selection;" "The Distant Shore;" "On the March;" and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

**CD 7924448 STEPS OF GLORY: The Band of the Grenadier Guards. This 14 track CD includes popular tunes of the time, classical repertoire transcriptions, selections from musicals and operas, novelty pieces, and marches. Songs include "Stein Song;" "Tales of Mystery;" "The Steps of the Waltz;" "The Dances of War;" and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95


**CD 792450X TOBIAS PICKER: Houston Symphony Orchestra. Picker's Second Symphony is a "big" work, worthy of the genre and incorporating a compelling dramatic design of seven movements framed by a prelude and a postlude. Conducted by Conductor Commens. Collects 16 tracks. First Edition. $15.99 $9.95
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CD 7924526 WILLIAM KRAFT: Los Angeles Philharmonic. This 2010 recording includes contributions from the Los Angeles Philharmonic, conducted by Andre Previn, the Alabama Symphony, conducted by Paul Polzin, and the Utah Symphony conducted by Christopher Wilkins. Includes Contextures, The Final Beast, Inverts and Of Ceremonies, Pageants, and Celebrations. Ten tracks. First Edition. $5.95

CD 7752210 STEFAN TEMMINCH: Bach, Corelli, Handel. The first CD features the groundbreaking op. 5 sonatas in world premiere recordings of the 18th c. ornamented versions. Then comes a CD with works by Handel. The final CD features select excerpts form the French and English works by J.S. Bach and other Bach miscellany. Boxed. Oehms Classics. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

CD 7924429 ANDRZEJ PANUFNIK: The Louisville Orchestra. The three works collected here reveal Panufnik as the most Aolianon of composers, preoccupied as much with discipline of form as precision of content. Conducted by Robert Whitney. Collects 7 tracks including Sinfonia Elegiaca I, II, III; Nocturne; and Rhapsody II, III. First Edition. $5.95

CD 773897 JULEAN BREAM: Early Years. This 58-track, three-CD set comprises the complete contents of his first three solo LP releases, which were Guitar Recital Vol. 1 and Guitar Recital Vol. 2 for Decca label in 1958 and 59, followed a couple years later by A Spanish Guitar for the Westminster label. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 7719639 THE ELGAR EDITION: The Complete Electrical Recordings of Sir Edward Elgar. Between 1922 and 1933 Elgar recorded virtually all his major orchestral works, as well as choral excerpts and lighter pieces. Ranging from the Enigma Variations and the Violin Concerto with the young Menuhin to an eclectic collection of compositions, this collection is gathered here for the first time. EMI Classics. Pub. at $62.99 $14.95

CD 7693842 FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor. Presents two works by one of late nineteenth century France’s most important and influential composers. Conducted by Gustavo Gimeno with the Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg. With Denis Kouzounin on piano. Pentatone Music. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


CD 7244410 ALVIN SINGLETON: Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Conducted by Louis Langree, nine works are included, orchestral pieces, instrumental solos and a wide range of chamber ensembles. Collects three tracks including After Fallen Crowns; Shadows; and A Yellow Rose Petal. First Edition. $5.95

CD 7716837 TRANSCURED NIGHT. Cellist Alisa Weilerstein plays Haydn’s Cello Concerto No. 2 in D major; and Cello Concerto No. 1 in C major. Also Schoenberg’s Verklarte Nacht. Ger Iinge Losbereg conducts the Trondheim Soloists. Pentatone Music. $5.95

CD 771968X VOICES OF FRENCH ORCHESTRA. This phenomenal five-CD set of French opera recordings highlights many of the most celebrated works in the French operatic tradition. With recordings of pieces by Lully, Berlioz, Offenbach, Bizet, Poulenc, and many more composers, the set spans the entire history of the genre. EMI Classics. $11.95


CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenors of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known recordings. Nothing Russian, performed with dedication and delight in the music’s individual detail and perspective. Collects works by Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Texana Nazon, and Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov. Nineteen tracks. Orfeo. $5.95

CD 7693826 BRUCKNER: Mass in E Minor/STRAVINSKY: Mass. Gis Leenaaarts conducts the Windplayers of the Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin in two contrasting masterpieces, Anton Bruckner’s Mass in E minor; and Igor Stravinsky’s Mass. PentaTone Music. $5.95


CD 7719655 FALSTAFF: Verdi. Herbert Von Karajan conducts the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus in Verdi’s magnificent opera Falstaff. With Tito Gobbi as Falstaff; Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as Dollis Ford; Anna Moffo as Nannetta; Luigi Alva as Fenton; and Rolando Panerai as Ford. EMI Classics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

CD 7794953 LIBERA: Forever. The boys choir directed and conducted by Sam Goodhew includes 13 tracks, including Quonum, God Only Knows; Far Away; The Little House; Animia Christi; Come My Way; Love Shine a Light; and Invisible Hands. Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 7874348 ROBERT WARD: Nine Fantasias. A collection of classical works composed by Robert Ward as performed by the Kentucky Wind Ensemble under the baton of Jack Stamp. Collects 11 tracks including Fantare for Dunham; Prairie Overture; Night March; Fantine for Winds; Concordia for Winds; Tenor; and more. Citadell. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

CD 7716974 BRIAN ENO WITH METROPOLIS ORKEST. On June 20th, 1999, Brian Eno performed at Paradiso Groote Jaal in Amsterdam, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Fantane for Dunham; Prairie Overture; Night March; Fantine for Winds; Concordia for Winds; Tenor; and more. Citadel. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

CD 7900791 THE BRUCE ROWLAND COLLECTION. On June 1, 1999, Eno’s music is noted for its expansive orchestral melodies and use of solo piano as a primary instrument in the orchestra. Collects 21 tracks including April; Hero to a Nation; Cable Drive; Pendulum; and more. Among them are the Fireseed; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
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**DVD 7924496** TANNHAUSER. Widescreen. A German production of an opera parody based on the opera of the same title by Richard Wagner. In German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Phoenix. $5.95

**DVD 7806449** PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly. Widescreen. Digs Busuio’s Cio Cio San propels this Festive-premiere production of Madama Butterfly. Director Annilse Miskinmon’s thought-provoking reading updates the opera’s setting from the 1860s to the 1930s, with darker political and emotional currents of a work that acknowledges some barriers are too great even for love. Italian language with English subtitles. $7.95

**DVD 7806744** TCHAIKOVSKY: Pique Dame. Widescreen. Obsessive in gambling and in love, the soldier Hermann is the protagonist of Tchaikovsky’s Pique Dame, based on a story by Pushkin. This opulent production from Barcelona’s Liceu captures St. Petersburg in the era of Catherine the Great. While its allure of luxury and its star-studded conductor a large and impressive cast, Russian language with English subtitles. 143 minutes. Opus Arte. $7.95

**DVD 7806788** BEETHOVEN: Fidelio. Widescreen. Bernard Haitink conducts the Zurich Opera Orchestra in a magnificent performance in which Leonore Overture No. 3 provides an interlude between two scenes from the second act, following a tradition started by Gustav Mahler. German language with English subtitles. 150 minutes. Opus Arte. $7.95

**DVD 7806719** MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro. Widescreen. A charming, expressive and witty Figaro, Lorenzo Regazzo leads a sparkling cast to Figaro, Lorenzo Regazzo leads a sparkling cast to an entertaining performance of Mozart’s comedy. Italian language with English subtitles. 195 minutes. Opus Arte. $7.95

**DVD 7806769** MOZART: Don Giovanni. Widescreen. Calixto Bieito’s famously controversial 2002 production of Mozart’s great opera sets the action in the late twentieth century and brings to life an ancient story brilliantly retold. Bertrand de Billy conducts an energetic cast with the Liceu’s Orchestra Academy. Italian language with English subtitles. 156 minutes on two DVDs. Opus Arte. $7.95

**More Music**

**CD 3865983** DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence. It’s no surprise that sex, violence and lust are at the heart of countless classic recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of bushey actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and gringing bands; including That Makes It; Charge It; I Want a Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95

**Vinyl Records**

**VINYL 7924712** ETTA JAMES: A Spoonful of Peaches, 1955-1962. Etta James’ approach to both singing and life was one akin to riot and rebellion. She sang with unbridled emotion and pain. This double-sided vinyl collects 14 tracks including The Wallflower (Roll with Me Henry); If I Can’t Have You, All Last; Trust in Me; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7900066** THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Hits Collection, 1957-1962. With heavenly harmonies rooted firmly in country music, The Everly Brothers were at the forefront of the rock ‘n roll revolution. This double-sided vinyl collects 18 dreamy tracks including Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do IS Dream; Cathy’s Clown; So Sad; Walk Right Back; Ebony Eyes; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7866178** THE BEST OF MUDWAY WATERS 1948 TO 1956. This double-sided vinyl presents some of Muddy Waters’ best songs from the years he demonstrates not only his unique style but also the development of Chicago blues. The sound and technique he displays became the template which many of the genre’s best performers have attempted to emulate. Collects 14 tracks including Feel Like Going Home; Long Distance Call; Still a Fool; I’m Ready; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7866499** HERE COMES RICKY NELSON: 1957-1962 Hits Collection. This double-sided vinyl celebrates Ricky Nelson’s remarkable legacy. As the quintessential teen idol, Nelson was one of the most important rock acts of the ’50s and ’60s. Collects 19 tracks including I’m Walkin’; A Teenage Romance; Never Be Anyone Else but You; Teen Age Idol; Someday; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7866208** LINK WRAY: Rumble (1956-62). This double-sided vinyl collection highlights how Link Wray’s uncompromising attitude proved too menacing for mainstream but elevated him to hero status. His style captured the imagination of youngsters on both sides of the Atlantic. Collects 18 tracks including I’ve Sez Baby; Rumble; The Swag; Jack the Ripper; El Toro; Poppin’ Popeye; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7866348** THE ROCKETEERS: 1955-1962. This double-sided vinyl presents some of the Rocketeers’ finest work and celebrates the importance of this remarkable band. Collects 18 tracks including I Ain’t No Fool Either; I Smell a Rat; My Man Called Me; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7895674** THE CARTER FAMILY: Music from the Foggy Mountain Top. The Carter Family would shape future generations with their earthy mix of traditional folk, bluegrass and southern gospel. This double-sided vinyl presents some of their finest works and celebrates their unique importance and influence. Collects 14 tracks including The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunnyside; Diamonds in the Rough; Worried Man Blues; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7877207** CONNIE FRANCIS: Stupid Cupid, 1957-1962. Scoring hit after hit, all the tracks on this double-sided vinyl 16 track collection were chart entries. Songs include Stupid Cupid; Carolina Moon; My Memories (Among My Souvenirs); Everybody’s Somebody’s Fool; My Heart Has a Mind of Its Own; Many Years Ago; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7877293** THE BEST OF BIG MAMA THORNTON 1951 TO 1958. This double-sided vinyl presents 16 epic tracks including her titanic take on the Leiber & Stoller No. 1 Hound Dog. Songs include Partnership Blues; I’m All Fed Up; Hound Dog; Night Mare; I Ain’t No Fool Either; I Smell a Rat; My Man Called Me; and more. Acrobat. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7894704** THE DEL VIKINGS: Come Go with the Vikings, 1956-1962. A successful, racially mixed, vocal combo with heavenly harmonies. The Del Vikings are at the heart of countless classic recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of bushey actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and gringing bands; including That Makes It; Charge It; I Want a Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95
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| **VINYL 785801 ROLL ‘EM MARY LOU: The Pioneering Mary Lou Williams (1929-1953): This double-sided vinyl collection covers a long period of her career, starting before she chose to devote herself to religion around the 1950s. Collects 14 tracks including Frogbottom, A Little High, Roll Em, You Know Baby, Harmony Grits, Blue Skies; Mary's Idea; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7866922 THE DYNAMIC WANDA JACKSON: Rockabilly Queen 1954 to 1962: This double-sided vinyl celebrates Wanda Jackson’s legacy. Collects 17 tracks including You Can’t Have My Love; I Got a Knife, Silver Threads and Golden Needles; Let’s Have a Party; A Little Bitty Tear; The Greatest Actor, Whirlpool; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7866186 DION & THE BELMONTs: The Hits & More (1958-82): This double-sided vinyl includes the iconic classics that have appeared in countless movies and television shows over the past 50 years, making for an evocative showcase which highlights Dion DiMucci’s exceptional talents. Collects 17 tracks including I Wonder Why, No One Knows; When or Where; Ruby Baby; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 787409X THE CAPTIVATING VOICE OF MARLENE DIETRICH: This double-sided vinyl collection showcases the variety of her repertoire and her versatility as a remarkable vocalist. Includes 15 tracks including Falling in Love Again; Naughty Lola; Jonny; You Little So and So; See What the Boys in the Back Room Will Have; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7866151 PSYCHO SUITE: The Intended Full Original Score. This double-sided vinyl presents the performance of the National Philharmonic Orchestra strings and is conducted by the composer himself, Bernard Herrmann, as the music was originally intended. An intense listen, this 1955 recording perfectly captures the spine-tingling suspense Alfred Hitchcock so gloriously conveyed on the big screen. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $33.99 | $25.95 | **
| **VINYL 7881134 JIVE AT FIVE WITH COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Collection 1937 to 1939. This double-sided vinyl features some of his first recordings under his own name and captures him at work during a pivotal period in his career. Collects 14 tracks including Pennies from Heaven; Good Morning Blues; Easy No More; Ticket Out; Back in Your Arms; Won’t Cry; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7871816 DUANE EDDY: Dance with the Guitar Man (1958-1982). This double-sided vinyl features some of his greatest songs from a five-year period and highlights just how integral Eddy was for the development of rock music with his instantly recognizable twang influencing generations of guitarists. Collects 20 tracks including Moonin’ N’ Road; Because They’re Young; Theme from Dixie; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7866194 HANK SNOW: Let Me Go Lover (1950-1962). This double-sided vinyl celebrates one of the most revered and successful country artists. An accomplished songwriter with a fine vocal, both of the greatest of all British and American Johnny Cash, Bing Crosby, and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 7839285 DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Live from Vienna 1967. This vinyl LP is a rare, red-hot performance by Dave and his famous rhythm section—Joe Morello, on drums, and Gene Wright on bass. Alto saxophonist, Paul Desmond, missed the piano to Vienna and the remaining trio took the stage despite being one man down. Collects six tracks including St. Louis Blues; One Moment Worth Years; Swanee River; La Paloma Azul; Someday My Prince Will Come; and Take A Train. Berry Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $32.99 | $24.95 | **
| **VINYL 7900112 WEBB PIERCE: 17 Honky Tonk Songs, 1952-1959. This double-sided vinyl collection provides a great introduction to the prodigious talent and is sure to transport fans to the unfilleted country honky tonk heaven. Collects 17 tracks including Wondering; That Heart Belongs to Me; More and More; In The 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 792818X SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP: A Stocking Full of Shellac Dust. This double-sided vinyl is Art Deco for your ears and authentic Christmas. Collects 14 tracks, including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody Swinging) by Louis Prima and his New Orleans Gang; I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music by Louis Armstrong and his Orchestra; Santa’s Secret by Johnny Guarnieri with Slam Stewart; and more. Bear Family Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.99 | $27.95 | **
| **VINYL 791228X PAT BOONE: Country Jubilee. Celebrating Pat Boone’s 70th year in show business, these two double-sided vinyls collect 25 tracks including I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Night, Wolverton Mountain, Alabama; Take These Chairs From My Heart; I Feel Like Cryin’; Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes; Paper Pianos; Oklahoma Sunshine; and more. Gold Label. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $49.99 | $39.95 | **
| **VINYL 7885857 NILS LOFGREN: Mountains. This vinyl collects 10 tracks including Ain’t The Truth Enough; Only Ticket Out; Back in Your Arms; Won’t Cry No More (For Charlie Watts); Nothing’s Easy (For Amy); Dream Killer; and more. Cattle Track Road Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.99 | $24.95 | **
| **VINYL 7928084 FLYING HIGH WITH VANCE MALOY: The Complete Recordings. This double-sided vinyl collects 12 rockabilly tracks recorded for six different record labels including Hubba Hubba Ding Ding; Soda Pop (Tail version); Draggin’ All Night; In Deed I Do; Do Your Best; Wine Bop Pop; Crazy About You; I Don’t Know Why; and more. Bear Family Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.99 | $27.95 | **
| **VINYL 7834566 HOWLIN’ WOLF: Howlin’ Blues Selected A & B Sides 1951-62. This 16-track vinyl collection encapsulates the guitarist’s best loved songs from the first decade or so of his recording career including How Many More Years; Wolf Is At Your Door; Sittin’ on Top of the World; Howlin’ Blues; The Red Hot Bopper; and more. Double-Lee Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 | $19.95 | **
| **VINYL 1911945 TUBBY HAYES QUARTET: What Is This Thing Called Love? This is the first vinyl LP release from the Acrobat label, and it features unreleased ‘live’ recording from 1969 and 1970. Collects 14 tracks including For Members Only; Do Your Best; Vine Garden; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $22.99 | $14.95 | **
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